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POLITICO (“Elizabeth Warren says she believes Israel’s war in Gaza will legally be considered a genocide“):





Sen. Elizabeth Warren believes international officials could find that Israel’s assault on Gaza legally constitutes a genocide, she said during an event at a local mosque last week.




“If you want to do it as an application of law, I believe that they’ll find that it is genocide, and they have ample evidence to do so,” Warren (D-Mass.) said Friday while taking audience questions during an event at the Islamic Center of Boston in Wayland, Massachusetts. A video of Warren’s comments posted on X by a GBH News reporter began circulating Monday. Warren’s office confirmed the senator’s remarks to POLITICO.






The video is embedded here:





At a Q&A at a Wayland mosque last week, @SenWarren is asked if she thinks that Israel is committing a genocide.

"If you want to do it as an application of law, I believe that they will find that it is genocide," she says, adding that she's trying to get "past a labels argument" pic.twitter.com/mxqBP6oTlH
— Tori Bedford (@Tori_Bedford) April 8, 2024







Warren was asked about a ruling from the International Court of Justice that found it was “plausible” Israel has committed acts of genocide in Gaza, and about her own opinion on the matter. A spokesperson for Warren said in a statement to POLITICO Monday that the senator “commented on the ongoing legal process at the International Court of Justice, not sharing her views on whether genocide is occurring in Gaza.”




Warren has faced pressure from her left flank since the start of the crisis in Gaza. The progressive senator initially voiced full-throated support for Israel in the wake of Hamas’ Oct. 7 attack. But as international criticism built over Israel’s military response, far-left groups began protesting outside of her offices and Cambridge home, calling on her to advocate for a lasting cease-fire in Gaza and to stop further U.S. military aid to Israel.




Warren has grown increasingly vocal in her criticism of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s administration in recent months. In January, she floated the idea of imposing restrictions on military aid to Israel, saying on X that the U.S. “cannot write a blank check for a right-wing government that’s demonstrated an appalling disregard for Palestinian lives.” In the wake of the Israeli drone strikes that killed seven aid workers last week, including a U.S.-Canadian dual citizen, Warren told CNN that Congress “has a responsibility to act,” and “cannot approve the sale of arms to a country that is in violation” of U.S. laws, including laws surrounding access to humanitarian relief.




At the mosque, Warren said the focus on the war in Gaza should go beyond a “labels argument.”




“For me, it is far more important to say what Israel is doing is wrong. And it is wrong,” she said. “It is wrong to starve children within a civilian population in order to try to bend to your will. It is wrong to drop 2000-pound bombs, in densely populated civilian areas.”






Times of Israel (“US Sen. Warren: World Court has ‘ample evidence’ to find Israel guilty of genocide“) adds:





United States Sen. Elizabeth Warren believes Israel will be found guilty of genocide in the International Court of Justice, according to comments she made at a Boston mosque last week.




“If you want to do it as an application of law, I believe that they’ll find that it is genocide, and they have ample evidence to do so,” the Democratic senator could be seen saying in a video her staff posted to social media on Monday, in response to a question from the audience on whether she thinks “Israel is committing a genocide.”




[…]




Proceedings are ongoing in the ICJ, in The Hague, the Netherlands, to examine South Africa’s claim that Israel’s aerial and ground offensive in Gaza, launched after Hamas’s October 7 massacre, is aimed at bringing about “the destruction of the population” in the Palestinian enclave.




Israel rejects the accusations as false and libelous, saying it respects international law and has a right to defend itself after some 3,000 Hamas-led terrorists burst across the border into Israel on October 7, killing some 1,200 people and seizing 253 hostages amid wholesale acts of brutality and sexual assault.






Warren is a first-rate legal scholar, although one who specializes in bankruptcy law, not international humanitarian law. While I have substantial training in the latter, I’m by no means an expert and there’s frankly rather little precedent against which to judge this case.




The UN Office on Genocide Prevention provides this background:





Genocide was first recognised as a crime under international law in 1946 by the United Nations General Assembly (A/RES/96-I). It was codified as an independent crime in the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (the Genocide Convention). The Convention has been ratified by 153 States (as of April 2022). The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has repeatedly stated that the Convention embodies principles that are part of general customary international law. This means that whether or not States have ratified the Genocide Convention, they are all bound as a matter of law by the principle that genocide is a crime prohibited under international law. The ICJ has also stated that the prohibition of genocide is a peremptory norm of international law (or ius cogens) and consequently, no derogation from it is allowed.






Israel is, in any case, a signatory to the convention (since March 1950), as is essentially every developed country on the planet save (for reasons I don’t know) Japan.





The definition of the crime of genocide as contained in Article II of the Genocide Convention was the result of a negotiating process and reflects the compromise reached among United Nations Member States in 1948 at the time of drafting the Convention. Genocide is defined in the same terms as in the Genocide Convention in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (Article 6), as well as in the statutes of other international and hybrid jurisdictions. Many States have also criminalized genocide in their domestic law; others have yet to do so.




In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:




	Killing members of the group;
	Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
	Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
	Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
	Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.







They go on to emphasize that





The popular understanding of what constitutes genocide tends to be broader than the content of the norm under international law. [emphasis mine] Article II of the Genocide Convention contains a narrow definition of the crime of genocide, which includes two main elements:




	A mental element: the “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such”; and
	A physical element, which includes the following five acts, enumerated exhaustively:
	Killing members of the group
	Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group
	Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part
	Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group
	Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group








The intent is the most difficult element to determine. To constitute genocide, there must be a proven intent on the part of perpetrators to physically destroy a national, ethnical, racial or religious group. Cultural destruction does not suffice, nor does an intention to simply disperse a group. It is this special intent, or dolus specialis, that makes the crime of genocide so unique. In addition, case law has associated intent with the existence of a State or organizational plan or policy, even if the definition of genocide in international law does not include that element.




Importantly, the victims of genocide are deliberately targeted – not randomly – because of their real or perceived membership of one of the four groups protected under the Convention (which excludes political groups, for example). This means that the target of destruction must be the group, as such, and not its members as individuals. Genocide can also be committed against only a part of the group, as long as that part is identifiable (including within a geographically limited area) and “substantial.”






The definition is incredibly unhelpful. It is impossible to wage a war and not “destroy, in whole or in part,” the adversary. It is inherent in the exercise. Hell, even if Israel were magically able to kill only Hamas fighters, leaving not a scratch—or even inflicting serious mental harm—on any other Palestinian, they would still be destroying part of a national group.




And, indeed, the Application from South Africa seems to demand that there be no killing at all. 





. . . must cease forthwith any acts and measures in breach of those obligations, including such acts or measures which would be capable of killing or continuing to kill Palestinians, or causing or continuing to cause serious bodily or mental harm to Palestinians or deliberately inflicting on their group, or continuing to inflict on their group, conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part . . .






This is sheer lunacy. While Israel has quite possibly committed war crimes by insufficiently protecting Palestinian noncombatants—and in cutting off electricity, food, and fuel to the civilian population–there is simply no question that it has the right to use military force against Hamas fighters in the wake of the October 7 massacre. None. 




Conducting a war in a densely populated urban setting has, predictably, led to a humanitarian disaster. The ICJ has summarized the extent of the horrors ably. 




While it’s quite arguable that Israel could and should have taken additional steps to mitigate said disaster, it’s simply indisputable that, if it had the intent to wipe out the entire Palestinian population in Gaza, it could easily have done so long before now. They have reportedly killed some 30,000 people, some significant number of whom were Hamas fighters and thus legitimate military targets. There are some 600,000 people in Gaza. That’s a humanitarian nightmare and, again, quite possibly a basis for war crimes charges. Genocide, however, is an absurd claim. 
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POLITICO (“The polls are suggesting a huge shift in the electorate. Are they right?“):





Something weird is happening beneath the overall stability of the early 2024 polling — and it’s either a sign of a massive electoral realignment, or that the polls are wrong again.




Polls show former President Donald Trump is ascendant with the youngest bloc of the electorate, even leading President Joe Biden in some surveys, as less-engaged young voters spurn Biden. Meanwhile, Biden is stronger with seniors than he was four years ago, even as his personal image is significantly diminished since he was elected last time.




That would be a generational shift: For decades, Democratic presidential candidates have overwhelmingly won young voters, and Republicans have done the same with the other end of the electorate. Poll after poll is showing that’s flipped this year.




If these changes are real, it would have profound effects on the coalitions both campaigns are building for November. No Republican has won young voters since George H.W. Bush’s landslide victory in 1988, and no Democrat has carried the senior vote since Al Gore hammered Bush’s son, George W. Bush, on Social Security in 2000.




Or something’s wrong in the polls — and the mirage of an “age inversion” is really a warning sign of a structural problem in the 2024 election polling.




That would be a signal that the polls are once again struggling to measure the presidential race accurately after underestimating Trump in the previous two presidential elections. Maybe the young-voter numbers are wrong, and the polls are understating Biden; or maybe the older-voter numbers are wrong, and Trump is even stronger than he appears; or both.




“Seems like we know how to poll white, middle-aged people really well,” said John Della Volpe, the director of polling for the Harvard Kennedy School Institute of Politics and an expert on polling young voters. “But if they’re younger, older, Black, Hispanic — there seems to be no consensus about what’s the best practice these days.”






There’s a longstanding concern that, as most of us move away from landline phones to being cellular-only, polling will become less accurate. I, for one, have my phone set to automatically reject callers who aren’t in my phone’s contact list. 




The thing is, despite a spate of columns arguing otherwise, polls have continued to be pretty damn accurate at predicting the outcomes of American elections. Thus, I’m inclined to believe that the “inversion” being shown in the polls is real and part of the larger sorting going on in our politics. 





Just last week, a new NPR/PBS Newshour/Marist College national poll showed Trump 2 points ahead of Biden among Millennial and Gen-Z voters, while Biden led overall among voters 45 years and older, including those in the Silent and Greatest generations.






That’s a weird framing. Silents (the generation Biden himself is in) were born between 1928 and 1945 and thus between 79 and 96 years old! The “Greatest” Generation were born between 1901 and 1927, and are thus between 97 and 123; there aren’t all that many of them left.





A Fox News poll last month showed Trump leading Biden among voters under 30 by a whopping 18 points in a head-to-head matchup — and by 21 points with independent and third-party candidates included.






I tend to dismiss Fox’s polls. And both of the cited surveys are of registered voters, thus without a likely voter filter. Still, to the extent others are showing the same thing, I’m inclined to think it’s a real phenomenon. Alas . . . 





Not every poll shows a perfect age inversion.




Biden is at just 50 percent among voters under 30 in the Wall Street Journal’s national and swing-state polling. While that’s still about 10 points ahead of Trump, it’s a significant decline compared to the 2020 election — and roughly equal to his vote share among seniors, 48 percent.




A Quinnipiac University poll released last week had Biden 20 points ahead of Trump among voters under age 35, close to the president’s margin in 2020 according to exit polls and other estimates of voting subgroups. But that survey also had Biden ahead by 8 points among voters 65 and older, which would be a significant reversal from recent elections, when Republicans won older voters.






So, the polls are not particularly consistent on this. That may simply be a function of their using different age cohorts. Or the fact that the margin of error is very much higher for subsamples than for the whole polling sample.





On paper, it might seem like a good trade-off for Biden: Young people turn out to vote at significantly lower rates than seniors. According to census data, 48 percent of voters under age 25 participated in the 2020 election, compared to 73 percent of those between the ages of 65 and 74, and 70 percent of those 75 and older.




But winning over older voters doesn’t appear to be boosting Biden in the polls, which show him essentially neck-and-neck with Trump, with the Republican narrowly ahead in most swing states.






That’s just a non-sequitur. Expressing a preference and taking action are two different things. If the gains among old voters are roughly the same as the losses among the young, the way to bet is that this is a net gain in turnout.




Regardless, Nate Cohn is running with the inversion theme and has a cute explanation for it (“How ‘All in the Family’ Explains Biden’s Strength Among Seniors“):





Mr. Biden’s strength among seniors might be surprising, but the likeliest explanation is deceptively simple: At every stage earlier in their lives, many of today’s seniors voted Democratic. They just got older.




To understand why, consider Archie Bunker, the working-class “lovable bigot” from the 1970s hit sitcom “All in the Family,” and his TV family.




[…]




It’s not unreasonable if Archie is your image of an older voter. As recently as 15 years ago, every single voter over age 65 was born before the end of World War II and came of age before the cultural revolution of the 1960s that shaped the views of many baby boomers voters for a lifetime.




Archie’s generation was the only one that reacted to the 2008 nomination of Barack Obama by shifting right: A higher share of them voted for John McCain in 2008 than for George W. Bush in 2004.




But in 2024, Archie shouldn’t be your image of a senior. Archie would be 100 years old today; his generation, called the Greatest Generation, has almost entirely died. The generation that came after Archie’s — the conservative Silent Generation, who grew up during the popular Eisenhower presidency in the “Leave It to Beaver” 1950s — has mostly died, too. Just 20 percent of the Silent Generation is alive today.




Instead, you may be better off thinking of Michael and Gloria. They are boomers, and they would be in their 70s today.




As a result, today’s seniors bear little resemblance to those from 10 or 15 years ago. Today, Madonna is a senior. So are Ellen DeGeneres and Katie Couric. By Election Day, Magic Johnson will be 65. Even though they may not feel like older voters to you, these boomers are the new seniors.




All together, boomers will make up more than 70 percent of seniors in 2024, up from zero percent when Mr. Obama — himself a baby boomer — won the presidency in 2008.






It’s an obvious point but one that analysis often misses: age, income, and other categories aren’t static. The Silents and Greatest are quickly dying off and being replaced by Boomers and Xers in the older ranks. It’s natural that they’re going to have different ideological views than their parents and grandparents.




Likewise, while it’s hard for me to understand why Trump would be appealing to someone under 35, that young cohort has endured wave after wave of systemic shock, from the Great Recession to COVID. While Biden is trying to help with various policy proposals (like student loan forgiveness), he represents The Establishment in a way that Trump simply doesn’t. 
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Via the US Energy Information Agency:
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I am no expert on fossil fuels or energy as a general matter.  However, the data continue to show that, contrary to narratives from the Trump campaign and its supporters, the US is not cutting back.  Indeed, the data continues to show the opposite of cutting back.




But, you know, why let facts get in the way of a narrative?
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	Via Politico:  Trump promises a ‘deal’ on abortion that will please everyone. It likely doesn’t exist. Narrator’s voice:  “It definitely doesn’t exist.
	Via Axis: Trump: Would be a “great honor” to be jailed for gag order violation. Says guy who knows the odds of being jailed are near to zero.
	Via The Hill: Former GOP rep says Trump ‘appeals to the worst of us,’ calls on Biden ‘to recognize the moment’. He does indeed.
	Via The Hill: RNC chair: We’re ‘going to be in the room’ when votes are cast, counted in November.
	Via NBC News: Trump’s $50 million gala set to double Biden’s triple-president fundraiser. Now do their comparative legal costs…
	Via The Intelligencer: Melania Trump Is Back — But Maybe Not for Long.
	Via the AP: Former Trump officials are among the most vocal opponents of returning him to the White House. Familiarity breeds contempt, I guess.
	Via the AP: Rudy Giuliani can remain in Florida condo, despite judge’s concern with his spending habits.
	Via The Guardian: No Labels national director says he will vote for Joe Biden.
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POLITICO (“Democrats fear Netanyahu may have undermined Biden’s image among voters“):





When the Israel-Hamas war broke out six months ago, it represented the kind of global crisis that President Joe Biden told voters he is uniquely equipped to confront.




But as the U.S. struggled to prevent the conflict from spiraling into a humanitarian catastrophe, some of Biden’s close advisers and allies began worrying that rather than bolstering his image as an experienced global leader, the president’s steadfast support for Israel’s offensive risked further complicating his argument that the election is a choice between his competent moral clarity and former President Donald Trump’s chaos.




Those concerns have been echoed in a series of interviews and statements from prominent Democratic and Democratic-aligned senators, including Tim Kaine and Bernie Sanders, in recent days. And they have been an unstated undercurrent to the White House’s decision this past week to issue a stark threat to Israeli leader Benjamin Netanyahu that U.S. support could evaporate without major changes following a strike that killed seven World Central Kitchen aid workers.




[…]




“It has undermined one of his most important assets against Trump,” Matt Duss, a former top foreign policy adviser to Sanders now at the Center for International Policy, said of Biden’s handling of the war up until this week. “Biden’s reputation was — agree or disagree with him — he’s a decent guy, he’s an empathetic guy, he’s an honest guy. But this policy has been a cruel policy.”




The Israel-Hamas conflict is not the first complex Middle East crisis to challenge Biden’s political and diplomatic skills. The White House faced mounting criticism in 2021 over its pullout from Afghanistan, with Biden facing questions over the planning as well as, more broadly, whether he was fulfilling his own pledge to be a force for global stability. His poll numbers stumbled badly and have never fully recovered.




The parallels are not exact, not least because U.S. troops are not involved in the war in Gaza. But nearly three years later, Democrats fear once more that the president is being hampered by his handling of a conflict overseas.




“I applaud President Biden for successfully urging Prime Minister Netanyahu to open another border crossing from Israel to allow robust delivery of humanitarian aid,” said Kaine, a leading Democratic voice on foreign policy. “But this was an obvious solution that should have happened months ago.”




Biden’s “current approach,” Kaine added, “is not working.”




[…]




Still, there is persistent worry in Democratic circles that the visceral images emerging from Gaza each day are denting enthusiasm among Biden voters. Most visibly, the worsening humanitarian situation has angered an important part of Biden’s base — young voters, Arab and Muslim Americans and progressives — outraged by the U.S.’s inability to stop the unfolding horrors. Biden now faces protests nearly everywhere he travels, as well as concerns that a Democratic Convention this summer will be consumed by voter anger in the streets.




There are also indications that Americans are souring on Biden’s handling of the conflict more broadly. Just 47 percent of Democrats approved of Biden’s Middle East strategy in March, according to a Gallup poll, down from 60 percent last November. Among independents, the president’s Middle East approval rating sat at 21 percent.




Those warning signs permeated Biden’s inner circle in recent weeks. One senior adviser, granted anonymity to discuss confidential conversations, said leading up to Biden’s confrontational call with Netanyahu on Thursday that there was worry Biden’s difficulty in controlling his Israeli counterpart could undermine his claim to steady competence in voters’ eyes, and elevate Trump’s arguments for projecting a brasher — if far more erratic — image on the world stage.




“I think there’s great awareness that the U.S. position [toward the war] has been damaging to its standing internationally,” said Ivo Daalder, CEO of the Chicago Council on Global Affairs. Daalder, who is close to senior administration officials, added that up until now, Biden has viewed his support of Israel as a deep-seated principle. “But the fact is, Bibi has provoked him so much that he may finally change.”






WaPo‘s Karen DeYoung (“Six months into Gaza war, Biden confronts the limits of U.S. leverage“) adds:





International support for Israel in the immediate wake of Hamas’s invasion — which saw the killing of about 1,200 Israelis and the taking of around 250 hostages — has turned to outrage and charges of Israeli war crimes. To much of the world, the U.S. backing for Israel’s war effort has left the administration morally compromised, even complicit in the destruction and death.




At home, in what is already a contentious election year, Biden is stuck between a Republican Party demanding support for Israel at all costs, and increasing numbers of Democrats demanding he stop the steady stream of weapons sent to Jerusalem. His campaign stops are frequently disrupted by pro-Palestinian protests.




Administration officials maintain that things, as bad as they are, would be worse still had they not successfully pushed for changes in Israel’s war tactics, and persuaded Netanyahu to lift his government’s embargo on all supplies of food, water and fuel into Gaza. The negotiation that won a week-long cease-fire in November and brought about half the hostages home was a bright spot, one they had hoped would be followed by a longer and more significant pause in the fighting.




[…]




“The influence of any outside party — even one that has theoretically on paper an enormous amount of influence on Israel — is limited,” said Aaron David Miller of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a former diplomat who spent nearly three decades working on Israeli-Palestinian relations in both Republican and Democratic administrations.




“The Middle East is literally littered with the remains of great powers who believed they could impose their limits” on the actions of those who live there, Miller said.




Many factors make this situation unique. Though Biden has had a complicated relationship with Netanyahu, the president is said to have a deep-seated, personal commitment to Israel that goes back to his first years as a U.S. senator. But Netanyahu “is trying to save his political skin by performative opposition to Biden in his approach to Gaza,” said Jeffrey Feltman of the Brookings Institution, who served as top official on the Middle East at the Obama administration’s State Department before becoming U.N. undersecretary for political affairs.




Losing U.S. support in the past “would be an almost insurmountable obstacle for an Israeli politician,” Feltman said. And unlike Washington’s prior interventions to make peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors, the United States has no leverage at all against Hamas, a terrorist organization that is still holding upward of 100 hostages, including a handful of Americans.




[…]




Miller, of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, sees little way out for the administration. Asked where the war would be six months from now, with the U.S. election just weeks away, he said, “I would like to think the kinetic phase of Israel’s ground campaign is over. More hostages are out, more humanitarian aid is in. But you still can’t get around the reality that Israel is determined to kill the leadership of Hamas.”






I remain skeptical that Biden’s handling of this crisis will have much of an impact on November’s election. With rare exceptions, American voters simply don’t care much about foreign policy. While polls are great at showing the direction of sentiment, they typically don’t tell us much about intensity and salience. 




The exception, perhaps, is Michigan, with its huge Arab population. Once a reliable Republican state, it has gone for the Democratic nominee in every election since 1992 except 2016, when it went incredibly narrowly (47.5% to 47.3%) for Trump over Hillary Clinton. It flipped back blue in 2016, going 50.6% for Biden and 47.8% for Trump. It’s possible that anger over what’s happening in Gaza could put the state back in Trump’s column.




In a rational world, the fact that Trump is considerably more bellicose in his support of Netanyahu than Biden should mitigate whatever damage the war has done. We do not live in that world. 




Further, Miller is right: there’s really only so much Biden can do to shape Israeli policy. We could, I suppose, refuse to provide more military support. But, first, Congress may well not allow that to happen. And, second, that would likely be more politically damaging than the current stance.
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Colby College political scientist Nicholas Jacobs, who last year co-authored a book with Columbia University Press titled The Rural Voter: The Politics of Place and the Disuniting of America, has a feature in POLITICO Magazine titled “What Liberals Get Wrong About ‘White Rural Rage’ — Almost Everything.” It’s long but, essentially, it argues that a competing book that misrepresents the literature is getting a lot of play.




The setup is long:





If you’ve been watching television or tracking trending topics over the last few weeks, you’ve probably seen or read something about “white rural rage.” This is owed to the publication of a new book, White Rural Rage, by Tom Schaller and Paul Waldman, whose thesis is that white rural Americans, despite representing just 16 percent of the American electorate, are a “threat to the world’s oldest constitutional democracy.”




In an interview on MSNBC’s Morning Joe, Schaller gave this unvarnished assessment of the rage he sees overflowing in the heartland. Rural whites, he said, are “the most racist, xenophobic, anti-immigrant, anti-gay geo-demographic group in the country.” He called them, “the most conspiracist group,” “anti-democratic,” “white nationalist and white Christian nationalists.” On top of that, rural whites are also “most likely to excuse or justify violence as an acceptable alternative to peaceful public discourse.”




This premise has triggered a backlash towards rural voters from some on the left. Amanda Marcotte, writing for Salon, said she’s tired of handling rural voters “with kid gloves,” and time has come to pop the “racist, homophobic, sexist bubble” they all live in. Daily Beast columnist Michael Cohen agreed, writing that “these aren’t hurtful, elitist stereotypes by Acela Corridor denizens and bubble-dwelling liberals… they’re facts.” David Corn, the D.C. bureau chief at Mother Jones, piled on, agreeing that “white rural voters [are] the slice of the public that endangers the constitutional future of the republic.”




This latest obsession with rural rage is nothing new. After 2016, when rural voters in Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania put former President Donald Trump over the top, Democrats tried to figure out why they had gone so sour on the Democratic Party. Some liberal thinkers called out the left’s reflexive condescension and dismissal of rural voters that escalated during the George W. Bush administration and peaked with Hillary Clinton’s campaign and her dismissal of Trump supporters as a “basket of deplorables.” Some said the party should increase attention to rural issues and nearby rural communities.




But don’t be misled. The publication and widespread celebration of White Rural Rage among progressive circles is doing something different than those post-2016 post-mortems. It is not an attempt to understand the needs and concerns of rural America. Instead, it’s an outpouring of frustration with rural America that might feel cathartic for liberals, but will only serve to further marginalize and demonize a segment of the American population that already feels forgotten and dismissed by the experts and elites.




The people doing the work of protecting democracy in rural America recognized this immediately. The morning of the MSNBC interview, I woke up to a mountain of messages and threads from rural organizers, community activists and local officials from across the country. Each one was distressed over what they considered the authors’ harsh and hurtful accusations about the communities they cherish and strive to uplift.




What seemingly set apart this book is that the authors claimed to have data backing up their assertions. “We provide the receipts,” Schaller said in the interview. What is their data, my friends and colleagues asked, and why do they get it so wrong?




Imagine my surprise when I picked up the book and saw that some of that research was mine.






Hmm.





I’m an academic who studies rural Americans and lives in rural Maine. My job and passion is to pore over reams of data, including some of the largest surveys of rural voters ever conducted. Sitting on my computer are detailed responses from over 25,000 rural voters that I have conducted over the last decade and used to publish a range of peer-reviewed and widely cited research. And I’ve done it all largely to make sense of why rural voters are continually drawn to the Republican Party.




But the thing about rage — I’ve never found it.




The problem with this “rage” thesis is much larger than the fact that my research, and that of others, is being misinterpreted and misunderstood. What the authors are getting wrong about rural America is exactly what many Democrats have been getting wrong for decades — and appear to be doing so again in this critical presidential election year.






While I’m also a political scientist, I’ve followed this debate mostly through the media over the last eight years or so and certainly see plenty of evidence for the rage thesis. But, it turns out, Jacobs is making what at first seems like a semantic argument but is really something different.





Academics can and do disagree on what is motivating non-college-educated whites to vote for Donald Trump. I don’t pretend that we have settled on a single answer. I do know that there is something particular about Trump’s appeal in rural America and that demographics alone do not explain it. In rural America, women are more likely to vote for Trump; so are young people; so are poor as well as rich. Place matters.




But ruralness is not reducible to rage. And to say so is to overlook the nuanced ways in which rural Americans engage in politics. They are driven by a sense of place, community and often, a desire for recognition and respect. This, as I have recently argued in a new book, is the defining aspect of the rural-urban divide — a sense of shared fate among rural voters, what academics call a “politics of place,” that is expressed as a belief in self-reliance, rooted in local community and concerned that rural ways of living will soon be forced to disappear.




In recent years, that rural political identity has morphed into resentment — a collective grievance against experts, bureaucrats, intellectuals and the political party that seeks to empower them, Democrats.




Yes, such resentment is a real phenomenon in rural areas. But words matter; rage and resentment are not interchangeable terms. Rage implies irrationality, anger that is unjustified and out of proportion. You can’t talk to someone who is enraged. Resentment is rational, a reaction based on some sort of negative experience. You may not agree that someone has been treated unfairly, but there is room to empathize.






This comports very much with my own understanding of what’s happening—indeed, going well before the rise of Trump. There’s a longstanding view, that we saw at least as far back as Pat Buchanan and Ross Perot in 1992, that “real Americans” and their values are being increasingly marginalized. 




This is, in one sense, a combination of sexism, racism, homophobia, and xenophobia. But those labels are too dismissive and, indeed, compound the problem. The society is changing at a rapid pace, highlighted and exacerbated by modern communications technology. 





Research both by me and by others has illuminated how resentment is driven by the complex rural identity that, while occasionally intersecting with national political currents, is rooted in the unique context of rural life. Rage, both as a soundbite and as presented in the book, oversimplifies and misrepresents these debates. And so does the assumption that all the holders of these views are white, and that this rage is motivated by racism. Racism exists in all parts of the country and is embedded in American politics. But what the research shows is that while there are deep and persistent racial resentments in rural communities, despite a slight correlation between the two, rural resentment is an attitude distinct from racial prejudice.






The link is to a September 2022 article in Political Research Quarterly Jacobs co-authored with B. Kal Munis titled “Place-Based Resentment in Contemporary U.S. Elections: The Individual Sources of America’s Urban-Rural Divide.” I don’t have time to dissect it but the Abstract says this:





Drawing on a unique battery of questions fielded on the 2018 CCES and in two separate surveys—one in 2019 and the other during the 2020 election—we study the extent to which Americans feel animus toward communities that are geographically distinct from their own and whether these feelings explain Americans’ attitudes toward the two major political parties and self-reported vote choice. We report results on how place-based resentment predicted vote choice in the 2018 midterm and 2020 general elections and how those feelings relate to other widely studied facets of political behavior such as partisanship and racial resentment. Rural resentment is a powerful predictor of vote choice in both election years examined.






A January 2023 review essay by NYT columnist Thomas B. Edsall (“The Resentment Fueling the Republican Party Is Not Coming From the Suburbs“) cites that article and several others:





In her groundbreaking study of Wisconsin voters, “The Politics of Resentment: Rural Consciousness in Wisconsin and the Rise of Scott Walker,” Katherine Cramer, a political scientist at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, prompted a surge of interest in this declining segment of the electorate. She summed up the basis for the discontent among these voters, saying, “It had three elements: (1) a belief that rural areas are ignored by decision makers, including policymakers, (2) a perception that rural areas do not get their fair share of resources and (3) a sense that rural folks have fundamentally distinct values and lifestyles, which are misunderstood and disrespected by city folks.”




David Hopkins, a political scientist at Boston College, described how the urban-rural partisan divide was driven by a conflation of cultural and racial controversies starting in the late 1980s and accelerating into the 1990s in his book “Red Fighting Blue: How Geography and Electoral Rules Polarize American Politics.”




[…]




In retrospect it is clear, Hopkins goes on to say, that “the 1992 presidential election began to signal the emerging configuration of ‘red’ and ‘blue’ geographic coalitions that came to define contemporary partisan competition.”




Hopkins compares voter trends in large metro areas, small metro areas and rural areas. Through the three elections from 1980 to 1988, the urban, suburban and rural regions differed in their vote by a relatively modest five points. That begins to change in 1992, when the urban-rural difference grows to roughly 8 percentage points and then keeps growing to reach nearly 24 points in 2016.




“For the first time in American history, the Democratic Party now draws most of its popular support from the suburbs,” Hopkins writes in a 2019 paper, “The Suburbanization of the Democratic Party, 1992-2018.” Democratic suburban growth, he continues, “has been especially concentrated in the nation’s largest metropolitan areas, reflecting the combined presence of both relatively liberal whites (across education levels) and substantial minority populations, but suburbs elsewhere remain decidedly, even increasingly, Republican in their collective partisan alignment.”




[…]




Justin Gest, a political scientist at George Mason University whose research — presented in “The White Working Class” and “Majority Minority” — focuses on cultural and class tensions, has a different but complementary take, writing by email that the rising salience of cultural conflicts “was accelerated when the Clinton administration embraced corporate neoliberalism, free trade and moved Democrats toward the economic center. Many differences persisted, but the so-called third way made it harder to distinguish between the economic approaches of Democrats and Republicans.”




[…]




One of the dangers for Democrats, Gest continued, is that “Republicans are now beginning to attract socioeconomically ascendant and white-adjacent members of ethnic minorities who find their nostalgic, populist, nationalist politics appealing (or think Democrats are growing too extreme).”




Nicholas Jacobs and Kal Munis, political scientists at Colby College and Utah Valley University, argue that mounting rural resentment over marginalization from the mainstream and urban disparagement are driving forces in the growing strength of the Republican Party in sparsely populated regions of America.




In their 2022 paper “Place-Based Resentment in Contemporary U.S. Elections: The Individual Sources of America’s Urban-Rural Divide,” Jacobs and Munis contend that an analysis of voting in 2018 and 2020 shows that while “place-based resentment” can be found in cities, suburbs and rural communities, it “was only consistently predictive of vote choice for rural voters.”




In this respect, conditions in rural areas have worsened, with an exodus of jobs and educated young people, which in turn increases the vulnerability of the communities to adverse, negative resentment.




[…]




In their 2022 paper “Symbolic Versus Material Concerns of Rural Consciousness in the United States,” Kristin Lunz Trujillo, a postdoctoral research fellow at Harvard’s Kennedy School, and Zack Crowley, a Ph.D. candidate in political science at the University of Minnesota, sought to determine the key factor driving rural voters to the Republican Party: anger at perceived unfair distribution of resources by government, a sense of being ignored by decision makers or the belief that rural communities have a distinct set of values that are denigrated by urban dwellers.




Trujillo and Crowley conclude that “culture differences play a far stronger role in determining the vote than discontent over the distribution of economic resources.” Stands on what they call symbolic issues “positively predict Trump support and ideology while the more material subdimension negatively predicts these outcomes, if at all.”




While rural America has moved to the right, Trujillo and Crowley point out that there is considerable variation: “poorer and/or farming-dependent communities voted more conservative, while amenity- or recreation-based rural economies voted more liberal in 2012 and 2016,” and the “local economies of Republican-leaning districts are declining in terms of income and gross domestic product, while Democratic-leaning districts are improving.”




The Trujillo-Crowley analysis suggests that Democratic efforts to regain support in rural communities face the task of somehow ameliorating conflicts over values, religion and family structure, which is far more difficult than lessening economic tensions that can be addressed through legislation.




[…]




A May 2018 Pew Research Center report, “What Unites and Divides Urban, Suburban and Rural Communities,” found large differences in the views and partisanship in these three constituencies. Urban voters, according to Pew, were, for example, 62 percent Democratic and 31 percent Republican — the opposite of rural voters, 54 percent Republican and 38 percent Democratic. Fifty-three percent of those living in urban areas said rural residents have “different values,” and 58 percent of those living in rural communities said urban residents do not share their values. Sixty-one percent of those living in rural communities said they have “a neighbor they would trust with a set of keys to their home” compared with 48 percent in urban areas.




[…]




Those whom [Saint Joseph’s University sociologist Maria] Kefalas and [her late husband Patrick J.] Carr defined as “stayers” shaped “the political landscape in Ohio, Iowa, etc. (states where the public university is just exporting its professional class).” The result: “You see a striking concentration/segregation of folks on both sides who are just immersed in MAGA world or not,” Kefalas wrote, noting that “people who live in rural America are surrounded by folks who play along with a particular worldview, yet my friends from Brooklyn and Boston will tell you they don’t know anyone who supports Trump or won’t get vaccinated. It’s not open warfare. It’s more like apartheid.”




Urban-rural “apartheid” further reinforces ideological and affective polarization. The geographic separation of Republicans and Democrats makes partisan crosscutting experiences at work, in friendships, in community gatherings, at school or in local government — all key to reducing polarization — increasingly unlikely to occur.




Geographic barriers between Republicans and Democrats — of those holding traditional values and those choosing to reject or reinterpret those values — reinforce what scholars now call the calcification of difference. As conflict and hostility become embedded in the structure of where people live, the likelihood increases of seeing adversaries as less than fully human.




That’s a long way of saying that Jabobs makes a strong point here: the scholarly literature presents a picture of something that 1) long predates Trump, 2) is way more complicated than rage, racism, or the like, and 3) is rooted in real grievances.






Back to Jacobs’s POLITICO essay:





I sympathize with the idea that, as Schaller and Waldman and many other commentators have pointed out, in terms of policies, Democrats arguably do more for rural areas and rural residents than Republicans do. After Democrats passed Obamacare, rural residents stood to gain the most in states that expanded Medicaid, but two-thirds of uninsured rural residents missed out because they lived in states that refused to expand coverage — and those states were almost exclusively governed by Republicans. Paul Krugman is often quick to point out that “ because rural America is poorer than urban America, it pays much less per person in federal taxes, so in practice major metropolitan areas hugely subsidize the countryside.” And it is true that the Biden administration is currently overseeing billions in new federal spending that is disproportionately going to rural communities across America.




So, the problem Democrats haven’t been able to solve isn’t policy; it’s politics. And Democrats who give in to the simplistic rage thesis are essentially letting themselves off the hook on the politics, suggesting that rural Americans are irrational and beyond any effort to engage them.




That would be a massive mistake, one that does truly threaten democracy. Democrats have an opportunity to do better in rural America. We need them to do better, not because Democrats’ policy fixes are always the solution, but because our political system only works when competitive elections hold officials accountable. One-party dominance throws the system off-center, misrepresents interests, sows distrust.






So, this is frustrating, right? Democrats are objectively offering up and even passing programs that are trying to address the grievances rural Americans have and are being thwarted by Republican politicians whose interests are served by stoking the grievances. And it’s Democrats who need to change?!





Given that these folks may well hold the key to the swing states, probably so.




The first step for Democrats is to start thinking — and talking — about rural America right.
Reading White Rural Rage won’t help with that. The authors have no expertise in rural issues and conducted no original research for the book. They approached the topic as journalists and committed the same errors countless reporters have made when they share with the outside world what they saw from a few days traversing some small town in “ flyover country” — an occurrence all the more routine as local newspapers in rural America shutter.






So, we have some resentment of a different sort here. Which, like the other, is understandable: painstakingly-researched university press books by scholars presenting original data tend to get less public traction than those written by media hacks.* The Rural Voter, at 488 pages and doubtless replete with hundreds of footnotes and complicated data presentations, is likely a less scintillating read than a popular press (Random House) book written by professional storytellers weaving together a narrative from secondary sources. And, of course, being a columnist for the Washington Post is a hell of better platform for promoting a book than an assistant professorship at a liberal arts college. Especially when the book plays to the prejudices of other columnists and talk show hosts.





The authors of White Rural Rage make two persistent types of error in analyzing the data on rural Americans.




First, they routinely fall victim to the logical fallacy of composition when they attribute group characteristics to individuals. For example, they suggest that since authoritarianism predicted support for Donald Trump in the 2016 Republican primaries, and rural residents support Trump, rural residents are the most likely to be authoritarian. (That’s like concluding that because Massachusetts tends to vote Democratic, and Massachusetts is a wealthy state, wealthy people must vote Democratic … but the opposite is true.)




As it happens, the opposite seems to be true in this case as well; leading authoritarian experts find no geographic dimension to growing authoritarianism in the U.S., and the study the authors cite early in the book to “prove” that rural residents are “more likely to favor violence over democratic deliberation” says nothing about violence, or deliberation or authoritarianism. Work by scholars they cite actually shows the opposite, too: Rural residents are less, not more, likely to support political violence.






I must admit, that’s a result I find highly counterintuitive. Rural areas, certainly in the Deep South, have long been associated with “honor cultures,” which tend toward violence to defend against perceived disrespect.





This same logical fallacy comes into play when they weave together a string of facts about Christian nationalists: Because white evangelicals are most likely to support Christian nationalist beliefs, and because 43 percent of rural residents identify as evangelical, they assert that the hotbed of Christian nationalism is in rural communities. The same goes for their assertions about QAnon. Perhaps the worst guilt-by-association error is found right in the title; even in the reddest of rural counties, 20 to 30 percent of voters — still largely white — routinely support Democrats. One might ask why, given all the supposed rage, are some rural Americans still voting for Democrats, election after election? You wouldn’t know it from the title or press tour, but Schaller and Waldman must frequently hedge their bets in the text, acknowledging that just a minority of rural residents often believe the most headline-grabbing factoid.






I’m not sure I understand this objection. Is anyone arguing that all rural Whites are enraged and voting Republican?





The second persistent error is that they cite polling data with little attention to issues of quality, which less sloppy scholars would question to make sure their conclusions were valid. For instance, some of the most salacious data points on race and immigration are taken from polls with just a few dozen rural residents; anyone trained in statistics would recognize that is too small a sample size to consider the result representative or reliable. The “birther” claim they like to throw about — that rural residents are more likely to believe that Barack Obama wasn’t born in the United States — comes from a “study” by a polling firm called Public Policy Polling, a firm with dubious credentials that not only seems to exist primarily to lampoon conservative voters, but that also, in this case, drew results about “rural America” from just two states.




And I’m not cherry-picking examples. I’ve reviewed every publicly available survey and poll the authors use, have published my concerns on each one here, and have concluded that only two surveys in the entire book conform to basic standards of survey research and even attempt to try and present an accurate picture of rural America.






So, this is damning. One presumes this is a function of 1) the authors having a preconceived thesis and 2) the dearth of high-quality polling on the matter. Since the available low-quality polls mostly supported their thesis, they were obviously right.





What’s more, the rage thesis conflicts with findings from more rigorous research. As recently as January of this year, my colleague Dan Shea and I searched for exactly these types of attitudes. Interested in whether President Joe Biden’s campaign message about democracy being on the line would resonate with rural voters, we tested the hypothesis, drawing on a representative sample of rural voters.




Bottom line: The “threats” to democracy just aren’t there. Our research found that just 27 percent of rural voters — including 23 percent of rural Trump voters — think that if the opposing candidate wins in November, “people will need to take drastic action in order to stop [Biden or Trump] from taking office.” That’s the exact same proportion — 27 percent — as voters in urban and suburban areas who hold the same view. Nor are rural voters more likely than urban voters to say that the opposing party is a “threat to the future of America;” while 38 percent of rural Trump voters strongly believe that about Democrats, 36 percent of nonrural Biden voters think that same thing about Republicans.




To be sure, 27 percent isn’t a negligible number of people in a country of 330 million. But the threats to democracy that lurk in America are not specific to rural areas. Importantly, and often overlooked by the rage peddlers, is the flip side of those numbers — that more than 60 percent of both sets of voters, a strong majority of Americans, both rural and urban, do not hold those attitudes.




This shoddy analysis and faux expertise does real damage. It is clear that the overwhelming portrayal of rural America as angry and irrational feeds into and amplifies the divisions between rural and urban Americans, overshadowing the shared challenges and aspirations that cut across these geographic lines.






So, on the one hand, this is a fair criticism. In a vacuum, it makes no sense to say rural American rage is a danger to democracy when we find exactly the same proportion of folks living in urban and suburban areas saying the same thing. On the other hand, we have rather considerable evidence, with the Capitol Riots as the most obvious example, of MAGA types engaging in actual politically-motivated violence. 





Here’s some of what the research, properly understood, does tell us about rural America.




Rural communities, much like disadvantaged neighborhoods in urban areas, are more likely to suffer from chronic health conditions, a challenge compounded by the closure of local hospitals and a shortage of health care providers. Rural economies often struggle with limited employment opportunities and infrastructure deficits, issues that should resonate with many post-industrial urban areas facing similar challenges. Additionally, educational disparities persist across the U.S., with rural schools facing funding shortfalls and teacher shortages that parallel urban struggles to provide equitable educational opportunities.




And it is this divide I find particularly troubling — that so many rural and urban areas suffer from similar ailments but remain politically divided. It is not one solved by the new rage peddlers.






I don’t think Waldman and Schaller claim they’re solving a problem, merely pointing one out. Still, to the extent they’re misrepresenting the problem, they’re pointing us in the wrong direction for solutions.





I can anticipate the frustrated Democratic response: “We tried to give them what they want, and they continue to vote against their interests.” Waldman said as much in 2022: “One thing you absolutely cannot say is that Democrats don’t try to help rural America. In fact, they probably work harder at it than Republicans do.”




I agree, to a point. Rural voters do not give Democrats credit for much good. And rural voters may indeed support policies and politicians that seem, from an outside perspective, to undermine their own economic interests.




However, that is exactly what a focus on resentment helps us to understand. This is not rage against the people trying to help. Nor is it an excuse. Resentment, instead, asks us to consider how rural voters’ choices are frequently rooted in values and place-based identities that place a strong emphasis on self-reliance, local control and a profound sense of injustice regarding the lack of recognition for rural contributions to society.




There is no “mystery” to it. Rural Americans often prioritize their way of life over immediate economic gains that are often promised (and not always delivered) by policy solutions. My research suggests that their perceived resistance to certain policies, and especially a political party that advocates for a multitude of governmental correctives, is a complex reaction stemming from years of economic transition, dislocation and yes, harm from policies they were told would help.






Again, my amateur understanding of the problem is roughly the same as Jacobs’ expert analysis. While I’m decidedly not like these people in so many ways—as evidenced by having moved far away to find better professional opportunities—I’ve been around enough of them to understand their deep sense of place, interspersed with family ties, cultural values, and the like. 




Those values are absolutely under assault and have been for a very long time. But I don’t see how Democrats—who hold different values—can fix that problem. Sure, avoiding blunt talk about “deplorables” and “clinging to God and guns” would be helpful at the margins. But, if the core values of the party are about diversity, equity, and inclusion then they are diametrically opposed to rural values, which are inherently about, well, clinging to a vision of America rooted in an increasingly distant past. 




Pushing for full equality for LGBTQ folks can certainly be done in a way that doesn’t insult traditionally-minded folks. Calling them bigots and homophobes is simply going to make them defensive. But, at the end of the day, pushing for full equality for LGBTQ folks inherently clashes with the deeply-held values of rural America. There’s just no way around that.





Sure, “Hollywood didn’t kill the family farm and send jobs overseas. … College professors didn’t pour mountains of opioids in rural communities,” as Schaller and Waldman write. But rural people do know that federal agriculture and trade policies pushed by Democrats and Republicans did destroy many rural economies. Rural people do know that liberal elites stood by as rural students became one of the least likely groups to attend college, and one of the most likely to drop out. So they benefit from Obamacare and vote against it; can rural people contain multitudes, too?






But liberal elites have been the ones pushing the “everybody needs to go to college” mantra since, what, 1945? The problem, aside from going to college generally requiring leaving the rural areas and being increasingly expensive, is that higher education is increasingly at odds with rural values. It’s always been the case that education pushes toward modernization and away from traditional thinking. But, as rural and urban/suburban values diverge, that pressure is exacerbated. 





Taken as a whole, rural voters are not merely reacting against change — be it demographic or economic. They are actively seeking to preserve a sense of agency over their future and a continuity of their community’s values and social structures. Some might call this conservatism, but I think it is the same thing motivating fears of gentrification in urban areas, or the desire to “keep Portland weird.” Place matters for a whole bunch of people — but especially for rural folks.






Sure. But all of these efforts tend to fail. People with money will be able to buy up older downtown buildings and renovate them, pushing up property values and pushing out those who can’t afford the taxes. As places like Portland and Austin become more desirable, folks with money will move there from around the country and they will homogenize.  Rural areas are likely more resistant to change but, as noted earlier, that tends to result in a brain drain wherein those with the most talent move to where they can actually get ahead. 




There’s a great lyric in Blackberry Smoke’s “One Horse Town” 





In the tiny town where I come from
You grew up doing what your daddy does
And you don’t ask questions you do it just because
You don’t climb too high or dream too much
With a whole lot of work and a little bit of luck
You can wind up right back where your daddy was






Those who want more have to saddle up their pony and leave.





Consider the fact, as I discuss in my book, that rural Americans are the most likely to say that if given the chance, they would never want to leave their community, while at the same time they are the most likely to say that children growing up in their specific community will have to leave in order to live productive lives. Could any single policy solve that dilemma?






Nope.





Instead of a politics that seeks to understand and represent these contradictions, the left wants to simplify ruralness into something it’s not. In the immediate aftermath of 2016, blaming rural people was a way to make sense of the surprise of Trump’s election. 






But this, of course, goes both ways. When Republicans lose, they blame California. Indeed, they do it even when they win. In 2016, they responded to people pointing out that Trump lost the popular vote to Hillary Clinton by some 3 million votes by saying, “Yeah, but that’s just because of California,” as if residents of our most populous state don’t count.





There is a general tendency among the readers of the New York Times and viewers of MSNBC to think about politics in purely transactional terms: We give you these benefits, you give us your votes. And rural voters, as Waldman is right to note, aren’t living up to that supposed bargain.




But this flies in the face of what research on resentment actually tells us. For many rural residents, the solutions they seek may not always come neatly packaged as government policies, white papers or policy briefs pumped out of a campaign war room. I’ve found that resentments exist because self-reliance and local problem-solving is intrinsic to rural identity, and self-reliance is something by nature resistant to government policies emanating from Washington, D.C.






While I, again, sympathize with this assessment of the situation the fact of the matter is that these people actually aren’t self-reliant. By definition, being self-reliant means not needing to be propped up by support from the taxpayer.





What rural communities may desire are empowering strategies that allow them to shape their own future — support that bolsters local leadership, encourages community-driven initiatives and provides the tools and resources necessary for them to address their specific challenges in a manner consistent with their values. That isn’t rage, nor is it a threat to democracy.






Sure. But nobody is claiming that these desires (however they might be met) are a threat to democracy. They’re worried that the attitude that those who don’t share their values aren’t real Americans and that their votes therefore shouldn’t count is a threat to democracy. And, again, there’s a hell of a lot of evidence for that position. 




Shockingly, there’s still a whooooole lot more to the feature. But I think you get the idea.




While Jacobs is persuasive that “White Rural Rage” is a misdiagnosis of the problem, I’m more than a wee bit skeptical that the Democratic Party can somehow effectively respond to the grievances of rural America without abandoning the core values of their own base. The gap between the two is a canyon, not a fissure.




UPDATE: Bates College professor Tyler Austin Harper has a related piece in The Atlantic titled “An Utterly Misleading Book About Rural America.”





White Rural Rage is a screed lobbed at a familiar target of elite liberal ire. Despite this, or perhaps because of it, the authors appeared on Morning Joe, the book inspired an approving column from The New York Times’ Paul Krugman, and its thesis has been a topic of discussion on podcasts from MSNBC’s Chuck Todd and the right-wing firebrand Charlie Kirk. The book has become a New York Times best seller.




It has also kindled an academic controversy. In the weeks since its publication, a trio of reviews by political scientists have accused Schaller and Waldman of committing what amounts to academic malpractice, alleging that the authors used shoddy methodologies, misinterpreted data, and distorted studies to substantiate their allegations about white rural Americans. I spoke with more than 20 scholars in the tight-knit rural-studies community, most of them cited in White Rural Rage or thanked in the acknowledgments, and they left me convinced that the book is poorly researched and intellectually dishonest.




White Rural Rage illustrates how willing many members of the U.S. media and the public are to believe, and ultimately launder, abusive accusations against an economically disadvantaged group of people that would provoke sympathy if its members had different skin color and voting habits. That this book was able to make it to print—and onto the best-seller list—before anyone noticed that it has significant errors is a testament to how little powerful people think of white rural Americans. 






Ouch.




UPDATE II: See also my December 2009 post “Ressentiment Creep,” a reaction to a coinage by Julian Sanchez. The phenomenon in question is decidedly not new.










*Which, incidentally, is grossly unfair to Schaller. While he’s probably best known for his time as a columnist for the Baltimore Sun (2007-2016), he earned his PhD in political science from the University of North Carolina in 1997 and has been a professor at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County since 1998. His major scholarship is on partisanship and is certainly pro-Democrat.
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ABC News (“Biden could face challenges getting on Ohio general ballot“):





There could be potential general election ballot access concerns for President Joe Biden in Ohio, the state’s Secretary of State’s office said in a letter to Ohio Democratic Chair Liz Walters on Friday.




In the letter, obtained by ABC News, legal counsel for Secretary of State Frank LaRose sought clarification for “an apparent conflict in Ohio law” between the Democratic National Committee’s nominating process and the deadline by which the party’s presidential nominee must be certified to the Secretary of State’s office.




The Democratic National Convention is scheduled to convene on Aug. 19, which will take place more than a week after the Aug. 7 deadline to certify a presidential candidate in Ohio, the office flagged according to state code, which would create a problem for Biden’s eligibility.




“I am left to conclude that the Democratic National Committee must either move up its nominating convention or the Ohio General Assembly must act by May 9, 2024 (90 days prior to a new law’s effective date) to create an exception to this statutory requirement,” legal counsel Paul Disantis wrote in the letter, requesting a quick response on a solution to become compliant with state law.




The Ohio Democratic Party confirmed to ABC News that they received the letter and are in the process of reviewing it.




Copied on the letter were top Ohio Democrats: Ohio House Minority Leader Allison Russo and Ohio Senate Minority Leader Nickie Antonio.






Now, as. practical matter, Biden is unlikely to win Ohio, so it’s probably a moot point. While the state, rather remarkably, voted for the national winner in every contest between 1976 and 2016, it voted for Trump in both 2016 and 2020 and is very likely to do so again. 




[image: ]



Still, it’s absurd that the nominee of one of our two major parties—and the sitting President, no less—would be left off the ballot because the party convention took place after some absurdly early deadline.




The obvious instinct here is to chalk this up to Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose being a Republican and thus trying to tip the scales in favor of his party. But 1) the deadline is one set by the state legislature and 2) he’s calling everyone’s attention to the problem four months before the deadline so that the issue can be resolved.




Nor, it turns out, does it appear that the Ohio legislature intentionally screwed over the Democrats here. It’s a longstanding provision in Ohio law and the Columbus Dispatch notes in its report that, 





In 2020, both major parties scheduled their conventions for after Ohio’s deadline, which requires the nominee names 90 days before the election. Knowing this glitch was in the offing, state lawmakers in 2019 added a one-time change, shortening it to 60 days before the election.






My next thought was that the August 7 date is an artifact of a time when the party conventions were earlier. A quick Google search reveals these dates for party conventions:




	2008: Democrats August 25-28, Republicans September 1-4, 
	2012: Republicans August 27-30, Democrats September 4-6
	2016: Republicans July 18-21, Democrats July 25-28
	2020: Democrats 17-20 August, Republicans August 24-27
	2024: Republicans July 15-18, Democrats August 19-22





So, no, there being held before August 7 is a rarity—it’s only happened once in the last five cycles. It does appear, however, that the Democrats are gaming the system this year, putting their convention a month after the Republican convention rather than the next week, as is customary. 




The order, by the way, is a set by a longstanding custom that the party that holds the White House holds their convention second. 




The obvious solution here is for Ohio to move their deadline a month, to September 7,  which would have accommodated all of these nominations). Alternatively, they could change the law to allow the parties another means of certification. There has not been a contest in the primary era where both parties’ nominees weren’t known well before August 7. 




Regardless, I’m confident that President Biden will appear on Ohio’s ballot this year. Most likely, the state legislature will issue another “one-time” fix. Otherwise, I can’t imagine the courts would allow this to stand. 
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Via Dan Balz at WaPo (No Labels wanted a centrist ticket. Polarization, Trump stood in the way.):





For decades now, various politicians have sought to tap into and energize what they see as a moderate middle of the electorate into a viable political movement. For decades, those efforts have come to naught. The latest evidence came a few days ago after No Labels — formed as a bipartisan, centrist organization — gave up its search to field a presidential ticket for 2024.




The quest by No Labels was premised in part on the idea that many Americans are dissatisfied with having to choose between President Biden and former president Donald Trump, the two oldest candidates ever to run for president and, combined, the least popular. In that environment, some thought there was an opening for an independent alternative, and some polls lent credence to the idea.




The effort, however, was doomed almost from the start by perceptions that a No Labels ticket would become a spoiler, with no chance of winning the election and every chance of helping to reelect Trump. 






Let me start with the Trump part and then move on to the broader picture (I don’t really address his polarization angle, but largely agree with them–go to his piece to see those).  Yes, there were concerns that a No Labels candidate could help Trump.  I am not sure I fully even bought that argument, but that is speculation anyway because it is hard to know the answer to that question without even knowing who the candidate was.  However, I will confess that I have some sympathy for the position of preferring fewer third-party candidates in this cycle so as to make the choice as stark as possible.




Having said that, the main problem for NL was not Trump (or even polarization), it was the mushy, unclear nature of their goals and the bottom-line fact that there was no one they were going to find to run who was going to have any chance of success.




There simply isn’t this magic route to Centerville wherein a Moderate Centrist is able to draw from the left and right and then win. This is the pundit class’s fantasy about the fiscally conservative and socially liberal candidate who can square the circle and bring balance to the Force.  




This is not how it works.




Balz provides the following description of this fantasy:





The concept of a moderate middle of the electorate has long existed. Some politicians have called it a “sensible center” or a “radical middle,” as if it were some kind of sleeping giant within the electorate just waiting to be awakened by the right idea or a charismatic leader.






Two thoughts.  First, when I think of he “sensible center” I do not think of charisma.  Second, if you movement thinks that the thing it needs to launch itself is a “charismatic leader” then the product must not be all that great.




Inherent in this thinking is the notion that there is a robust middle and that dissatisfaction with the Rs and the Ds as reflected in polling (such as this poll from Gallup from last year: Support for Third U.S. Political Party Up to 63%).* 




But Balz rightly notes:





But many who call themselves independent actually lean toward one party or the other and vote loyally as a result — 81 percent, according to a 2019 Pew Research study. As the study said, “Independents often are portrayed as political free agents with the potential to alleviate the nation’s rigid partisan divisions. Yet the reality is that most independents are not all that ‘independent’ politically.”




That same study also underscored the lack of coherence among true independents. Fewer than 10 percent of Americans were labeled as fully independent, according to Pew, and this group “has no partisan leaning.” Beyond that, they were seen as less engaged politically — less likely to be registered to vote and less likely to vote if registered.




That is hardly a broad or stable foundation upon which to build a centrist movement.






Indeed.




I would note that while voters frequently state that they wish they had better choices, their ultimate behavior does not demonstrate that those preferences are especially intense.  If Democrats, in the main, truly wanted a different candidate, the primaries would have been a different story. Voter behavior versus stated preferences, is ultimately what matters.




I may sincerely prefer something other than one of the two meals in the refrigerator.  But the proof of exactly how much I really don’t want to eat either is my willingness to go to the trouble of cooking something else/being willing to leave the house to obtain a different option.




I may sincerely prefer a third movie to watch, rather than the two you rented from the video store, but if I want to watch a movie and I am unwilling to get in the car to go get another one, I am stuck with what you’ve brought to watch. **




I heard an analyst on NPR this morning state that No Labels wanted a “bipartisan” candidate.  This type of analytical framing is a great example of how even someone smart about American politics can be captured by the narratives of American politics.  This tracks with No Label’s own language of wanting a “unity candidate”–with the “unity” clearly being between Ds and Rs.  The notion that No Labels (or any third party) should be seeking a candidate with “bipartisan appeal” is so captured by the notion that our system is binary that it misses the point that a third party ought to be forming its own partisan identity.  It should be a truly new party.  Yes, such a party might draw from the voting pools that currently go R or D, but the bottom line remains that as long as third party attempts (and fantasies) are largely conceived of somehow just borrowing parts from the two mainline parties, it just shows how deeply we cannot get beyond the duopoly.




At the most basic level:  if we are going to continually talk about a new party in terms of “bipartisanship” then we are demonstrating that we don’t really understand what a true new party should and could mean.




I would note, too, that we only really have this conversation around the presidency in any serious national way.  To be honest, this is really not about forming parties, as much as it is providing labels to what amount to various independent candidacies.  I will caveat that by noting that the Libertarians, Greens, and a few others do attempt to run at the local level.  But that is the extent of serious attempts at third-party formation, and they are pretty anemic in comparison to party systems elsewhere.




Consider the fact the No Labels wasn’t really offering, even at the fantasy level, anything especially new.  It was, let’s get a moderate Democrat (Joe Manchin) to run.  Or, let’s get a moderate Republican (Larry Hogan) to run.  That isn’t creating a new alternative vision for America.  It is just hoping that people will vote for leftovers instead of for the main dishes that they claim not to like (but will end up consuming with some level of gusto when the table is set).




While I understand, from a simplistic understanding of the median voter theorem, that many moderate Democrats should, in theory, prefer Manchin to Biden (and certainly to Trump) because of ideological proximity and that if Biden is more liberal that Manchin (he is, but not radically so, I would argue) then if the distribution of voter is more towards the moderate middle than the mildly center-left then a lot of voter should prefer Manchin.  Likewise Hogan should appeal to more moderate Reps and even some centrist Dems.




But this overestimates the degree to which voters simply pick the person most closely linked to their precise point on a simplistic ideological spectrum.  First and foremost, reality really isn’t a simple spectrum from left to right (and people also have multiple issues that they care about–and therefore we are talking spectra, not a single spectrum).  Second, the calculation of who can win comes into play, and being the incumbent president (or a previously sitting president) kind of matters.  Third, there is a panoply of other variables, like the fact that Manchin pissed off (that’s the technical term) a lot of Democrats for his behavior in the Senate, Hogan doesn’t exactly have a magnetic personality, and is not widely known, and so forth.




There is also the pesky way we elect the president.  For a third-party candidate to win, that candidate would have to be able to not just appeal to the theoretical center of the country as a whole, but to the specific centers of multiple states, each of which has a different left-right distribution than the country as a whole (sometime wildly so).




I would be moderately more sympathetic to these appeals to theories of the median voter if we had a national popular vote with plurality winners or even a run-off system.  The mechanics of the Electoral College really cut against viable third-party candidates, despite the fact that the Framers thought that there would be a bunch of candidates and the House would have to choose.  But, as I have noted many times, it never worked the way they thought it would (see, for example, How Hamilton saw the Electoral College).









 *I, for one, support the notion of a third party.  I would like to see more options.  But that also does not mean I am going to vote for a third-party candidate in 2024 just for the pleasure of doing so. Ultimately, most voters will behave just as I will, whether they think very deeply about it or not.




**This example brought to you via a wormhole in spacetime from the year 1993.  I rejected a similar time warp example of which of the shows that were on TV in 1976 you had to choose from.
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CNN (“US preparing for significant Iran attack on US or Israeli assets in the region as soon as next week“):





The US is on high alert and actively preparing for a “significant” attack that could come as soon as within the next week by Iran targeting Israeli or American assets in the region in response to Monday’s Israeli strike in Damascus that killed top Iranian commanders, a senior administration official tells CNN.




Senior US officials currently believe that an attack by Iran is “inevitable” – a view shared by their Israeli counterparts, that official said. The two governments are furiously working to get in position ahead of what is to come, as they anticipate that Iran’s attack could unfold in a number of different ways – and that both US and Israeli assets and personnel are at risk of being targeted.




A forthcoming Iranian attack was a major topic of discussion on President Joe Biden’s phone call with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Thursday.




As of Friday, the two governments did not know when or how Iran planned to strike back, the official said.




A direct strike on Israel by Iran is one of the worst-case scenarios that the Biden administration is bracing for, as it would guarantee rapid escalation of an already tumultuous situation in the Middle East. Such a strike could lead to the Israel-Hamas war broadening into a wider, regional conflict – something Biden has long sought to avoid.




It has been two months since Iranian proxies attacked US forces in Iraq and Syria, a period of relative stability after months of drone, rocket and missile launches targeting US facilities. The lone exception came on Tuesday, when US forces shot down a drone near al-Tanf garrison in Syria. The drone attack, which the Defense Department said was carried out by Iranian proxies, came after the Israeli strike on the Iranian embassy in Damascus.




“We asses that al-Tanf was not the target of the drone,” a defense official said Tuesday. “Since we were unable to immediately determine the target and out of safety for US and coalition partners, the drone was shot down.”






This is a bizarre dance but one that’s been going on for more than four decades. The parties are at war in all but name but none want it to escalate to catastrophic levels.




Iran, like so many others in the region, is vying for power and influence. The use of proxies (most notably Hezbollah and Hamas but there are many others) and irregular forces (the IRGC and its Quds Force) are their primary military tools. They’ve killed hundreds of Americans over the years, including at least 608 in Iraq alone. It’s less clear how many Iranians we have killed, directly or indirectly, but likely more given our support for Iraq during the decade-long Iran-Iraq War.




Israel’s targeting of Quds Force leadership is perfectly reasonable and, indeed, presumably expected. But that doesn’t mean Iran won’t respond. Even totalitarian regimes have domestic politics and they can’t be seen to let Israel get away with the attack. Israeli leaders are fully aware of this. The question is whether it will be a proportional response or one that seriously escalates the shadow war. My strong guess is the former. 
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“Rising”




February 22, 2024




Pike Road, AL
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WSJ’s Grep Ip: “What’s Wrong With the Economy? It’s You, Not the Data.”





In The Wall Street Journal’s latest poll of swing states, 74% of respondents said inflation has moved in the wrong direction in the past year.




This assessment, which holds across all seven states, is startling, sobering—and simply not true. I’m not stating an opinion. This isn’t something on which reasonable people can disagree. If hard economic data count for anything, we can say unambiguously that inflation has moved in the right direction in the past year.




In the 12 months through February, inflation, according to the century-old consumer-price index, was 3.2%, compared with 6% a year earlier. Use a slightly different time horizon, or a slightly different measure (such as the index the Federal Reserve prefers) and you get similar results. Take out food and energy—or for that matter look only at food and energy—and inflation is still down.






So, on the one hand, Ip is right. Inflation is definitely down from a year ago. Were I asked that question, I would have answered it “correctly.” I’m a trained social scientist, follow the news incredibly closely, and am thus understand what the question means.




But I don’t blame the 74% who got the answer “wrong.” This isn’t a case where “feel” something that just ain’t true. No, ask a normal person whether inflation has “moved in the wrong direction,” they aren’t going to compare rates but rather directions. And, since prices are noticeably higher, it’s moving in the wrong direction.




People, almost surely wrongly, expect that an end of inflation means that prices should be going down. And, hey, it happens sometimes. Gas prices are in fact down from where they were a year or so ago (but higher than they were a month or so ago). Egg prices, too, have gone down. But all sorts of things are still much higher priced than they used to be. 




Indeed, Ip acknowledges this later in the piece. Sort of.





It’s tempting to chalk this up to a misunderstanding. Lower inflation means the level of prices is still rising, just more slowly than before. People sometimes conflate inflation with the level of prices and believe inflation is getting worse because the price level keeps going up (it rarely goes down).




A recently released Brookings Institution study by Harvard University economist Stefanie Stantcheva sheds light on exactly how people think and feel about inflation. It found that half of respondents defined inflation correctly, as rising prices. The other half defined it incorrectly, mentioning such things as “price gouging” or “overpriced everything.” So, some people might conflate high prices with high inflation. But enough to explain our survey results? Doubtful.






I mean, if nothing else, this explains roughly 50%. That means we just have to explain 24%. And, again, an instinctive answer isn’t necessarily a rational one. If folks had been asked “Is the rate of inflation higher or lower this year compared to last?” we’d have a much better gauge of understanding the thing Ip is trying to understand.





By 47% to 41%, more Journal poll respondents think their investments or retirement savings went in the wrong direction in the past year—a period in which the stock market roared to record highs, home values held steady or rose, and interest on savings went up.




The average customer retirement account at mutual fund giant Vanguard grew 19% last year. True, that didn’t make up for the 20% decline in 2022, especially after inflation. But it hardly qualifies as the wrong direction.




By more than 2-to-1 (56% to 25%), respondents said the economy had gotten worse rather than gotten better over the past two years. That is difficult to square with robust employment growth, unemployment near its lowest in half a century, or growth in gross domestic product, which actually accelerated last year.






So, look, we have to factor negative partisanship, the Fox News effect, and all manner of other things into  the polling data. But, as the just-passed Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman explained, humans are naturally much more loss-averse than is rational. The massive rise in prices—followed by the massive hike in interest rates to combat inflation—was a crushing blow to people’s investments and retirement savings. Any money in a savings account was suddenly worth significantly less than it was. Homes, which are most people’s only source of wealth, were suddenly much harder to sell. For that matter, buying a cheap retirement home in Florida or some other warm, low-tax state suddenly became out of reach for millions.









It’s not at all unreasonable, then, that people factor that into to their reaction to polling questions that gains in the stock market, much less the GDP. Indeed, I follow this sort of thing much, much more closely than something like 95% of Americans and I couldn’t tell you what the GDP is without Googling it.




Again, Ip seems to acknowledge humans aren’t homo economicus before expecting that they should be:





To be sure, inflation and shortages were severe from 2021 through early 2023 and the improvement in the data since might not have been enough to erase those bad memories. Still, there is evidence people actually do notice things getting better around them. Surveys by the University of Michigan, for example, find consumer confidence has risen.




Moreover, while respondents rate the national economy as bad by a significant margin, they rate their own state’s economy as good by almost as much.




This is reminiscent of how voters tend to assign low marks to Congress but high marks to their own representatives. But the definition of a good Congress depends a lot on your politics, whereas the definition of a good economy ought to be somewhat objective. Everyone (except a few central bankers) wants lower unemployment. And swing states’ economies have largely tracked the nation’s.






I’m closer to homo economicus than most. I’m analytical by nature, reinforced by training. Nor do I watch Fox News or listen to right-wing podcasts and the like. But my impressions of the economy are still far more based on my personal experience than broader trends.




So, for example, I’m aware of the unemployment figures and welcome low unemployment. But, so long as my wife and I maintain our jobs, that really doesn’t much factor into my sense of how things are going. Like most, I’m irrationally aware of fluctuations in gas prices. I’m pretty well aware of grocery prices, especially meat prices, as I do most of the grocery shopping. I know that the price of new and used cars is still radically higher than it was two or three years ago. Ditto restaurant prices, even at the sort of places where I might go grab lunch.




And another thing: my sense of time on these things is much more vague than my sense of direction. I suspect that’s true of most people. So, polling on “the last year” is likely not to line up very well with the actual data. It’s just not how we’re wired.




Finally, at the point of the column where most would have stopped reading, Ip gives us this:





All of this suggests that the bad vibes about inflation and the economy are interlaced with a deeper pessimism about the country—what I’ve previously called “referred pain.”




Stantcheva’s study shows that inflation evokes broader feelings of injustice. People tend to believe that prices rise faster than wages, that companies raise prices because they can but don’t raise wages because they don’t have to, and that the rich always do better with inflation. (Those things are true at times but not over long periods of time.)




Stantcheva told me that, while inflation clearly generates bad feelings, bad feelings about the country or the economy might make them more pessimistic about inflation. For instance, her study finds that, whereas economists associate lower unemployment with higher inflation, the public believes weak growth, high unemployment and high inflation all go together. As one survey respondent said: “To me, inflation is when the economy is more than just hurting. It’s when it’s too tough just to keep positive.”






 This is well outside my professional expertise but it rings true to me. Human beings are complicated creatures. Our perceptions are based on a whole lot of things, not just the data economists collect.
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The White House (“Readout of President Joe Biden’s Call with Prime Minister Netanyahu of Israel“):





President Biden spoke by telephone with Prime Minister Netanyahu. The two leaders discussed the situation in Gaza. President Biden emphasized that the strikes on humanitarian workers and the overall humanitarian situation are unacceptable. He made clear the need for Israel to announce and implement a series of specific, concrete, and measurable steps to address civilian harm, humanitarian suffering, and the safety of aid workers. He made clear that U.S. policy with respect to Gaza will be determined by our assessment of Israel’s immediate action on these steps. He underscored that an immediate ceasefire is essential to stabilize and improve the humanitarian situation and protect innocent civilians, and he urged the Prime Minister to empower his negotiators to conclude a deal without delay to bring the hostages home. The two leaders also discussed public Iranian threats against Israel and the Israeli people. President Biden made clear that the United States strongly supports Israel in the face of those threats.






That’s the whole readout.




WaPo (“Biden warns Netanyahu the situation in Gaza is ‘unacceptable’“):





President Biden told Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Thursday that the United States would reassess its policy toward the war in Gaza if the Jewish state does not take immediate steps to address the disastrous humanitarian situation in the enclave and protect aid workers.




“In the coming hours and days, we will be looking for concrete, tangible steps that they’re taking,” said White House spokesman John Kirby.




[…]




It marked the first time Biden has indicated a willingness to reassess his unwavering support of Israel’s campaign in Gaza, as pressure grows among prominent Democrats to condition weapons sales to Israel as the death toll in Gaza has surpassed 33,000, according to the Gaza Health Ministry. The president’s rhetoric has grown increasingly sharp regarding Israel’s handling of the crisis, but until now he had not directly warned Israel of consequences if it does not change course.




It also marked a rare moment in recent decades when the United States has suggested its support for Israel was anything but unconditional.




Secretary of State Antony Blinken reiterated the message in Brussels on Thursday. And Sen. Chris Coons (D-Del.), a close Biden ally and a staunch supporter of Israel, said the United States is “at that point” where conditions must be placed on military aid to Israel.




The changing dynamic comes as Israel plans to invade the southern Gaza city of Rafah, where up to 1.5 million Palestinians are sheltering in decrepit conditions after fleeing there under Israeli orders. U.S. officials have warned Israel against a major campaign in Rafah that would endanger numerous civilians.




“If Benjamin Netanyahu were to order the [Israel Defense Forces] into Rafah at scale … and make no provision for civilians or for humanitarian aid, I would vote to condition aid to Israel,” Coons said on CNN. “I’ve never said that before. I’ve never been here before.”




Despite the explicit warning, the White House offered no details about how it would assess whether Israelhad complied with Biden’s demands, or how U.S. policy could change if the administration determined it had not done so.




“If we don’t see changes from their side, there will be changes from our side,” Kirby said. “But I’m not going to preview what that might look like.” He declined to say whether Washington might suspend military aid to Israel.




Among the changes Biden wants to see, Kirby said, are “a dramatic increase in humanitarian aid getting in, additional crossings opened up, and a reduction in violence against civilians.” He added that the United States expected to see Israel not just “announcing” changes, but “executing” and “implementing” them.




Later Thursday, Israel announced initial steps to address Biden’s demands. They included opening the Ashdod port for direct delivery of aid into Gaza; opening Israel’s Erez crossing to help facilitate the delivery of aid into northern Gaza, where law and order has collapsed and aid groups have warned that famine is already underway; and increasing aid deliveries from Jordan.






NYT (“Israel to Add Gaza Aid Routes as Biden Hinges Support on Civilian Protection“):





President Biden threatened on Thursday to condition future support for Israel on how it addresses his concerns about civilian casualties and the humanitarian crisis in Gaza, prompting Israel to commit to permitting more food and other supplies into the besieged enclave in hopes of placating him.




[…]




The statement was the sharpest the White House has issued on Israel’s conduct in the six months of its war against Hamas, underscoring the president’s growing frustration with Mr. Netanyahu and his anger over this week’s killing of seven aid workers by Israeli military forces. But while the president repeated his call for a negotiated deal that would result in an “immediate cease-fire” and the release of hostages taken by Hamas, White House officials stopped short of saying directly that he might limit U.S. arms supplies if not satisfied.




By the middle of the night in Jerusalem, Israel made its first gestures to Mr. Biden. In a statement, the government said it would increase aid deliveries to Gaza, including through the port of Ashdod and the Erez crossing, a checkpoint between Israel and northern Gaza that Hamas attacked on Oct. 7 and Israel had kept closed ever since. The statement did not say when the crossing would be reopened.




Biden administration officials, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to describe the private call in more detail, said that Mr. Netanyahu agreed to additional commitments intended to assuage the president. Among others, the officials said, Israel would promise to institute more measures to reduce civilian casualties and to empower negotiators brokering a temporary cease-fire deal in exchange for the release of hostages.




[…]




The president has long refused to curb the arms flow to influence Israel’s approach to the war. Mr. Biden said after Hamas killed 1,200 people and took hundreds of hostages in October that his support for Israel was “rock solid and unwavering.” While he has increasingly criticized what he sees as the excesses of the military operation, he has until now stuck by his vow.




But with rising agitation on the political left, particularly in electoral swing states like Michigan, even some of Mr. Biden’s closest Democratic allies are coming around to the view that Washington should exercise more control over the weaponry, including Senator Chris Coons, a fellow Democrat from Delaware and confidant of the president.






Times of Israel (“Blinken warns: Israel risks becoming indistinguishable from Hamas if it doesn’t protect Gaza civilians“):





US Secretary of State Antony Blinken warns that Israel risks becoming indistinguishable from Hamas if it continues to fail to protect civilians amid the Gaza war.




“What happened after October 7 could have ended immediately if Hamas had stopped hiding behind civilians, released the hostages and put down its weapons, but Israel is not Hamas. Israel is a democracy; Hamas, a terrorist organization. Democracies place the highest value on human life, every human life. As it has been said, whoever saves a life, saves the entire world,” Blinken says during a press conference in Brussels, quoting a Jewish proverb.




“That’s our strength. It’s what distinguishes us from terrorists like Hamas. If we lose that reverence for human life, we risk becoming indistinguishable from those we confront.”




“Right now, there is no higher priority in Gaza than protecting civilians, surging humanitarian assistance, and ensuring the security of those who provide it. Israel must meet this moment,” Blinken said.




He notes “important steps” Israel has taken to allow aid into Gaza, but clarifies that “the results on the ground are woefully insufficient and unacceptable,” with 100 percent of Gazans facing acute insecurity.




“This week’s horrific attack on the World Central Kitchen was not the first such incident. It must be the last,” the top US diplomat warns.






This is, I believe, a classic example of what the political scientist Robert Putnam calls a “two-level game.” Essentially, any diplomatic negotiation has to take into account both the foreign policy aims of the parties and the various domestic political pressures at work. This greatly complicates the notion that international relations involves unitary actors seeking to maximize the national interest. There are, in fact, multiple views of the national interest that have to be appeased.




In this case, while I genuinely believe Biden and his foreign policy team are distraught about civilian casualties in Gaza—and were particularly angered by the attack on the World Food Kitchen aid workers—I do not for a second believe that they believe “there is no higher priority in Gaza than protecting civilians.” And, certainly, they’re not foolish enough to believe they can make that Israel’s policy.




But Biden is facing increasing pressure from within his domestic constituency. As has been widely reported, the junior members of his own foreign policy team is much more pro-Palestinian than the old heads. And, as noted in several of the above news reports, that’s true of a significant portion of the Democratic voting base. They have to be appeased.




For that matter, Netanyahu is facing significant pressure at home over the war. Not only are people worried about the fate of the hostages who have been held captive for six months but there’s a significant faction that wants a more humane policy. He’s also being condemned almost across the board by world leaders, including some who actually matter to him. He may be an unmitigated asshole but he’s not an idiot.




So Biden puts out a readahead of a 30-minute phone call that includes some tough language and gets Netanyahu to make some symbolic gestures. This appeases the domestic constituencies of both parties. Biden can take credit for “getting tough” with Israel and Netanyahu can get credit with soft-liners for the gestures while telling hard-liners that his arm was being twisted.




I would be interested in knowing the substance of the other 28 minutes or so of the call. That would tell us what the real policy preferences of the two men are. 
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POLITICO (“Biden camp reaches out to Nebraska Dems as state considers denying president crucial vote“):





President Joe Biden’s campaign officials have been in private talks with Nebraska Democrats after Republicans in the state began pushing for changes that could close off one of the president’s clearest paths to reelection.




The campaign has declined to comment on that push, which would turn Nebraska into a winner-take-all state in presidential elections, as opposed to one that allocates a portion of its Electoral College votes based on results in individual congressional districts.




But the private outreach, confirmed by two people familiar with it and granted anonymity to speak freely, suggests that the Democratic Party — from the president on down — has begun to take more seriously the possibility of the legislation, known as LB 764, passing.




Former President Donald Trump and the state’s Republican governor, Jim Pillen, are encouraging state lawmakers to move legislation that would repeal Nebraska’s 1991 law that divides electors based both on who wins the state and how each candidate performs in its three congressional districts. Republican activists have targeted the law precisely because in recent cycles, including 2020, the Democratic presidential candidate won the Omaha-based 2nd District, giving them an additional Electoral College vote.




Conservative talk show host Charlie Kirk — who sparked a viral online pressure campaign in favor of LB 764 — is expected to appear in Omaha on Tuesday to rally for the bill’s passage. Kirk has encouraged his supporters to contact legislators to move it through committee.




“There’s a decent amount of momentum behind it, but there are only a handful of legislative days left so it’d take a herculean effort to make it happen logistically,” said Barry Rubin, a Nebraska-based lobbyist. “Pressure from national groups, along with the governor and others, in addition to the enormous impact of removing the ‘blue dot’ from Nebraska’s 2nd could certainly move this along.”






So, obviously, this is purely a partisan gambit. Its intent is completely divorced from any notion of democracy or political theory.




From that standpoint, though, I could preach it either way. On the one hand, winner-take-all is clearly less representative than the current model, which is itself considerably less representative than a purely proportional model. In the last six elections, as few as 33% and as many as 42% of Nebraskans voted for the Democratic nominee yet almost all of its Electors go to the Republican. On the other hand, Nebraska is a majority Republican state and giving even a single Elector to the Democrat—when 48 of the 50 states plus the District of Columbia are winner-take-all—clearly disadvantages the chances of the majority preference of Nebraskans from winning the Presidency.




(I have more thoughts on the manner but need to get out of the door. I won’t be around today until this evening, if then.)
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The Guardian (“‘The machine did it coldly’: Israel used AI to identify 37,000 Hamas targets“):





The Israeli military’s bombing campaign in Gaza used a previously undisclosed AI-powered database that at one stage identified 37,000 potential targets based on their apparent links to Hamas, according to intelligence sources involved in the war.




In addition to talking about their use of the AI system, called Lavender, the intelligence sources claim that Israeli military officials permitted large numbers of Palestinian civilians to be killed, particularly during the early weeks and months of the conflict.




Their unusually candid testimony provides a rare glimpse into the first-hand experiences of Israeli intelligence officials who have been using machine-learning systems to help identify targets during the six-month war.




Israel’s use of powerful AI systems in its war on Hamas has entered uncharted territory for advanced warfare, raising a host of legal and moral questions, and transforming the relationship between military personnel and machines.




“This is unparalleled, in my memory,” said one intelligence officer who used Lavender, adding that they had more faith in a “statistical mechanism” than a grieving soldier. “Everyone there, including me, lost people on October 7. The machine did it coldly. And that made it easier.”




Another Lavender user questioned whether humans’ role in the selection process was meaningful. “I would invest 20 seconds for each target at this stage, and do dozens of them every day. I had zero added-value as a human, apart from being a stamp of approval. It saved a lot of time.”




The testimony from the six intelligence officers, all who have been involved in using AI systems to identify Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) targets in the war, was given to the journalist Yuval Abraham for a report published by the Israeli-Palestinian publication +972 Magazine and the Hebrew-language outlet Local Call.




Their accounts were shared exclusively with the Guardian in advance of publication. 






I had never heard of +972 Magazine (which takes its name from the Israel-Palestine telephone exchange) before this morning but it has been in existence since 2010, founded by four young Israeli journalists who had solo blogs of their own. It’s avowedly leftist and written in English to spread a specific view of the Israel-Palestinian conflict to an international audience. 




It’s rather clear to me that they have an agenda. Indeed, a scan of their front page shows an almost laughable anti-Israel bias, with headlines like “Hebrew University’s Faculty of Repressive Science,”  “The spiraling absurdity of Germany’s pro-Israel fanaticism,” and “Why do Israelis feel so threatened by a ceasefire?” At the same time, I have no reason to believe that they intentionally publish lies, which would damage their credibility. 




The report, “‘Lavender’: The AI machine directing Israel’s bombing spree in Gaza,” is written by Yuval Abraham, a journalist and activist turned documentary filmmaker best known for “No Other Land,” which won the Best Documentary Film award in February at the Berlin International Film Festival. So, again, he has an obvious agenda but I have no reason to believe he’s intentionally lying to his readers.




The report begins,





In 2021, a book titled “The Human-Machine Team: How to Create Synergy Between Human and Artificial Intelligence That Will Revolutionize Our World” was released in English under the pen name “Brigadier General Y.S.” In it, the author — a man who we confirmed to be the current commander of the elite Israeli intelligence unit 8200 — makes the case for designing a special machine that could rapidly process massive amounts of data to generate thousands of potential “targets” for military strikes in the heat of a war. Such technology, he writes, would resolve what he described as a “human bottleneck for both locating the new targets and decision-making to approve the targets.”






This idea is not new. The US military is, along with our adversaries, working to do the same thing and has been for at least a decade. We’ve been wrestling with the implications of the concept for even longer. Short story long: it’s complicated if only one side of a conflict has the capability; if both sides have it, moral considerations essentially go out the window because human decisionmakers can’t keep up with machines.





Such a machine, it turns out, actually exists. A new investigation by +972 Magazine and Local Call reveals that the Israeli army has developed an artificial intelligence-based program known as “Lavender,” unveiled here for the first time. According to six Israeli intelligence officers, who have all served in the army during the current war on the Gaza Strip and had first-hand involvement with the use of AI to generate targets for assassination, Lavender has played a central role in the unprecedented bombing of Palestinians, especially during the early stages of the war. In fact, according to the sources, its influence on the military’s operations was such that they essentially treated the outputs of the AI machine “as if it were a human decision.”




Formally, the Lavender system is designed to mark all suspected operatives in the military wings of Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ), including low-ranking ones, as potential bombing targets. The sources told +972 and Local Call that, during the first weeks of the war, the army almost completely relied on Lavender, which clocked as many as 37,000 Palestinians as suspected militants — and their homes — for possible air strikes.






On the surface, I see no problem with using AI to keep up with moving targets. I’m considerably more squeamish about targeting the homes—presumably thus including the families—of low-level militants. 




The laws of war were, alas, written with conventional force-on-force warfare in mind. In the nearly quarter-century since the 9/11 attacks, the United States has not infrequently targeted the homes of high-level terrorist leaders. How far down the chain of command one must go before that’s unacceptable is not by any means clear. 




For that matter, I’ve long assumed that American service members who operated UAVs from domestic bases that killed militants abroad were legitimate military targets even though they weren’t in a combat zone. It’s not a huge stretch to say that remains true when they go home at night.





During the early stages of the war, the army gave sweeping approval for officers to adopt Lavender’s kill lists, with no requirement to thoroughly check why the machine made those choices or to examine the raw intelligence data on which they were based. One source stated that human personnel often served only as a “rubber stamp” for the machine’s decisions, adding that, normally, they would personally devote only about “20 seconds” to each target before authorizing a bombing — just to make sure the Lavender-marked target is male. This was despite knowing that the system makes what are regarded as “errors” in approximately 10 percent of cases, and is known to occasionally mark individuals who have merely a loose connection to militant groups, or no connection at all.






Honestly, a 90 percent success rate in correctly identifying militants is wildly higher than I would have guessed. My strong sense is that American forces targeting militants in Iraq, Afghanistan, Yemen, and elsewhere got it wrong considerably more often than that, simply because our intelligence was spotty. The Israelis, though, have the advantage of a much closer relationship with Hamas than we did with our GWOT enemies.





Moreover, the Israeli army systematically attacked the targeted individuals while they were in their homes — usually at night while their whole families were present — rather than during the course of military activity. According to the sources, this was because, from what they regarded as an intelligence standpoint, it was easier to locate the individuals in their private houses. Additional automated systems, including one called “Where’s Daddy?” also revealed here for the first time, were used specifically to track the targeted individuals and carry out bombings when they had entered their family’s residences.






Again—assuming this is true—I’m squeamish about this if it was routine and applied to low-level trigger pullers. Much less so high-level operatives, who are more central to the war effort.





The result, as the sources testified, is that thousands of Palestinians — most of them women and children or people who were not involved in the fighting — were wiped out by Israeli airstrikes, especially during the first weeks of the war, because of the AI program’s decisions.




“We were not interested in killing [Hamas] operatives only when they were in a military building or engaged in a military activity,” A., an intelligence officer, told +972 and Local Call. “On the contrary, the IDF bombed them in homes without hesitation, as a first option. It’s much easier to bomb a family’s home. The system is built to look for them in these situations.”






So, let’s take AI out of this. It’s really a distraction, in that the IDF would have made exactly the same calculation with low-level human operatives making the decisions rather than machines. The implication here is that Hamas fighters are only legitimate targets while they are actively engaged in military operations and somehow transform into noncombatants when they go home. Meanwhile, IDF soldiers are legitimate targets 24/7, because they go “home” to a military compound of some sort. That’s frankly an absurd notion.




I find the sheer level of killing in this war appalling. But I don’t know how one fights a war in an area roughly the size of Detroit with some 2 million people living there without massive casualties. Especially when the enemy intentionally hides among said people and is given sanctuary there. 




And, again, the notion that the only time one may target a terrorist is while they are in the act of killing is simply absurd. It flies in the face of any reason.





The Lavender machine joins another AI system, “The Gospel,” about which information was revealed in a previous investigation by +972 and Local Call in November 2023, as well as in the Israeli military’s own publications. A fundamental difference between the two systems is in the definition of the target: whereas The Gospel marks buildings and structures that the army claims militants operate from, Lavender marks people — and puts them on a kill list. 






This is quite likely the future of war. As we move further away from traditional force-on-force fights, with key nodes outside what we traditionally think of as a combat zone, traditional notions of “combat zones,” “forward areas,” and the like will go away. Hell, that was becoming a reality when I was a cadet forty years ago, integrated in our AirLand Battle doctrine—which, incidentally, was based on lessons learned from the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Obviously, technology has improved vastly since.





In addition, according to the sources, when it came to targeting alleged junior militants marked by Lavender, the army preferred to only use unguided missiles, commonly known as “dumb” bombs (in contrast to “smart” precision bombs), which can destroy entire buildings on top of their occupants and cause significant casualties. “You don’t want to waste expensive bombs on unimportant people — it’s very expensive for the country and there’s a shortage [of those bombs],” said C., one of the intelligence officers. Another source said that they had personally authorized the bombing of “hundreds” of private homes of alleged junior operatives marked by Lavender, with many of these attacks killing civilians and entire families as “collateral damage.”






So, again, awful if true. And not, as I understand it, the American practice anymore. But it was as recently as Vietnam. And it’s not surprising that Israel, which doesn’t have a trillion-dollar defense budget, can’t afford a near-infinite supply of precision weapons.





In an unprecedented move, according to two of the sources, the army also decided during the first weeks of the war that, for every junior Hamas operative that Lavender marked, it was permissible to kill up to 15 or 20 civilians; in the past, the military did not authorize any “collateral damage” during assassinations of low-ranking militants. The sources added that, in the event that the target was a senior Hamas official with the rank of battalion or brigade commander, the army on several occasions authorized the killing of more than 100 civilians in the assassination of a single commander.






This would be outrageous in a conventional conflict. The IDF is not, however, fighting a conventional conflict. I don’t know what the acceptable ratios should be for those whose primary mode of operation is to use human shields in contravention of the laws of war.




The rest of the report is very long, going into methodologies and such. I commend it to those interested.




Again, though, the more I think about this the big reveal—the use of various AI programs for targeting—is really a distraction. The key decisions—targeting Hamas militants in their homes, the acceptance of rather high collateral damage figures, and the like—were all made by humans and, presumably, rather high-ranking ones at that. Indeed, I’d be shocked if they weren’t approved by the Chief of Defense, the Minister of Defense, and the Prime Minister. That low-level operatives are using a tool that makes carrying out the strategy within those rules of engagement more efficient is largely beside the point. 
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Gizmodo (“Amazon Ditches ‘Just Walk Out’ Checkouts at Its Grocery Stores“):





Amazon is phasing out its checkout-less grocery stores with “Just Walk Out” technology, first reported by The Information Tuesday. The company’s senior vice president of grocery stores says they’re moving away from Just Walk Out, which relied on cameras and sensors to track what people were leaving the store with.




Just over half of Amazon Fresh stores are equipped with Just Walk Out. The technology allows customers to skip checkout altogether by scanning a QR code when they enter the store. Though it seemed completely automated, Just Walk Out relied on more than 1,000 people in India watching and labeling videos to ensure accurate checkouts. The cashiers were simply moved off-site, and they watched you as you shopped.




Instead, Amazon is moving towards Dash Carts, a scanner and screen that’s embedded in your shopping cart, allowing you to checkout as you shop. These offer a more reliable solution than Just Walk Out. Amazon Fresh stores will also feature self check out counters from now on, for people who aren’t Amazon members.




“We’re rolling out Amazon Dash Cart, our smart-shopping carts,” said an Amazon spokesperson to Gizmodo. Amazon confirmed this feature is replacing its Just Walk Out technology in existing stores.




Just Walk Out was first introduced in 2016, presenting Amazon’s biggest and boldest innovation in grocery shopping. The technology seemed incredible, but there were some stumbles. It often took hours for customers to receive receipts after leaving the store, largely because offshore cashiers were rewatching videos and assigning items to different customers. The system of scanners and video cameras in each store is also incredibly expensive.




According to The Information, 700 out of 1,000 Just Walk Out sales required human reviewers as of 2022. This widely missed Amazon’s internal goals of reaching less than 50 reviews per 1,000 sales. Amazon called this characterization inaccurate, and disputes how many purchases require reviews.




“The primary role of our Machine Learning data associates is to annotate video images, which is necessary for continuously improving the underlying machine learning model powering,” said an Amazon spokesperson to Gizmodo. However, the spokesperson acknowledged these associates validate “a small minority” of shopping visits when AI can’t determine a purchase.




Amazon Fresh, the e-commerce giant’s grocery store first launched in 2007, has just over 40 locations around the United States. The company also owns Whole Foods, and many of Amazon Fresh’s experiments are seen as precursors for the large chain.






There is an Amazon Fresh location not far from me and I’ve shopped there two or three times. While the “walk out” technology is interesting and the stores generally hassle-free, I found the selection wanting and the prices high compared to the Safeway and Giant stores that abound.




But, I must confess, I did not know until this morning that there was a trove of workers in India spying on customers. Indeed, before the local store opened, I remember reading stories like this May 2022 entry from Stuff‘s Connor Jewiss (“Why Amazon Fresh’s ‘just walk out’ tech is the shopping experience we all need“):





The last major innovation to in-person shopping was contactless payments, but that’s old news now. These Amazon Fresh stores are entirely checkout-less, allowing you to, quite literally, just walk out. Packed with all sorts of clever tech, we’re going inside one of the stores to find out how they work, and if they’re any good.




How do Amazon Fresh Stores work?




When you walk into an Amazon Fresh store, things couldn’t be simpler. Just fire up the Amazon app on your phone, head to the basket, and hit Fresh Code just under the search bar at the top. You’ll then see a QR code pop up on your display. Scan this at the turnstiles, just like you’d scan a boarding pass at the airport.




[…]




In order to provide the “just walk out” experience, Amazon needs to know what you’re purchasing and when you leave. It sounds simple, but it’s fairly complicated in reality.




To track where you are, Amazon has installed an array of hundreds of cameras into each Fresh store. They follow you around the shop, but there’s no facial recognition involved. Everything gets processed in store or on the app, and all data gets deleted within 30 days. The smart shop just needs to know where you are.




These same cameras are watching what you pick up and put back, too, so Amazon knows exactly what you buy. There aren’t any giant barcodes on products for the cameras to spot. Rather, they use AI to identify items and where they are in the store to confirm if that’s correct. You wouldn’t be picking up toothpaste in the sandwich isle, would you?




In addition to the cameras, each shelf includes a weight sensor. The sensor detects when you pick an item up, and can work out what it is based on the weight. The AI combines this data with the rest to really make sure it’s got the right products.




And when you’re ready to leave? Head back to the gates, which swing open ready for your departure, like your own personal doorman. There’s a station for you to pack your bags, and for cutlery if you purchased any food items in store. Amazon will automatically charge your preferred card as you exit, and you can carry about your day as usual. Head into your inbox or the app for a receipt.




[…]




Can they be tricked?




Amazon’s so sure that the tech can’t be beaten, there’s not even an option to add products it missed in the app. You can remove items you didn’t purchase, but not add ones you did. That sounds like a challenge to us! Summoning my inner Indiana Jones, I went around the Amazon Fresh store to see what I could nick.




In true Raiders of the Lost Ark fashion, I tried the old switcheroo trick with two similar bottles of water to see if the weight sensors could be fooled. Alas, Amazon Fresh correctly worked out which bottle I took in the end.




Similar tests proved just about as effective – as in not at all. Throwing an item into the Amazon-branded bag as fast as possible didn’t fool the cameras. Picking something up and putting it back didn’t either. Nor did putting it back in the wrong place (which I corrected at the end because, those people).






I vaguely recall a similar article about an intrepid reporter trying the old switcheroo trick with organic and non-organic produce with the same result.




While some folks on the Internet suspected that Amazon was using human spies, most just assumed that Amazon’s AI technology was just that good. Apparently, so did Amazon. Not so much, it turned out.
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As the fallout from the IDF strikes that killed seven international aid workers continues, we’re seeing a lot of premature outrage. 




The White House released a “Statement from President Joe Biden on the Death of World Central Kitchen Workers in Gaza.” The substantive portion:





I am outraged and heartbroken by the deaths of seven humanitarian workers from World Central Kitchen, including one American, in Gaza yesterday. They were providing food to hungry civilians in the middle of a war. They were brave and selfless. Their deaths are a tragedy.




Israel has pledged to conduct a thorough investigation into why the aid workers’ vehicles were hit by airstrikes. That investigation must be swift, it must bring accountability, and its findings must be made public.




Even more tragically, this is not a stand-alone incident. This conflict has been one of the worst in recent memory in terms of how many aid workers have been killed. This is a major reason why distributing humanitarian aid in Gaza has been so difficult – because Israel has not done enough to protect aid workers trying to deliver desperately needed help to civilians. Incidents like yesterday’s simply should not happen. Israel has also not done enough to protect civilians. The United States has repeatedly urged Israel to deconflict their military operations against Hamas with humanitarian operations, in order to avoid civilian casualties.




The United States will continue to do all we can to deliver humanitarian assistance to Palestinian civilians in Gaza, through all available means. I will continue to press Israel to do more to facilitate that aid. And we are pushing hard for an immediate ceasefire as part of a hostage deal. I have a team in Cairo working on this right now.






The notion that it’s possible to operate in complete safety in the midst of a horrific war, whether for reporters or humanitarian assistance workers, is misguided. “Outrage” over the specific incident before the investigation is complete is wildly premature, unless US intelligence is telling the President more than is known publicly. His wider concern that Israel is doing too little to protect civilians, however, may be correct.




Regardless, to the extent it had sympathy in the wake of the October 7 massacre, Israel is quickly losing world support. It’s not just the WFK strikes, after all.




 NYT (“In a U.N. meeting, U.S., Britain and France do not join the condemnation of an Israeli strike in Syria.”):





In an emergency session of the United Nations Security Council on Tuesday, the majority of diplomats condemned Israel, saying that it had violated international laws and breached the U.N. charter that protects diplomatic premises when it bombed an Iranian diplomatic compound in Syria.




The United States, France and Britain did not condemn Israel, but they joined other nations in reiterating that diplomatic structures should be considered off limits during wartime and that the airstrikes, on Monday in Damascus, the Syrian capital, had risked plunging the Middle East into further instability.




“Any miscalculation could lead to broader conflict in an already volatile region, with devastating consequences for civilians who are already seeing unprecedented suffering,” Khaled Khiari, the U.N. assistant secretary general, told the Council.




Russia, a close ally of Iran, had called for the meeting to discuss Israel’s attack, after Iran’s mission to the U.N. submitted a letter to the world body arguing that the airstrikes had violated international law. The attacks killed seven members of Iran’s Quds forces, including three generals.




Iran and Syria both attended the meeting and addressed the Council. Israel, which did not attend the meeting, has said that the target was not a diplomatic one because it had been used frequently by Iran’s military commanders and personnel in Syria.




Robert A. Wood, the U.S. representative at the meeting, told the Council that Washington had communicated to Iran that it was not involved in the attack and had no prior knowledge of it. Mr. Wood did not directly criticize Israel, saying instead that the United States was concerned about Iran and its proxy militia’s use of Syrian territory to attack Israeli targets and American bases.




“Any confirmed attack on property that was in fact a diplomatic facility would be of concern to the United States,” Mr. Wood said. “Diplomatic missions and their property, as well as official diplomatic residents, must be protected even in and especially in terms of armed conflict.”




Russia’s ambassador to the U.N., Vasily Nebenzya, said his country was extremely concerned by what he called Israel’s disregard of international rules, and described the attacks as “reckless actions.” Mr. Nebenzya also lashed out at the United States, Britain and France for their “verbal gymnastics” in applying double standards by refusing to directly criticize Israel.




“If it was your embassy that was attacked or your consulate in the region, would you respond in the same way?” Mr. Nebenzya said. “This is your rules-based order in all its glory.”






Which, frankly, is absolute nonsense. If our consular buildings were the headquarters of a globally recognized terrorist group, they would absolutely be legitimate targets. France would not hesitate to do it were its citizens being targeted.




Still, as noted at the time, the risk of escalation is high.




NYT (“Fears grow that an Israeli strike in Syria could spur retaliatory attacks.“):





Current and former U.S. officials expressed fears on Tuesday that Israel’s airstrike on an Iranian embassy compound in Syria could escalate hostilities in the region and prompt retaliatory strikes against Israel and its American ally.




The officials said the attack, which killed three generals in Iran’s Quds Force and four other officers on Monday, had dealt a serious blow to the force, the external military and intelligence service of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps.




Ralph Goff, a former senior C.I.A. official who served in the Middle East, called Israel’s strike “incredibly reckless.”




“It will only result in escalation by Iran and its proxies, which is very dangerous” to American troops in the region who could be targeted in retaliatory strikes by Tehran’s proxies, Mr. Goff said.




Indeed, after the Israeli strike in Damascus, Syria’s capital, American troops based in southeastern Syria knocked down an attack drone, a Defense Department official said. It was unclear if the drone was aimed at the U.S. forces, the official said, speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss operational details. If it were, it would be the first attack by Iran-backed militias against American troops in Iraq or Syria in nearly two months. No injuries or damage were reported.




The official said there had been no further attacks overnight, but that Pentagon officials were monitoring the situation closely.




Mr. Goff said the deadly strike in Syria fit Israel’s “longer-term strategy of degrading” Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps and its Quds Force unit, and “punishing them for ongoing plots to kill or kidnap Israeli Jews around the world.”




In the yearslong shadow war between Iran and Israel, Syria has been key terrain for Israel as it works to degrade Iran’s ability to move advanced weaponry by land and air closer to Israel’s borders.




“The strike yesterday is a significant escalation and risks tipping an already volatile, unstable region into full-scale war,” said Dana Stroul, formerly the Pentagon’s top Middle East policy official who is now at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. “This is the Israeli version of the U.S. strike on Qassim Suleimani,” she said, referring to the former longtime leader of the Quds Force, who was killed by an American drone strike near the Baghdad airport in 2020.




Ms. Stroul said assessing the post-Suleimani era is instructive because the command and control of the Quds Force was degraded.




“We have seen Iran-backed militia groups take decisions into their own hands under the leadership of Qaani, as well the rise of rival power centers in Iran,” Ms. Stroul said, referring to Gen. Ismail Qaani, the current Quds Force commander. “This has led to a more diffuse, but not less lethal, Quds Force-led network abroad. But Iran’s core strategy never changed. Tehran will continue to invest in its terrorist network abroad in order to keep the fight away from its own borders.”




More broadly, Ms. Stroul said, the message is that Islamic Revolutionary Guards “operatives and leaders are not safe anywhere.”




She continued: “It should have strategic effect on how the Quds Force operates abroad and should erode any semblance of invincibility or deniability that this terrorist organization only brings instability and violence to the places it seeks to operate.”




Kenneth F. McKenzie Jr., a retired four-star general and former leader of the Pentagon’s Central Command, which oversees American military operations in the Middle East, said the deaths of the senior Quds Force officers was “a blow.”




“Their long-term, carefully developed relationships will be lost,” he said.




Ms. Stroul said the strike would further inflame Tehran. “The question is, will Iran respond in a manner that de-escalates the situation, or will it climb further up the escalation ladder?” she said.




Sabrina Singh, a Pentagon spokeswoman, sought on Tuesday to tamp down fears of escalation, saying that the United States had no involvement in the airstrike and did not know about it ahead of time.




Ms. Singh said at a news conference that the message had also been conveyed directly to Iran. “Tensions being high in the region, we wanted to make it very clear in private channels that the U.S. had no involvement in the strike in Damascus.”




General McKenzie said he expected Iran would retaliate in some way, but he downplayed fears of a major escalation of hostilities between Israel and Iran.




“Iran’s options to hit Israel are very, very limited,” General McKenzie said. “And the Israelis aren’t going to back down.”






I’m reminded of former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown’s assessment of US-Soviet arms control: “When we build, they build. When we stop, they build.” Iran has been attacking Israel for decades. The notion that not hitting back is going to make them stop is ludicrous.




As to the wreckless of the attack, I’ll cite Bubba of jukebox-shooting fame: “reckless hell, I hit just where I was aimin.'” While I’m skeptical that decapitation strikes are strategically effective, they surely have some psychological impact. And it’s not obvious what other option Israel has at combatting Iran’s chief irregular warfare asset. 




The larger picture, though, is the humanitarian catastrophe that is the war in Gaza. The best available estimates have more than 30,000 dead as of late February. That’s more than any Arab-Israeli war since Lebanon in 1982. Oxfam estimated that the toll is some 250 per day, the highest of any recent conflict. Israel claims that more than 10,000 of those are Hamas fighters, out of an estimated 30,000 at the beginning of the war; that’s almost certainly exaggerated.




And, as I’ve argued throughout the conflict, it’s not at all clear what the Netanyahu government’s plan is, or, indeed, whether they have one. This war has been too destructive to chalk it up to “mowing the grass.” Even if the IDF manages to kill 20,000—or, hell, 30,000—Hamas fighters, what’s next? What’s the plan for postwar Gaza? 
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Haaretz (“IDF Drone Bombed World Central Kitchen Aid Convoy Three Times, Targeting Armed Hamas Member Who Wasn’t There“):





The Israeli strike that killed seven World Central Kitchen aid workers in the Gaza Strip on Monday night was launched because of suspicion that a terrorist was travelling with the convoy.




An Israeli drone fired three missiles one after the other at a World Central Kitchen aid convoy, that left Monday night to escort an aid truck to a food warehouse in Deir al-Balah in the central Gaza Strip, according to defense sources familiar with the details.




According to the defense sources, the cars were clearly marked on the roof and sides as belonging to the organization, but the war room of the unit responsible for security of the route that the convoy travelled identified an armed man on the truck and suspected that he was a terrorist.




Until the actions that preceded the strike, carried out by a Hermes 450 drone, were completed, the truck reached the warehouse with the World Central Kitchen’s three cars, with seven volunteers in them – two dual-national Palestinians (U.S. and Canada) and five citizens of Australia, the UK, and Poland.




A few minutes later, the three cars left the warehouse without the truck, on which the ostensibly armed man was located. According to the defense sources, that armed man did not leave the warehouse. The cars travelled along a route preapproved and coordinated with the IDF.




[…]




“It’s frustrating,” one of the defense sources told Haaretz. “We’re trying our hardest to accurately hit terrorists, and utilizing every thread of intelligence, and in the end the units in the field decide to launch attacks without any preparation, in cases that have nothing to do with protecting our forces.”




The IDF understands that this is a serious incident that is liable to have far-reaching effects on the continued combat in Gaza, because of deteriorating international legitimacy in recent weeks. The defense establishment is preparing to send representatives to the dead volunteers’ countries, to personally present to senior government officials the findings of the investigation that the army announced on Monday night.






NYT (“What We Know About the Strike That Killed 7 World Central Kitchen Workers“) adds:





The Israeli military had been informed of aid workers’ movements, the charity said. Aid workers had just unloaded more than 100 tons of food brought to Gaza by sea at the warehouse, according to the group.




[…]




On Tuesday, Rear Adm. Daniel Hagari, the chief spokesman of the Israeli army, said the circumstances behind the strike were still being investigated “at the highest levels.” He said the investigation had been referred to the Fact Finding and Assessment Mechanism, a military body tasked with investigating accusations of probing the circumstances behind battlefield incidents.




“We will be opening a probe to examine this serious incident further,” he said. “This will help us reduce the risk of such an event from occurring again.”




The Israeli military said the mechanism was an “independent, professional, and expert body.” Human rights groups have generally been critical of the Israeli military’s ability to transparently investigate itself, charging that probes are often long and rarely lead to indictments.






Bellingcat’s Nick Waters declares “Strike That Killed World Central Kitchen Workers Bears Hallmarks of Israeli Precision Strike.”





The destroyed vehicles bear the hallmarks of a precision strike, which only the IDF has the capability to conduct in the region. Images from the aftermath of the strike show that the WCK vehicles were white and at least one had the WCK logo and name clearly marked on the roof.






There is a whole lot of detail and photographic evidence but it may actually be overtaken by events. The Haaretz report makes it clear that the attack was indeed a precision strike, carried out by a Hermes 450 drone, against a specific target. That they got it wrong isn’t that big a shock. Or that innocents died as a result. That happens in war and it’s a risk aid workers knowingly take. Indeed, BBC reports, “The war in Gaza has led to at least 196 aid workers being killed before last night’s attack on the seven WCK workers, according to data from the Aid Worker Security Database.”




What’s harder to understand is how the IDF, which according to multiple credible reports, was in coordination with WFK, made this particular mistake. The notion that they intentionally targeted WFK just makes no sense. 




While all of the reports emphasize that the vehicles were clearly marked, the photographic evidence shows that the markings weren’t exactly designed to be easily identifiable from the air:




[image: ]Ali Jadallah/Anadolu Agency (via Bellingcat)



These look to be signs printed out and taped to the roof and windshield. The roof sign, in particular, white paper on a white roof, isn’t exactly designed to catch the eye. I’m not blaming the victims here; I’m simply assessing whether it would be possible for a drone operator to miss the signs. I’d say absolutely—especially since the attack happened at night.




Regardless, the fallout is swift. Lots of reaction in the above-linked BBC live blog. 




	[The head of the Norwegian Refugee Council, Jan Egeland] says WCK had close coordination with the Israeli Defence Forces and always notified them about their movements in what is called a “deconfliction” system. “This is a war machine totally out of control in Gaza,” he says, adding that more aid workers have been killed in Gaza “than in any other conflict”.





	Polish President Andrzej Duda is echoing calls made earlier by several world leaders as he demands an explanation for the deaths of the volunteers killed in the Israeli airstrike in Gaza.





	Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese says the death of Australian aid worker Lalzawmi “Zomi” Frankcom was a “tragedy that should never have occurred” and calls for “full accountability”.
	UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak says he is “shocked and saddened”, adding “clearly there are questions that need to be answered”. British nationals are reported to have been killed.
	Poland’s Foreign Minister Radek Sikorksi says he is personally asking for an “urgent explanation” from the Israeli ambassador Yacov Livne into reports that a Pole was among those killed.
	The White House says it is “heartbroken and deeply troubled by the strike”. US National Security Council spokesperson Adrienne Watson urges Israel to “swiftly investigate what happened”.
	President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, pays tribute to the aid workers who lost their lives and sends her “deepest condolences to their families and friends”.





BBC diplomatic correspondent Paul Adams (“Deadly convoy attack is a disaster for Israel’s image“):





If an Israeli airstrike was responsible for taking the lives of seven World Central Kitchen (WCK) aid workers – and the evidence available so far points in that direction – then this is a disaster for WCK, the people of Gaza, and Israel’s image.




As Israel moves to ban UNRWA – the main UN organisation responsible for the Welfare of Palestinian (UNWRA) in the Gaza Strip – it has come to rely heavily on other humanitarian organisations.




The government of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has accused UNWRA of employing more than 2,000 members of Hamas.




WCK, which has been on the ground for months and which had just brought in a second 400 tonne shipment of aid by sea from Cyprus, is playing an increasingly prominent and important role in preventing Gaza from sliding into famine.




Israel has trumpeted the role of WCK and other aid organisations as proof UNRWA is no longer needed.




At a recent briefing, Israeli diplomats said WCK had “come out of nowhere and has become around 13% of the food story inside Gaza”.




It also says it is doing everything in its power to facilitate the distribution of aid throughout the Gaza Strip.




Last night’s deadly attack on the WCK convoy will make it harder for Israel to sustain that narrative.






Again, the fog of war often has tragic consequences. But this looks very, very bad for Israel. 
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CNBC (“Trump Media stock closes 21% lower after company reports $58 million loss for 2023“):





The share price of Trump Media closed trading 21.47% lower on Monday, hours after the social media app company tied to former President Donald Trump reported a net loss of $58.2 million on revenue of just $4.1 million in 2023.




Trump Media & Technology Group shares plunged by more than 25% around 1:08 p.m. ET before recovering slightly later in the day.




Trump Media’s closing price was $48.66 per share, more than $30 lower than its high of $79.38 per share, which it hit last week on the heels of becoming publicly traded.




Despite Monday’s steep drop, the company’s market capitalization was still nearly $6.6 billion.




But as of Monday’s closing price, Trump’s shares in Trump Media were worth about $3.8 billion, or around $2.5 billion less than they were last week.




Earlier Monday, Trump Media in its 8-K filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission since it went public through a merger with a shell company, revealed the loss for last year.




Much of the net loss appears to come from $39.4 million in interest expense, according to the filing.






NYT (“Trump Media Shares Slump as Early Fervor Fades“) adds:





Still, shares of Trump Media were higher than they were immediately before the firm merged with a public shell company on Tuesday and began trading on the Nasdaq. Strong support for the merged company after it began trading pushed its market value as high as $10 billion at one point last week.




That raised eyebrows across Wall Street, given the relatively small size of Trump Media’s business. A filing on Monday showed that the company generated just $750,000 in revenue in the fourth quarter last year, bringing its full-year total to $4.1 million. Trump Media recorded a $58 million loss in 2023. It got more than $300 million in cash as part of its merger with the shell company.




All the company’s revenues come from advertising on Truth Social, the digital platform that has become Mr. Trump’s main outlet for reaching his supporters and blasting his critics, political opponents and other perceived enemies, including the prosecutors and judges involved in his criminal and civil cases.




[…]




Trump Media stands out on Wall Street as the market’s most “shorted” stock — shares that investors bet will fall. Derivatives linked to the stock, which allow investors to speculate on its future price, have also been popular, suggesting that traders are braced for more big price swings — both higher and lower — in the weeks to come.




It is not uncommon for so-called meme stocks, which are heavily influenced by momentum and the enthusiasm of masses of small shareholders, to be extremely volatile, prone to sudden and steep increases and declines.






NBC News (“Trump Media auditor warns that losses ‘raise substantial doubt’ about company’s ability to continue“):





An auditor has raised doubts about the ability of former President Donald Trump’s publicly traded company to stay in business, according to a new regulatory filing.




[..]




The filing includes a note from an independent accounting firm, Colorado-based BF Borgers CPA PC, warning that Trump Media’s “operating losses raise substantial doubt about its ability to continue as a going concern.” In a separate filing Monday, Trump Media cited the auditor’s analysis in describing the risks facing the business. Borgers has worked with Trump Media since 2022.




[…]




A spokesperson for Trump Media referred a request for comment to a Monday news release that quotes Trump Media CEO and former U.S. Rep. Devin Nunes.




“Closing out the 2023 financials related to the merger, Truth Social today has no debt and over $200 million in the bank, opening numerous possibilities for expanding and enhancing our platform,” Nunes said in the release. “We intend to take full advantage of these opportunities to make Truth Social the quintessential free-speech platform for the American people.”




In the filing, the company acknowledged that it expects to operate at a loss for the “foreseeable future” as it works to expand Truth Social’s user base and attract more advertisers. It said it would be “premature” to predict when it will attain profitability and positive cash flows from its operations.






Truly a shame.
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WaPo (“Israeli strike on Iranian Consulate in Damascus kills key commander, Iran says“):





An Israeli airstrike hit a building next to Iran’s embassy in the Syrian capital of Damascus on Monday, killing two senior members of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, Iranian state media reported, a significant escalation in a region that continues to be roiled by the war in Gaza.




The strike killed senior commander Mohammad Reza Zahedi and Brig. Gen. Mohammad Hadi Haj Rahimi, along with five other officers, according to a statement from the IRGC.




“Iran reserves its legitimate and inherent right under international law and the United Nations Charter to take a decisive response to such reprehensible acts,” Zahra Ershadi, Iran’s ambassador to the United Nations, wrote late Monday in a letter to the U.N. secretary general.




Israel’s military, which typically does not confirm strikes in Syria, declined to comment.




Israel has carried out strikes in Syria against Iran and its allies for years and throughout its six-month military campaign against Hamas in Gaza. But Monday’s attack stood out both because of its location — in a diplomatic compound, traditionally exempted from hostilities — and because of the seniority of the apparent target.




Zahedi was identified as the head of Iran’s Quds Force in Lebanon in a 2010 Treasury Department sanctions announcement that accused him of playing “a key role in Iran’s support to Hizballah.” He acted as “a liaison” between the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah and Syrian intelligence and was “charged with guaranteeing weapons shipments,” according to the Justice Department statement.




In a statement, Hezbollah eulogized Zahedi as an “exemplary sacrificer in his love for the resistance in Lebanon and the region” and warned that “this crime will not pass without the enemy receiving punishment and revenge.”




As head of the IRGC in the Levant, Zahedi ran day-to-day operations in Syria and Lebanon, according to Arash Azizi, an Iran analyst and historian.




“IRGC leadership who are on the front lines of the states neighboring Israel are high-value targets,” said Azizi, “especially those involved in conducting operations with Hamas and Hezbollah.”




What makes Monday’s strike “escalatory and unprecedented,” Azizi added, is that “the building where Zahedi and his colleagues were hit is owned by Iran, and it’s next to the embassy.”






BBC (“Iran accuses Israel of killing generals in Syria strike“) adds:





But Monday’s attack will be seen as a serious escalation.




The Israelis appear to be testing the resolve of the Iranians and their allies and signalling that they are serious about increasing pressure on their enemies.




The Israelis are looking at the fact that both Iran and Hezbollah have not been pushing as hard as some might expect. Now they will see if Iran and Hezbollah are going to push back.




There will be a response, but it may not be the one people expect. Rather than missiles, it may be some sort of cyber-attack.






WSJ (“Israel Blamed for Attack Killing Iranian General in Damascus“):





The Israeli military’s chief spokesman, Rear Adm. Daniel Hagari, told reporters: “We are focused on the war goals and we will continue to do anything that contributes to achieving those goals,” declining to comment further on the event. U.S. officials said they were aware of the reports but declined to comment.




Israel and Iran have engaged in a long-running covert war across the Middle East in which Israel has carried out hundreds of airstrikes targeting Iranian targets and their allies. Iran has blamed Israel for killing Iranian nuclear scientists and military leaders. Iran, meanwhile, has built up a network of militia allies arrayed against Israel in Syria, Lebanon, Yemen and Iraq.




Since the start of the war in Gaza last year, the slow-burning conflict has come to a boil, with Israel trading fire regularly with Lebanon’s Iran-backed Hezbollah movement. Hamas, the Palestinian militant group that carried out the Oct. 7 attack on Israel that sparked the war in Gaza, is also a client of Iran.




Monday’s strike could signal a new phase of the two foes’ undeclared war, with Israel taking a more aggressive action against Iran’s shadow network in the region. That network is designed to give Tehran the ability to strike adversaries such as the U.S. and Israel without engaging in a direct conflict, security analysts said.




“This is Israel telling the Iranians: Your forward-defense strategy isn’t going to work anymore,” said Randa Slim, a senior fellow at the Middle East Institute in Washington. “Israel is saying to them, we are in a new realm and we are going to hit you wherever and whenever we can.”






CNN (“Iran vows revenge as it accuses Israel of deadly airstrike on Syria consulate in deepening Middle East crisis“) adds:





Iran and Syria accused Israel of authoring the attack, with Tehran warning of a “serious response,” and the powerful Iran-backed Lebanese militant group Hezbollah saying the strike will be met with “punishment and revenge.” Iran also said it would hold the United States “answerable” due to its support of Israel.




Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi on Tuesday blamed Israel for the attack and said it will “not go unanswered,” state news agency IRNA reported.




The Israeli military told CNN it does not comment on foreign reports. However, a military spokesperson said Israel believes the target struck was a “military building of Quds forces” — a unit of the IRGC responsible for foreign operations.




“According to our intelligence, this is no consulate and this is no embassy,” Israel Defense Forces spokesperson Rear Adm. Daniel Hagari told CNN. “I repeat, this is no consulate and this is no embassy. This is a military building of Quds forces disguised as a civilian building in Damascus.”






Axios (“U.S. tells Iran it ‘had no involvement’ in Israel strike“) adds:





The U.S. told Iran that it “had no involvement” or advanced knowledge of an Israeli strike on a diplomatic compound in Syria that killed a senior Iranian general, according to a U.S. official.




The big picture: The rare message shows the Biden administration is deeply concerned that the Israeli strike could lead to a regional escalation and the resumption of attacks by pro-Iranian militias against U.S. forces.




[…]




Behind the scenes: Israeli intelligence has been following Zahedi, who was in charge of arming and coordinating with Hezbollah and other pro-Iranian militias in Lebanon and Syria, for a long time.




	An operational window to take him out only opened up in recent days, an Israeli official said.
	Israel notified the Biden administration a few minutes before its air force conducted the strike but didn’t ask for a U.S. green light, Israeli and U.S. officials said.
	A U.S. official said the Israeli heads-up wasn’t detailed and arrived when the military jets were already in the air. The Israelis didn’t tell the U.S., for example, that they were planning to bomb a building in the Iranian embassy compound.





Between the lines: The strike took place shortly before White House national security adviser Jake Sullivan and Secretary of State Blinken started a secure video conference call with top Israeli officials to discuss alternatives to an Israeli ground invasion in Rafah.






The WSJ Editorial Board (“The Iranians Pay a Price in Syria“) is pleased:





Iran paid the first real price Monday for its proxy warfare in the Middle East after Israel killed the leading Iranians sowing chaos in the region. “The most significant assassination since Soleimani” is how the missile strike in Damascus is being reported in Israel. That’s a reference to the January 2020 U.S. strike on Qassem Soleimani, the longtime mastermind of Iran’s foreign terrorism and proxy-war strategy.




[…]




As regional chief of the Quds Force, Zahedi was point man in Iran’s war on Israel. He was the boss of Hezbollah, the Iranian proxy that has fired more than 3,500 rockets, unprovoked, on Israel’s north since Oct. 7, and he gave orders to Syria’s Assad regime as well. Zahedi was responsible for Iran’s weapons transfers to Hezbollah and was believed to be in daily contact with its leader, Hassan Nasrallah.




[…]




Iran has threatened a harsh response, but it can’t say it didn’t ask for escalation. Overnight on Sunday, before the strike on Damascus, an Iranian drone fired from Iraq hit an Israeli naval base in Eilat. This follows Israel’s most successful operation in Gaza, a surprise raid that killed 200 terrorists and arrested more than 500, including senior Hamas and Islamic Jihad leaders, hiding at Al-Shifa Hospital.




The front to watch is now to Israel’s north, where Iran could order Hezbollah to respond with some of its 200,000 rockets and other munitions, including ballistic missiles. Other proxies could also step up the fight against Israel and the U.S.




The stakes, as Iran considers its options, are high. Tehran needs to hear a clear message from the White House. Not criticism to undermine the Israeli government but steadfast support that makes the Ayatollahs think twice before giving an order they would come to regret.






I don’t have strong opinions on the wisdom of the attack at this point. But a few thoughts follow.




	The attack was almost certainly legal. Israel is correct that the building was a military target, not an embassy. Indeed, neither Syria nor Iran are claiming that any diplomatic personnel were killed. 





	Quds Force is a terrorist organization. That’s the judgment not only of the US Government but also that of Canada and the EU Parliament. 





	“The most significant assassination since Soleimani” is both right and a cautionary tale. Zahedi is one step down the chain of command, the top regional commander rather than the overall leader; a one-star rather than a two-star. While I shed no tears for the death of either man, it’s not at all obvious that Quds is significantly weaker now than it was four years ago when we took out Soleimani. We’ve killed a whole lot of senior leaders of terrorist groups over the last quarter-century. The effectiveness of such “decapitation” strikes is not at all clear.





	While I firmly believe the Biden administration when they say Israel did not provide notice of the attack until it was underway, Iran will rightly reject the notion that we are blameless. We are, after all, Israel’s prime military enabler and the strike was conducted with our most modern fighter jet. 





	Iran will certainly retaliate. I haven’t the foggiest, though, how much of an “escalation” it will represent. Iran has been conducting irregular warfare against Israel, and to a much lesser extent, the United States, on a continuous basis since the 1979 Revolution. And Tehran has repeatedly shown that it has no desire for a full-on war with either. 
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WaPo’s Frederic J. Frommer notes “Under Biden and Trump, the presidential first pitch has disappeared.”





In 2010, President Barack Obama marked the 100th anniversary of a unique D.C. tradition, throwing out the ceremonial first pitch at the Washington baseball team’s home opener. From William Howard Taft to Richard M. Nixon, every president participated in this custom at least once during his presidency, and when baseball returned to Washington early this century, George W. Bush and Obama picked up where Nixon had left off.




But Donald Trump, despite being a star baseball player in high school,[*] skipped it. So has President Biden. With the two men set for a rematch this fall, the D.C. presidential first pitch — like complete games and pitchers taking their turn at bat — could be headed to oblivion.




“It’s been a tie, a continuity, an advertisement for baseball that it indeed has been the national pastime,” said Curt Smith, author of “The Presidents and the Pastime: The History of Baseball and the White House” and a former speechwriter for George H.W. Bush. Smith called its possible demise “very sad.”




“And I say that as a student of history more than as a baseball fan, because we have so few rituals that endure,” he said. “And we have so few ways to pass the baton and pass the umbilical cord from one successor to another.”






Of course, both men are considerably older than any previous President.





In his first year in office, 2017, Trump declined an offer from the Washington Nationals to throw out the first pitch. The White House cited a scheduling conflict, and Trump met with Egyptian President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi the afternoon of the game. News stories at the time speculated that Trump, who received just 4 percent of the vote in the District in 2016, probably would have gotten booed at Nationals Park.




And in fact, his only presidential appearance at the ballpark, during Game 5 of the 2019 World Series, led to a torrent of boos when he was shown on the video screen. A few days before the game, the Nats had confirmed that Trump wouldn’t be throwing out the first pitch, and the president offered an unusual rationale. “They got to dress me up in a lot of heavy armor,” he told reporters in the Oval Office, referring to the bulletproof vests that other presidents have worn on the field. “I’ll look too heavy. I don’t like that.”




“Trump’s reluctance to appear in public throwing out a first pitch — even though he was a baseball player in his high school years — struck me as a reluctance to have a vocal plebiscite,” quipped John Thorn, Major League Baseball’s official historian.






While I am, to say the least, not Trump’s biggest fan, I can hardly blame him. 





After Biden beat Trump in the 2020 election, the Nats immediately saw an opportunity to revive the ritual.




“We look forward to hosting President-Elect Biden on Opening Day of the 2021 season,” the team tweeted on Nov. 7, 2020, after The Washington Post and other media organizations called the race for him. “We’re excited to continue the long-standing tradition of sitting Presidents throwing out the first pitch at the home of the national pastime in our nation’s capital.” The tweet included a picture of Biden and his wife, Jill, smiling at a Nats game.




But on the eve of the 2021 season, White House press secretary Jen Psaki told reporters that Biden wouldn’t be tossing the first pitch. She added, “I know the president’s eager to get out to Nationals stadium — many beautiful days, many beautiful baseball games ahead this spring.” Later that season, it was Psaki, not Biden, who threw out the first pitch at a game.






Which had to be incredibly disappointing, in that White House press secretaries carry considerably less prestige than Presidents. Then again, Psaki was a 42-year-old former college athlete and a 78-year-old whose glory days as a high school ball player were six decades prior, so the ball was more likely to actually make it to the catcher. 





The Nats announced that former D.C. mayor Anthony Williams, who was instrumental in bringing baseball back to the city, will throw out the first pitch at the home opener on Monday.




The White House didn’t respond to an email seeking comment about why Biden hasn’t taken the mound at Nationals Park during his term in office.






You know goddamn well why. And the last thing Biden needs is yet another report reminding everyone that he’s an old man. 




Regardless, it was a quaint tradition while it lasted.





Throughout the 20th century, the “presidential opener,” as it was called, had the feel of a holiday. For much of the century, Washington had an American League team, called the Senators, and it usually opened its season a day before the rest of the league. Congress would recess early so lawmakers could make it up to old Griffith Stadium, located at Seventh Street and Florida Avenue NW.




It started when Taft made the Opening Day toss in 1910 to Senators pitcher Walter Johnson, who threw a one-hit shutout that afternoon. But according to Thorn, William McKinley whiffed on a chance to be the first president to do it. Thorn wrote in a 2014 blog post that when McKinley greeted members of Washington’s team at the White House in April 1897, the manager recalled that five years earlier, when McKinley was governor of Ohio, he had thrown out the first pitch in Columbus.




“McKinley was reported to have smiled and replied that he remembered the incident very well, indeed, and that if he saw his way clear he would repeat the performance at National Park on Thursday the 22nd for its NL opener against Brooklyn,” Thorn wrote. “He did not, however, so the Presidential honor of throwing out the first ball of the season would have to await the onset of William Howard Taft.”




McKinley’s successor, Teddy Roosevelt, was ill-suited for the role. He hated baseball, mocking it as a “mollycoddlegame” — an old-school word that means pampered or overprotected.




So the honor fell to Taft. In an interview, Thorn called Taft “the accidental first.”






This means, incidentally, that neither Trump nor Biden was the first President to turn down the offer. Two others had done so before the tradition got started.





And it might have been a one-off, had it not been for the marketing smarts of Clark Griffith, who took over as manager and part owner of the Senators in 1912.




“It occurred to me that this would be a fine annual custom,” Griffith wrote in a 1955 Washington Starpiece titled “Presidents Who Have Pitched for Me.”




So he requested a meeting with Taft. “‘I’d like to establish this as an annual function,’ I told him, ‘and if you would cooperate it might catch on,’” Griffith wrote.




“Why sure, Griff. I’ll be glad to start the ball rolling,” Taft replied, according to Griffith’s account.




Today, fans are used to seeing presidents and other notables throwing out the first pitch from the vicinity of the mound. But back in the day, the president would make the throw from his box in the stands. And instead of throwing to a specific player, a new routine evolved: He’d toss the ball up for grabs to congregating players from both teams. The winning player would bring the ball over to the First Fan for an autograph.






If we still did it this way, I suspect Biden would participate.





President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who served for 12 years, made a record eight Opening Day tosses. The tradition was suspended during World War II but resumed afterward with Harry S. Truman, who threw out the first pitch in September 1945, less than a week after the Japanese surrender was formalized. His appearance at the ballpark helped signal to Americans that things were back to normal.




Before TV became widespread in the United States, baseball was undisputedly America’s game. And that, Thorn noted, helped cement the relationship between the sport and presidents.




“It was easy for FDR or Truman to attach himself to the mantle of baseball,” Thorn said. “So it wasn’t merely that the president was according dignity to the game. It was that the game was according dignity to the president.”






It turns out that we didn’t just invent politics:





But not always. At the 1951 home opener, Truman was greeted by boos. He had fired Gen. Douglas MacArthur less than two weeks earlier, and the day before the game, the popular military man gave a speech before a joint session of Congress, including his famous line, “Old soldiers never die, they just fade away.” The U.S. Air Force Band played “Ruffles and Flourishes” and “Hail to the Chief” to try to drown out the boos. The Washington Evening Star called the fan reaction “the coldest reception ever given a Chief Executive at an opening baseball game.”




Truman’s successor, Dwight D. Eisenhower, infuriated Washington when he skipped the 1953 opener — his first as president — to go golfing in Augusta, Ga. The game was rained out, giving Ike a mulligan, so he came back to Washington later that week for the makeup game to attend to his baseball duties. Then he left after 1½ innings to return to his golfing trip.




“He was so thoroughly eviscerated by the American press — even though he was a war hero — that he never made that mistake again,” said Smith, the author, who also teaches public speaking and presidential rhetoric as a senior lecturer of English at the University of Rochester. “So essentially, we do have a precedent of someone maybe appearing to break the tradition, but then reverse himself very quickly.”




In 1961, Chicago White Sox outfielder “Jungle Jim” Rivera caught President John F. Kennedy’s toss and brought it over for an autograph, but he was not happy with Kennedy’s penmanship. According to a Chicago Tribune story a couple of years later, Rivera told JFK:




“What kind of garbage college is that Harvard, where they don’t even teach you to write? What kind of garbage writing is this? What is this garbage autograph? Do you think I can go into any tavern on Chicago’s South Side and really say the president of the United States signed this baseball for me? I’d be run off.”




Even as Secret Service agents tried to chase him away, the irate ballplayer demanded: “Take this thing back and give me something besides your garbage autograph.” A laughing JFK obliged and signed it “in very regular letters,” the newspaper reported. “Even a first-grader could read it.” Rivera was satisfied, telling the president, “You’re all right.”






It’s no wonder they kept coming back year after year!





When Nixon appeared at Washington’s home opener in 1969, his first year as president, he was excited to see his pal Ted Williams, who was about to make his managerial debut with the Senators. Despite the mutual admiration, the jock in Williams couldn’t help but grin when Nixon dropped one of the two ceremonial balls he was to throw out that afternoon.




That wasn’t the only hit to Nixon’s pride. The presidential seal in front of his box had an embarrassing typo, reading, “The Presidnt of the United States.”






Embarrassing misspellings are a DC baseball tradition.





The Washington tradition paused when baseball left D.C., with Presidents Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton all throwing out first pitches in Baltimore instead. But Trump and Biden would have seemed naturals to follow Bush’s and Obama’s lead with appearances at Nationals Park.






So, Reagan was throwing out first pitches in his 70s. Indeed, the photo above is from a September 30, 1988 game at Wrigley Field a few months before he left office. And he even went up to the booth and helped announce the first few innings. 




Both candidates had first-pitch experience before becoming president. Trump, for example, made the ceremonial toss at Fenway Park in 2006, before a Boston Red Sox game against Trump’s favorite team, the New York Yankees. In 2009, then-Vice President Biden threw out the first pitch at an Opening Day game between the Baltimore Orioles and the Yankees.





But given their advanced ages — and the likelihood that Trump would get booed by an unfriendly blue-leaning crowd in Washington — it seems doubtful that either man would reverse course in a second term in office. Which means an enduring presidential tradition might remain on hold for at least four more years.






Correct.









*Trump has claimed multiple times, including in an autobiography, that he was being scouted by Major League Baseball but chose to go to college instead. Leander Schaerlaeckens and Lochlahn March separately investigated those claims in 2020 and found them highly unlikely. But he was apparently a decent player at on his military prep school’s team. 
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AP (“The Trump camp and the White House clash over Biden’s recognition of ‘Transgender Day of Visibility’“):





President Joe Biden is facing criticism from Donald Trump’s campaign and religious conservatives for proclaiming March 31 — which corresponds with Easter Sunday this year — as “Transgender Day of Visibility.”




The Democratic president issued the proclamation on Friday, calling on “all Americans to join us in lifting up the lives and voices of transgender people throughout our Nation and to work toward eliminating violence and discrimination based on gender identity.”




But in 2024, the March 31 designation overlaps with Easter, one of Christianity’s holiest celebrations. Trump’s campaign accused Biden, a Roman Catholic, of being insensitive to religion, and fellow Republicans piled on.




“We call on Joe Biden’s failing campaign and White House to issue an apology to the millions of Catholics and Christians across America who believe tomorrow is for one celebration only — the resurrection of Jesus Christ,” said Karoline Leavitt, the Trump campaign’s press secretary. She assailed what she called the Biden administration’s “years-long assault on the Christian faith.”




House Speaker Mike Johnson, R-La., said on social media that the “Biden White House has betrayed the central tenet of Easter” and called the decision “outrageous and abhorrent.”




White House spokesperson Andrew Bates said the Republicans criticizing Biden “are seeking to divide and weaken our country with cruel, hateful and dishonest rhetoric.”




“As a Christian who celebrates Easter with family, President Biden stands for bringing people together and upholding the dignity and freedoms of every American,” Bates said. “President Biden will never abuse his faith for political purposes or for profit.”




The advocacy group GLAAD said in a statement that people can both celebrate Easter and show their support for the trans community.




“The date of Easter moves each year, while Trans Day of Visibility is always recognized on March 31, but this year right-wing politicians and talking heads are using the coincidental timing to overshadow the hope and joy that Easter represents,” said Sarah Kate Ellis, GLAAD president and CEO.




Biden first issued a proclamation on transgender visibility in 2021. Proclamations are generally statements about public policy by the president. But this year’s overlap with Easter and the heated tensions from the presidential campaign made the latest transgender proclamation a way for many Republicans to question the Democrat’s religious faith.




Biden devoutly attends Mass and considers his Catholic upbringing to be a core part of his morality and identity. In 2021, he met with Pope Francis at the Vatican and afterward told reporters that the pontiff said he was a “good Catholic” who should keep receiving Communion.




But Biden’s political stances on gay marriage and support for women having the right to abortion have put him at odds with many conservative Christians.






If I had been aware of Transgender Day of Visibility—which has apparently been a thing since 2009— before yesterday, I had forgotten. But GLAAD is certainly right here: Biden didn’t pick the day. Indeed, he actually issued the proclamation on Friday rather than on Easter Sunday.




He issued a proclamation in 2021—the first year of his presidency—and has done so every year since (cf: 2022 and 2023). A quick Google search revealed, to no surprise, that the Trump White House issued no such proclamations. But, it turns out, neither did the Obama White House. Biden’s 2021 declaration was a historic first. 




Alas, Easter is a movable feast occurring on the first Sunday after the full Moon that occurs on or after the spring equinox. And, when it happens to coincide with the Transgender Day of Visibility, it gets canceled, since Transgender Day of Visibility has sole ownership of March 31. Those are the rules.




Except that, it turns out, that didn’t happen. Indeed, Biden also put out a statement celebrating Easter. Which is really confusing, what with him hating Christianity and being busy celebrating Transgender Day of Visibility with his family.




Regardless, the folks on Fox’s “Big Weekend Show” were not happy.





“It’s a random day created by a random person out of Michigan. No president has even marked it as any, you know, any sort of proclamation until 2021. They could have observed it on any other day. Biden chose to observe it on Easter. I think it was with intention. It’s a thumb in the face of Christians and Easter,” co-host Lisa Booth said.




[…]




Booth added, “This is a clear effort and a coordinated effort to remove God from our society and to replace God with false gods, and in this instance, it’s the trans community. They clearly want us to bow at the altar of the trans community instead of bow to God, and even if you don’t believe in God, you should want to live in a society that does, because what God does in society means that we are accountable to something greater than ourselves.”




“As human beings, we’re imperfect, we’re fallible. We’re sinful. We’re all these bad things. The Founding Fathers knew that, which is why they try to protect us from ourselves in the way they devised our government,” she continued. “They try to protect us from our worst impulses as a society, and a society that’s devoid of God has no boundaries. There is no wrong versus right. It is a selfish society, an inward facing society, the kind of society right now that we have. A society where we have drag queens twerking for kids, where we’re mutilating the bodies of young people in the name of transgenderism.”




Co-host David Webb said Biden’s move is part of a strategy for the progressive base.




“It is a blindness, and it is also part of a strategy to not only take religion and play to their hard left, progressive base, out of the conversation and out of society and the new God that is government, but it’s also an attempt to gaslight the American people to get that reaction while they play to a very small base of people who may go along with this. The majority of Americans come from a Christian spirituality, a Judeo-Christian background, Hellenic values, and we believe that that is the foundation of a good society,” he said.






It’s really hard to argue with that.




Their colleagues on “Fox & Friends” were no less eloquent:





“But it is a holy day, and I think one of the things that we’ve been highlighting all throughout the show is the importance of Christians to take responsibility for honoring, making this day holy, not allowing, you know, the commercialization and much less this other pagan path that the trans day visibility is trying to, you know, the White House is trying to overshadow this holy day with that ridiculous proclamation on the same day as the day that our Lord is risen,” Campos-Duffy added.




“It’s a pagan liturgical calendar that they want to make us adhere to,” co-host Pete Hegseth agreed moments later. “And I think a lot of Americans have just had enough of this.”






Why, pretty soon people will be dressing in pastel colors, decorating their houses with bunnies, and having their kids hunt for colored eggs rather than remembering the True Meaning of Easter. The nerve of that guy.
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	Via the NYT: 3 Things to Know About Nicole Shanahan, R.F.K. Jr.’s Running Mate.  Spoiler alert:  she’s an incredibly wealthy anti-vax political neophyte.
	Via Gallup:  Support for Third U.S. Political Party Up to 63%. Spoiler alert: they will almost all end up voting R or D in November.
	Via TNR:  MAGA’s Ugly, Hateful Response to Bridge Horror Is About to Get Worse.  Spoiler alert:  it is just depressing.
	Via RawStory: Publisher’s slip-up reveals James Comer is hawking book about Biden impeachment inquiry. Spoiler alert: its just grifts all the way down.
	Via the Daily Beast:  Trump’s Former Defense Secretary Tells Bill Maher He Is ‘Definitely Not’ Voting for Ex Boss.  Spoiler alert:  MAGA won’t care, but is still more of the drip, drip, drip of Republicans against Trump.
	Along the same lines via Axios: Exclusive: Larry Hogan says he won’t vote for Trump. Hot take: not a surprise at all, but one wonders if this could hurt him in the primary.
	Via WaPo: GOP official who claimed 2020 election was stolen voted illegally 9 times, judge rules. Sigh.
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WaPo’s Shira Ovide declares, “Surprise! The federal government made a website that doesn’t stink.” She is, alas, an easy grader.





Government websites have a mostly deserved reputation for being terrible and driving us nuts.




So it was a pleasant surprise to try IRS Direct File, a new (and politically controversial) option to file a tax return online directly with the Internal Revenue Service. Direct File works like TurboTax, but it’s run by the government and free to file a federal tax return.




Most people aren’t eligible to file their taxes with Direct File. I thought I could, was rejected partway through and instead used TurboTax.




Direct File was not perfect. Still, I liked using the IRS website — and I definitely prefer it over TurboTax, which annoys me with constant nags for more money and my private data.






So, while she definitely prefers the IRS website to TurboTax, she was forced to use the latter because the former rejected her halfway through the process. Alrightee then!





The first thing to know about Direct File is that it’s a trial project. And you probably can’t use it.






That’s exactly what I’m looking for in a government website!





Just going through Direct File’s seven online screens of eligibility checklists and doing an online identity verification almost made me quit.






Another sign of a non-sucky website!





But once I did start my tax return, Direct File felt pleasantly similar to TurboTax, which I have used for years.






This would be the site that she definitely does not prefer.





Direct File guides you through yes or no questions about your income and potential tax breaks. You can chat online for help, too.




There are far fewer questions than there are in TurboTax because Direct File only permits use by people who have simple tax returns.






Which is to say, the people for whom filing was already ridiculously easy?





There were things I didn’t like. Unlike TurboTax, which had a digital copy of my W-2 tax form and let me pull in digital records from my investment accounts, I had to type into Direct File details like my income and interest payments.




That took more time and left room for me to mistype numbers.






So, let me get this straight. This IRS, which is the government agency that should definitely have my W-2, does not allow me to access my W-2 on this website, which both doesn’t suck but won’t allow me to use it? And TurboTax, a private company whose software is decidedly less preferable to the aforementioned non-sucky government website, does? Got it.





 The biggest problem was that part way through, Direct File told me that I couldn’t actually file my federal tax return with the site. Ugh.






Ugh, indeed! Why, I would say that this sucks.





I missed a detail in the eligibility checklist that you can’t use Direct File if you had more than $1,500 in interest income last year. I did. I was also nixed because I paid into a Health Savings Account, a fund through my employer to help pay for medical expenses.






So, on the one hand, I guess that Ovide could have figured that out by reading the checklist. But, then again, you’d think a non-sucky website run by the people in charge of the tax code would run you through the checklist right at the beginning of the process.





I went through the whole Direct File process anyway to see how it went. And again, I was pleasantly surprised that the website was easy to use with clear questions and helpful explanations. And did I mention that it’s free? (If you can use it.)






You get what you don’t pay for, it would seem.





You can also set up an account on the IRS Free File Fillable Forms website. Unlike Direct File or TurboTax, you need to go through the tax form yourself line by line. (Read more here about free or low-cost tax filing options.)






Oh, for fuck’s sake.





A colleague, Monica Rodman, found it confusing to use Free File Fillable Forms. Monica was so unsure of the results that they double checked the work with TurboTax. The whole process took 12 hours!




Monica gave up and had a good experience using Free Tax USA — which charged nothing to file a federal return and $15 for a state return.






So, Rodman has a BA from the Unnversity of Southern California with a 3.5 GPA and has been presumably filing taxes for a decade. She has a pretty simple tax situation, or else she wouldn’t be eligible for the pilot program. And she found it so confusing that she went ahead and used TurboTax, anyway? And it took her 12 hours to do all this?




I don’t know what it would take for a website to suck in Ovide’s world.




Because I have a business (this here website), part ownership of a farm (long story), and various other complications, I’ve been using an accountant to file my taxes for 15 years or more. It’s more expensive than it ought to be, but my taxes are more complicated than most. But folks who simply have a salary, a home mortgage, retirement accounts, health savings accounts—all encouraged by the tax code!—and the like really should be able to file cheaply and quickly.




Indeed, the IRS should simply fill out the tax forms for these people—they have the W-2s, 1099s, and such, after all—and allow people to review and acknowledge or go through the trouble of building their own return. That, in my estimation, would be a government website that didn’t suck. 
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After a few comments on my “Trump Truths Tied-Up Truck Taunt,” I went down a bit of a rabbit hole of the sheer number of these sort of decals available on Amazon. It’s simply astounding. 




They range from the weird to the bizarre:
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The one that misspells his name and the one that hasn’t gotten the word on the current state of the Trump-Pence relationship amuse me in particular. And I don’t know what to make of the Ricky Bobby allusion; Trump didn’t finish first last go-round.




It’s noteworthy that there really aren’t any pro-Biden ones. And the only anti-Trump one is certainly less vulgar than so many of the anti-Biden ones:
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I don’t think either of these are commentaries on the election, but I suspect the target audiences are the same:
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I’m a veteran but wouldn’t put that on my truck, if I still drove one. 




UPDATE: Just a decal, not a tailgate cover, but one that actually amused me:
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James Joyner’s post this morning made me immediately think of this week’s installment of the Ezra Klein Show:  The Rise of ‘Middle-Finger Politics’.




The entire conversation is interesting and links a lot of where Trump is politically with people like David Duke in the 1990s and Patrick Buchanan.  There is some good general discussion about the ongoing, preexisting support for Trumpesque populism (historically and in a comparative sense).  




There is also a lot of focus on Trump’s skills as a showman.




One very insightful observation by the guest, John Ganz, is the degree to which Trump taps into the gangster movie motif.





His New York accent conveys a kind of folksy, but highly intelligent, cunning thing to people. And he sounds like he knows what he’s talking about. He is a little bit of a gangster. So I think the archetype of gangsters from movies which we’ve — as being, you know, they’re bad, but they’re good, they’re kind of fun, they know how to get things done, there’s no bullshit with them. We have this very affectionate, almost, picture of gangsters in American culture. And he’s a gangster in a certain way. He’s a little bit of a mobster.






This strikes me as quite insightful and is a better metaphor than saying that he is a religious figure to his followers (despite the rather obvious way in which religion is a tool he is using and that MAGAites are happy to amplify).  We in the US do often see the gangsters as heroes (or, at least anti-heroes we root for).  Are not gangsters the protagonists in many major movies?  People love them some Godfather.* Were you not rooting for Henry Hill in Goodfellas? Walter White was the hero until you realized that well, you know, he really isn’t.**




As Ganz also noted:





There’s a certain type of wise-guy masculinity of Trump, which I do think is entertaining. And I wouldn’t say I could identify with it, but I get the appeal for sure. I mean, it’s the same reason why we like Tony Soprano and stuff like that. It’s like — there’s something atavistic about it. There’s something stupid. You know it’s kind of stupid. But there is a kick that’s there. Yeah.






I think that intersects with another observation that Ganz made:





It’s strange to think about this, but I think Trump is a family values candidate. And I think that a lot of liberals look at him and say, well, he’s such a horrible father, and he’s got all these divorces and all these children. Yeah, and how could they be so hypocritical? And they used to talk about family values. And now look at Trump.




Trump’s family looks like a lot of American families. There’s divorces. There’s lots of extra kids. He might not like his ex-wife very much. He might not even really like the kids that much. And he still is able somehow to provide for them and look like a big, strong guy.




I think that he represents a kind of family values that are in some ways new because of the change of the family structure because of divorce and because of — in some ways, very old and patriarchal, like he’s Big Daddy. He’s the head of the clan, the C-L-A-N. [CHUCKLES] Yeah. So I think that that appeals to a lot of Americans who want to take care of their families in the same way — their families writ large.






The patriarchal stuff really resonates with a subsection of the population. Indeed, Fareed Zaharia was on Colbert this week, pushing his new book, and noted, correctly I think, that perhaps the single biggest shift globally in culture and politics is the rise of women.  And there is undoubtedly a concern on the right about not only the loss of men’s relative status but also things like birth rates.  Look at Hungary’s concerns about this topic, or even things like this from the NYT: China’s Male Leaders Signal to Women That Their Place Is in the Home.




Another is this lengthy exchange about outrage and humor.





Ezra Klein




And I want to go back here to this idea of the middle finger politics because this feels to me like the trap liberals are in with Trump. That part of what makes him funny is how outraged he makes them.




John Ganz




Oh, for sure.




Ezra Klein




That the energy is actually unleashed in the interaction.




John Ganz




Yeah.




Ezra Klein




It is — I have a little kid. What is the first joke little kids tell? It is some kind of complete nonsensical setup, and then the joke is “poop.”




John Ganz




Right.




Ezra Klein




The absolute joke is a little bit of shock value.




John Ganz




Oh, for sure.




Ezra Klein




Like, can you believe I just said that? Can you believe we’re saying that together?




John Ganz




Yeah.




Ezra Klein




At a much more elevated level, a lot of the energy, it seems to me, in a Trump rally, when I watch them, is this can you believe we’re doing it together and then the response, right? If there was never a response, if my kid didn’t think I would ever have a response to him saying naughty words, it wouldn’t be funny.




John Ganz




Right.




Ezra Klein




He doesn’t find the word “bagel” funny, even though it’s kind of a funny word to say.John Ganz




Yeah, there has to be a reaction.




Ezra Klein




There has to be a reaction. And that feels like the deep bind, that you’re trapped in this interaction with it.




John Ganz




Well, yeah, OK. I think Trump’s insight, and the insight with a lot of these people — and this might be the key populist insight — is that there’s something obscene about power and you have to be able to walk up to the line and go past it. Trump is obscene. He says obscene things and people love it.




I do think that this is what happens with the way populist politicians campaign, though, which makes it hard to say, well, just don’t react. They do two things. They have a very effective little tactic, which is, well, if they get reacted to, they play off that. And if they don’t get reacted to, they take it a little farther and see what happens.






One thing that occurred to me about the interchange, and some of the additional discussion that they had is that it reminds me very much about what powered Rush Limbaugh (and a lot of talk radio).  Tangentially it fits to me how people like Alex Jones operate (or even the energy of things like Maury Povich and similar nonpolitical, but outrageousness-fueled daytime TV).  Even Dr. Oz and his ilk bill themselves as telling us all stuff the elites won’t tell us (after all, pitching pseudo-science also is based in part on the notion that someone is going to tell the masses the real truth that the pointy-heads are afraid of or, some obvious, commonsense answer that the elite science types who think they are so smart are really too dumb to understand.




All of this connects to an observation that Klein makes early on in the podcast:





 So the political scientist Larry Bartels distinguishes between this idea of populist waves and populist reservoirs, that, often, when one of these guys wins, you’re like, well, there’s a big populist wave sweeping the world.




But there’s also a way of looking at this, that it’s a reservoir. This feeling is always there. There are always insiders and outsiders, always elites and people who are not the elite, always institutions that you can’t penetrate, always a rural urban divide. And things happen at different moments, often around changes in media structures and communication structures, that make it harder for elites to suppress that dynamic, right?






I think this is accurate and also, as Klein notes, why we see similar phenomena over time and across cases. And this is where I have to point out that having weak parties (and only two that matter) combined with institutions that give immense power to numerical minorities (e.g., primaries and the Electoral College) can allow the faction that encompasses the reservoir in question to not only take over one of the only two parties we have but to take over the government as well.




At any rate, I recommend the entire discussion.









*I am reminded, weirdly, of Tom Hanks’s character in You’ve Got Mail flirting with Meg Ryan’s character using a phrase from The Godfather, “go to the mattresses”–because what else could be more romantic than quoting gangsters?  We do like our gangsters.




**Spoiler alert for Breaking Bad:  even in the last episode, where it is clear that Walter is not a good man (and he admits as much) we can still root for Walter when he fights Uncle Jack and his band of neonazis.  Sure he murders them all, but they deserved it and who needs law and the courts to sort it when a trunk-mounted automatic weapon can take care of things quickly and easily?
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WaPo, (“Republican-appointed judges raise alarm over Trump attacks on law“):





A Republican-appointed judge denounced Donald Trump’s social media attacks against the judge presiding over the former president’s hush money trial in Manhattan and his daughter, calling them assaults on the rule of law that could lead to violence and tyranny.




“When judges are threatened, and particularly when their family is threatened, it’s something that’s wrong and should not happen,” U.S. District Judge Reggie B. Walton, told CNN’s Kaitlan Collins in a live interview Thursday. He added, “It is very troubling because I think it is an attack on the rule of law.”




The unusual media statement by a sitting federal judge came after Trump blasted New York Supreme Court Justice Juan Merchan and his daughter, Loren Merchan, criticizing her affiliation with a digital marketing company that works with Democratic candidates and erroneously attributing to her a social media post showing Trump behind bars.




Walton, who was appointed by presidents Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush to courts in Washington in 1981 and 1991, said “any reasonable, thinking person” would appreciate the impact of Trump’s rhetoric on some followers, intentional or not. The judge recalled how a disgruntled litigant killed the son and wounded the husband of New Jersey federal Judge Esther Salas at her home in a 2020 shooting.




Since late 2020, as Trump began escalating his attacks on the judiciary, serious investigated threats against federal judges have more than doubled, from 224 in 2021 to 457 in 2023, according to the U.S. Marshals Service, as first reported by Reuters. Federal judges in Washington say at least half of trial judges handling cases arising from the Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol have received a surge in threats and harassment, including death threats to their homes, with Trump’s election obstruction trial judge, Tanya S. Chutkan, placed under 24-hour protection.




“The rule of rule of law can only be maintained if we have independent judicial officers who are able to do their job and ensure that the laws are in fact enforced and that the laws are applied equally to everybody who appears in our courthouse,” Walton told CNN. He was prompted to speak out of concern for the “future of our country and the future of democracy in our country,” Walton said, “because if we don’t have a viable court system that’s able to function efficiently, then we have tyranny.”




Walton’s remarks came as several federal judges in Washington appointed by Republican presidents have spoken with increasing urgency about Trump’s disregard for historical facts and alarmed at his increasingly graphic and at times violent description of defendants prosecuted in the Jan. 6 riot as “political prisoners” and “hostages” who did nothing wrong.




“In my 37 years on the bench, I cannot recall a time when such meritless justifications of criminal activity have gone mainstream,” U.S. District Judge Royce C. Lamberth said in a January sentencing. “I have been dismayed to see distortions and outright falsehoods seep into the public consciousness.”




U.S. District Judge Thomas F. Hogan similarly told a group of Georgetown Law School students in January that false claims that riot defendants were acting like tourists or patriots were destructive rewriting of reality. “There’s a danger that is embedded now in our communities across the country,” Hogan said.




“And we have to wonder where this is going to end up if that’s part of our history, this fraudulent story” by Trump that the 2020 election was stolen. Hogan spoke shortly after his retirement after completing 40 years on the bench and sentencing 26 Jan. 6 riot defendants.




Hogan and Lamberth were both appointed by Reagan, and both served as chief judges of the U.S. District Court in Washington, where judges have presided over more than 1,350 prosecutions for the riot that resulted after Trump urged his supporters to march to the Capitol where Congress was certifying the results of the 2020 election.




[…]




Several of the 23 D.C. federal judges who have sentenced Jan. 6 defendants have noted Trump’s role in events, including judges appointed by presidents of both parties. But the recent statements by appointees of Trump’s GOP predecessors is notable in breaking with partisan affiliation. After one Jan. 6 trial last year, Walton called Trump a “charlatan” who led followers into believing unfounded allegations and falsehoods, and who “doesn’t in my view really care about democracy but only about power. And as a result of that, it’s tearing this country apart.”




All three judges have warned of a significant increase in the number of threats they and other judges have faced since the Capitol attack, which Walton called “very, very very concerning.”




“I’ve been a judge for over 40 years. And, this is a new phenomenon. I’m not saying that it didn’t happen before, but it was very rare that I would ever receive any type of a threat,” Walton said. “And unfortunately, that is no longer, the case.”




Hogan told law students threats had increased, “no question about it, I think encouraged by the prior president, unfortunately.”




“I would say half our judges have been seriously threatened” regarding their handling of cases related to Trump, Hogan said in a Jan. 22 law school talk. “It makes you nervous.”






Which, of course, is precisely the point.




It really is a shameful practice and one Trump has engaged in openly for years. It would be shocking were it any other prominent politician but it tends to get written off as “Trump being Trump.” Indeed, I suspect most anyone else would be jailed for contempt of court.




Judges are understandably reluctant to speak out in this manner, as they will naturally be accused of being partisan actors given who Trump is. That it’s longtime Republican judges (indeed, most of them are in senior status) moots that somewhat and makes the message more powerful. 




As much as commentators from the left want to point to seeds of Trumpism in the so-called Southern Strategy, a difference in degree can become a difference in kind. Indeed, as much as Richard Nixon abused the power of his office, he ultimately respected the rule of law. And I certainly can’t imagine Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, Bob Dole, George W. Bush, John McCain, or Mitt Romney doing so many of the things Trump has done, with inciting riots and threatening judges and their families right at the top of that list. 
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WaPo (“Donald Trump shares image of Joe Biden with hands and feet tied“):





Former president Donald Trump disseminated on social media on Friday an image of President Biden with his hands and feet tied, the latest example of the Republican candidate’s use of increasingly violent rhetoric and imagery this campaign season.




The image can be seen about halfway through a 20-second video that Trump posted on his Truth Social site. The post says it was recorded Thursday on Long Island, where Trump traveled this week to attend a wake for a recently killed police officer.




In the video, two trucks decorated with giant Trump flags and altered American flags are driving on a highway. On the tailgate door of one of the trucks is the image of Biden bound and lying horizontally.






WaPo didn’t include the video or the photo. MTN (MeidasTouch Network)’s J.D. Wolf (“Trump Posts Image of Joe Biden Kidnapped And Bound With Rope“) posts a screencap of the video and this larger image:




[image: ]



The larger video is at this link. It has been “ReTruth’d” 3.64k times and received 14.4k likes since being posted at 1:38 PM yesterday.  





Similar images of Biden have been circulating on social media for months, if not years, on sites including Instagram, Reddit and Twitter, before the platform changed its name to X. In February, the popular World Star Hip Hop site posted a video of a truck it said was in California featuring such an image.




“This image from Donald Trump is the type of crap you post when you’re calling for a bloodbath or when you tell the Proud Boys to ‘stand back and stand by,’” said Michael Tyler, communication director for Biden’s campaign, referring to the right-wing group involved in the Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol. “Trump is regularly inciting political violence and it’s time people take him seriously — just ask the Capitol police officers who were attacked protecting our democracy on January 6.”




Steven Cheung, a spokesman for Trump’s campaign, sent a lengthy statement distancing the campaign from the image, and accusing Democrats of using violent rhetoric against Trump.




“That picture was on the back of a pick up truck that was traveling down the highway,” Cheung said in the statement. “Democrats and crazed lunatics have not only called for despicable violence against President Trump and his family, they are actually weaponizing the justice system against him.”




The message remained live on Trump’s feed late Friday night.






It’s entirely possible that Trump didn’t even notice the decal on the truck, festooned as it was with flags and Trump logos. Indeed, if I hadn’t been looking for it, I might not have. I suspect that he simply saw it as more of his adoring fans showing their loyalty.




In a different political climate, I would find the decal—available in at least one other variant judging from the links in the WaPo report—clever, if not amusing. On first glance, it really looks like the driver has Biden wrapped up in the truck, with the bedliner and wheel wells showing. 




We are, alas, in a climate where violent rhetoric is common and the former President incited a riot at the nation’s capitol in an attempt to intimidate Members of Congress from certifying the election results. That Trump inspires these yahoos and eggs them on is shameful.




There’s a cottage industry of these, most of which are available on Amazon for $49.99 or $59.99, depending on the size of the truck.
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Why you’d want to put this on your $70,000 pickup truck, I’ll never understand.
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New York Times, “Louis Gossett Jr., 87, Dies; ‘An Officer and a Gentleman’ and ‘Roots’ Actor“





Louis Gossett Jr., who took home an Academy Award for “An Officer and a Gentleman” and an Emmy for “Roots,” both times playing a mature man who guides a younger one taking on a new role — but in drastically different circumstances — died early Friday in Santa Monica, Calif. He was 87.




Mr. Gossett’s first cousin Neal L. Gossett confirmed the death. He did not specify a cause.




Mr. Gossett was 46 when he played Emil Foley, the Marine drill instructor from hell who ultimately shapes the humanity of an emotionally damaged young Naval aviation recruit (Richard Gere) in “An Officer and a Gentleman” (1982). Reviewing the movie in The New York Times, Vincent Canby described Sergeant Foley as a cruel taskmaster “recycled as a man of recognizable cunning, dedication and humor” revealed in “the kind of performance that wins awards.”




Mr. Gossett told The Times that he had recognized the role’s worth immediately. “The words just tasted good,” he recalled.




When he accepted the Oscar for best supporting actor in 1983, he was the first Black performer to win in that category — and only the third (after Hattie McDaniel and Sidney Poitier) to win an Academy Award for acting.




Mr. Gossett, a versatile actor, played a range of parts in his long career. But he was best known for playing decent, plain-spoken men, often authority figures.




By the time he won his Oscar, he had already won an Emmy as Fiddler, the mentor of the lead character, Kunta Kinte (LeVar Burton), in the blockbuster 1977 mini-series “Roots.”




Fiddler was, as the name suggested, a musician, an enslaved man on an 18th-century Virginia plantation. Mr. Gossett was not thrilled about the role at first. “Why choose me to play the Uncle Tom?” he remembered thinking in a 2018 Television Academy video interview. But he came to admire the survival skills of forebears like Fiddler, he said, and based the character on his grandparents and a great-grandmother.






Washington Post, “Louis Gossett Jr., commanding actor of TV and film, dies at 87“





Louis Gossett Jr., an actor who brought authority to hundreds of screen roles, winning an Oscar as a Marine drill instructor in “An Officer and a Gentleman” and an Emmy Award as a wise, older guide to the enslaved Kunta Kinte in the groundbreaking miniseries “Roots,” died March 29 at a rehabilitation center in Santa Monica, Calif. He was 87.




[…]




In a career spanning nearly seven decades, Mr. Gossett became one of the most recognizable actors of his generation. With his gleaming shaved skull and the sinewy 6-foot-3 physique of a former college basketball player, he brimmed with magnetism.




In his drive to shatter boundaries as an African American performer, he worked on Broadway and other stages starting in the 1950s and appeared in dramas such as Lorraine Hansberry’s landmark “A Raisin in the Sun,” Jean Genet’s anti-colonialism play “The Blacks” and Conor Cruise O’Brien’s “Murderous Angels,” in the last as the ill-fated Congolese independence leader Patrice Lumumba.




He seemed poised for greater success after winning an Emmy for “Roots” in 1977 and the supporting actor Oscar for “An Officer and a Gentleman” in 1983. He was the first Black actor to receive an Academy Award since Sidney Poitier’s win in 1963 for his performance in “Lilies of the Field.” But despite Mr. Gossett’s widely acknowledged range, he found himself largely excluded from prestigious and lucrative film roles.




“I thought I’d get a lot of offers — and they didn’t come,” he told the New York Times in 1989. Several factors were at work, he later said. One was age: He was in his mid-40s, putting him at a competitive disadvantage when competing for leading parts, especially when people of color had fewer opportunities in general. Another, he said, was the difficulty of pursuing a career while raising a young son as a divorced single father.




The pressures and disappointments became so great, he said, that he sank into depression and became addicted to cocaine and alcohol. Mr. Gossett’s reputation plummeted after a former wife alleged during a custody battle in 1982 that their son was spoon-fed “white powder” by one of Mr. Gossett’s girlfriends. Criminal charges were dropped for lack of evidence, and Mr. Gossett retained custody, but the damage seemed insurmountable.




In a memoir, “An Actor and a Gentleman,” Mr. Gossett wrote that White actors “were able to overcome worse predicaments with drugs and alcohol and self-destructive acts.” He added: “For them, there was a hope of redemption and an even more successful career at the end of treatment, the drug problem only adding to the allure. But for a black man who was supposed to ‘mind his manners,’ the drugs were a permanent blemish. For me, the road was too narrow to have room to fool around.”




[…]




Even as an established name, he said he was told by White directors that he wasn’t acting “Black enough” or that he needed to “use those Black phrases.”




“There were times I wanted to quit altogether,” he told the Times in 1989. “Our employment was basically fulfilling Hollywood’s stereotypes about blacks, and the whole mocking mentality of the crews — well, I wanted to leave the business.” Instead, he added, he kept “trying to find some dignity in those parts. But I carried a hot ball in my stomach for a lot of years.”











Los Angeles Times, “Louis Gossett Jr., ‘An Officer and a Gentleman’ star who broke barriers in Hollywood, dies“





Lou Gossett Jr. was still a teen, fresh off a successful Broadway run, when he landed at LAX and headed to Beverly Hills in a cherry red Ford Fairlane, feeling on top of the world.




He didn’t get far before the cops pulled him over, saying he matched a description of someone they were looking for. A few miles later, it happened again. And then again. By the time he got to the Beverly Hills Hotel, a squad car rolled up and the officers handcuffed Gossett to a tree as they tried to figure out what a young Black man was doing in town.




“Welcome to Hollywood,” the Oscar-winning actor wrote years later in his memoir, “An Actor and a Gentleman,” recounting his inaugural trip to L.A. in 1967. “Welcome to reality.”




For Gossett, it was just another painful reminder that as a Black actor, no matter the awards, no matter the acclaim, the barriers would always be high, the odds always long.




“I had to act as if I was second class. I had to behave myself,” he told The Times in 2008. “The only time I was really free was when the director said ‘action’ in front of a camera or on the stage and that’s when I flew.”




Forever remembered for his career-defining roles in “An Officer and a Gentleman” and the influential television miniseries “Roots,” Gossett died Thursday night in Santa Monica,his nephew told the Associated Press. No cause of death was revealed. He was 87.




Much like Jesse Jackson or Andrew Young’s lifelong devotion to the civil rights movement, Gossett had been present for many of the iconic moments of Black theater, film and television over the last half century.




He appeared with Sidney Poitier in “A Raisin in the Sun” in 1961, when racial stereotyping in the movies was still in full bloom. He won an Emmy as a slave named Fiddler in “Roots” in 1977 as ABC fretted whether the series should even be shown in the Deep South. And when an Academy Award for his role as the steely, no-nonsense drill sergeant in “An Officer and a Gentleman” failed to turn on the spigot for more meaningful roles, Gossett masked his anger with drugs and alcohol and then rescued himself with activism.




Louis Cameron Gossett Jr. was born May 27, 1936, and raised in Sheepshead Bay, N.Y., not far from Coney Island. His mother, Hellen, was a nurse and his father, Louis Sr., a porter. He aspired to be a basketball player but thought it might be best to study medicine, in part so his mother could proudly introduce him as “my son, the doctor.”




At 17, a high school English teacher pulled Gossett aside and told him there was a theater company looking for a young Black actor. With little to no acting experience, Gossett auditioned and won the role in “Take a Giant Step,” a coming-of-age story that opened on Broadway.




“I knew nothing about acting,” he told NPR in 2010. “I had never even seen a play.”




A 6-1 point guard, Gossett tried out with the New York Knicks when he was a student at New York University but put basketball and school aside when acting roles kept rolling in. By the time he was 23, he was starring alongside Poitier in “A Raisin in the Sun,” first on Broadway and then on film. He also appeared opposite James Earl Jones and Cicely Tyson in “The Blacks,” an off-Broadway production with an all-Black cast that ran for 1,408 performances.




But by the late ’60s, he was living in L.A. and struggling to find work. He turned to songwriting and handed off one of his songs, “Handsome Johnny,” to musician Richie Havens, who recorded the antiwar song for his 1966 album, “Mixed Bag,” and later performed it at Woodstock. Gossett said the song ended up saving him from eviction, an $11,750 royalty check arriving just as movers were prepping to haul out his furniture.




“Roots,” the sweeping story of a Black family’s struggles from enslavement to post-Civil War life, changed careers and attitudes in Hollywood with its success and powerful story line. For Gossett, however, it felt all too familiar.




“I was raised an only child but I was also raised with 25 or 30 cousins,” he told The Times in 1996. “My grandparents and aunts would take care of all the kids when our parents were working, and in the summertime, we’d all ship south to the farms in South Carolina or Georgia.”




Gossett knew as soon as he saw the script that playing military taskmaster Emil Foley in 1982’s “An Officer and a Gentleman” was a special opportunity. While Richard Gere, Debra Winger and the other stars stayed in Port Townsend on the Olympic Peninsula, Gossett bunked with a company of Marines miles from the set.




“They put the steel in my butt, so that when I’d walk on the set and shout, ‘Get down and give me 50’ to the cast, by God, they’d do it.”




The performance earned Gossett a supporting actor Oscar, making him the first Black actor to win that category. Hattie McDaniel was the first Black actor to win an Oscar when she received the supporting actress award in 1940 for her role in “Gone With the Wind.” Poitier was the first Black performer to win the Oscar for lead actor for his role in “Lilies of the Field” in 1964.




Gossett thought the award would cement him as a go-to lead actor just as it had for his idol, Poitier. He asked his agent to seek out opportunities to play district attorneys, physicians, police chiefs and family-involved fathers. “Anything but those stereotypes reserved for Black actors,” he said during an interview with the Television Academy Foundation.




He seethed when plum roles failed to arrive and was forced to follow “An Officer and a Gentleman” with a role in “Jaws 3-D,” a second sequel to Steven Spielberg’s blockbuster.




He turned to cocaine and alcohol to numb his disappointment and watched his marriage crumble. After undergoing treatment for drug and alcohol abuse, Gossett threw himself into working with inner-city charities and formed his own, Eracism Foundation, an L.A.-based nonprofit devoted to “the removal from existence of the belief that one race, one culture, one people is superior to another.”






Variety, “Louis Gossett Jr., ‘An Officer and a Gentleman’ Oscar Winner, Dies at 87“





Louis Gossett Jr., who won a supporting actor Oscar for playing the hard-as-nails drill instructor in 1982’s “An Officer and a Gentleman” a few years after winning an Emmy for his role as the cunning Fiddler in “Roots,” died early Friday morning. He was 87.




[…]




After his Emmy win for “Roots” in 1978, Gossett picked up a further six Emmy nominations over the years. He drew a nomination for portraying the Egyptian president who made peace with Israel in the 1983 TV movie “Sadat.” He was also nominated for his performance on the 1978 variety special “The Sentry Collection Presents Ben Vereen: His Roots”; for playing Levi Mercer in the 1979 NBC miniseries “Backstairs at the White House”; for lead actor in a drama series for “Palmerstown, U.S.A.” in 1981; for lead actor in a miniseries or special for the Volker Schlondorff-directed “A Gathering of Old Men” (1987), in which he starred with Richard Widmark and Holly Hunter; and for multiple appearances as Anderson Walker on CBS’ “Touched by an Angel” in 1997.




Gossett, still hard working in his late 70s, memorably guested on HBO’s “Boardwalk Empire” in 2013, playing a mentor to Michael Kenneth Williams’ Chalky whom Chalky re-encounters when he is on the run.




He had also recently recurred on CBS’ Halle Berry sci-fi thriller “Extant” as Quinn and guested on series including “Madam Secretary” (2014), “Psych” (2012) and “ER” (2009) as well as on IFC’s miniseries spoof “The Spoils Before Dying” (2015).




[…]




Asked by Variety in 2015 which of his roles has been his favorite, Gossett responded: “Anwar Sadat. It was a challenge to play someone with history like that. His spirit was very much like Mandela’s. He transitioned from a hawk to a dove. He’d lost his brother and people he loved. He said he’d be willing to step into Israel in the name of peace. Mandela was willing to come out of prison with a smile on his face.”




[…]




Gossett had already made his Broadway debut, in 1953, despite no formal training as an actor, replacing Bill Gunn as Spencer Scott in “Take a Giant Step,” which the New York Times’ drama critics named one of the 10 best shows of the year. He drew his first mention in Variety for his work in the play.




Other Broadway credits include the classic original 1959-60 production of “A Raisin in the Sun,” in which he played George Murchison, the wealthy and educated boyfriend of Younger family daughter Beneatha; George, who denies his African heritage, represents the fully assimilated Black man. Gossett made his big-screen debut when he reprised the role for the 1961 film version of “A Raisin in the Sun.” (Earlier he had had a smaller role in the original comedy “The Desk Set,” which luckily was also a big hit.)




In 1963 he appeared on the Rialto in the Langston Hughes adaptation “Tambourines to Glory,” and he was a replacement in the controversial hit musical “Golden Boy” starring Sammy Davis Jr. in which Gossett played the Mephistophlean boxing promoter Eddie Satin. He was also among the stars of original musical “The Zulu and the Zayda,” about a Jew and a Black man bridging the racial gap in Johannesburg.




In 1968 Gossett starred with Diane Ladd among others in the Sidney Poitier-directed play “Carry Me Back to Morningside Heights,” and the actor played assassinated African leader Patrice Lumumba in the play “Murderous Angels” in 1971.




Decades later, in 2002, Gossett returned to Broadway to serve as replacement in the starring role of Billy Flynn in the musical “Chicago.”




As one of the program’s executive producers, Gossett shared a Daytime Emmy for outstanding children’s special for 1997’s “In His Father’s Shoes,” for which he was also nominated for outstanding performer in a children’s special. He played a cancer-stricken man who shares a magical experience with his son.




He also shared a nomination for outstanding special class special for the 2002 Opening Ceremony of the Salt Lake Paralympic Winter Games, for which he served as narrator.




Later in his career, Gossett continued taking roles across television and film. He had a seven-episode arc in the acclaimed HBO miniseries “Watchmen” and had a leading role in the 2020 religious drama “The Reason.” He also appeared in the 2023 remake of “The Color Purple.”






Like seemingly everybody, his role in “An Officer and a Gentleman” is the one for which I most remember him. I also enjoyed the “Iron Eagle” flicks, although that’s likely just a reflection of where I was at that time in my life. 




What a long and prolific career. It’s sad that he endured so much racism early in his time in Hollywood and felt slighted in the years after his Oscar win. It’s unknowable how much of that was racial stereotyping and how much was typecasting after such a memorable role. (Although it’s noteworthy that the  drug charge that seemed “insurmountable” was a year before his most memorable role.) Happily, he seems to have become more satisfied with his stature and the appreciation he garnered later in life. 
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                    Youngkin and the ‘Government as a Business’ Trope


                    
                        Virginia's governor is finding running a state harder than running a venture capitalist firm. 
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WaPo’s Gregory Schneider (“Va. Gov. Youngkin arrived like a GOP star, but arena failure clouds legacy“):





No Virginia governor has come into office with a deeper dealmaking background than Glenn Youngkin, who as former co-chief executive of the Carlyle Group made a fortune acquiring and merging companies around the globe.




But as the Republican chief executive of a purple state, Youngkin has struggled to translate that business acumen into political success — or even economic development success, with the demise Wednesday of his much-touted plan to bring the Washington Wizards and Capitals to Alexandria.




While Youngkin and his group of financial experts had negotiated with team owner Ted Leonsis to cut what the governor called “the single largest economic development deal in Virginia’s history,” the governor was never able to work the same magic with members of the General Assembly who had to sign off on the $2 billion project.




The plan’s failure wipes out a significant legacy-making opportunity for a novice politician who burst onto the scene in 2021 and drew national attention as a fresh Republican face. In his first two years in office, Youngkin enjoyed state coffers overflowing with federal pandemic relief funds and a friendly GOP-controlled House of Delegates. But as the clock winds down on his four-year term, the governor has lost the legislature to Democrats and seen his priorities slip away.




“He’s a total lame duck right now,” said Robert Holsworth, a Richmond political analyst who has studied Virginia governors for decades. “He has shown tremendous political inexperience.”






Bringing the Caps and Wizards to Alexandria was a no-brainer and I blame the state senate, not Youngkin, for this own-goal. Still, he is just the latest example of success in business not translating to a high-level political job.





“I so fundamentally believe that this is a giant mistake that we didn’t have to make. The Senate didn’t have to do this,” he said. Led by Finance and Appropriations Committee Chairwoman L. Louise Lucas (D-Portsmouth), the Senate blocked a bill that would have authorized the arena and stripped language from the state budget. Though some House Democrats initially voted for the arena, the project was unpopular in Alexandria and never built a strong constituency in the General Assembly, where even some Republicans did not support it.




Youngkin said he was disappointed but not surprised when Leonsis called Wednesday to say he was going to stay in the District instead. “I suspected that he was worried,” Youngkin said. “He had options — and listen, all companies have options. … I always knew he could go someplace else if we didn’t say yes and do the work.”




Youngkin had warned lawmakers that failure to approve the arena deal could harm the state’s vaunted reputation as a good place to do business. Leonsis said as much on Wednesday in an interview with The Post: “My experience was that I had a better experience on the business side in D.C. than I just did in Virginia, which was really, really surprising and eye-opening.”






While bringing the DC NBA and NHL teams would have been an economic coup for the state, there’s always massive resistance from Northern Virginia residents to big projects. The area is already overpopulated and traffic can be a nightmare, so adding in further delays during the construction phase and during game days is problematic. Additionally, the current incarnation of partisan politics is such that a Democratic legislature does not want to give a Republican governor—even one limited to a single term—a big win. 




But others have overcome such odds.





Those words sting in a Virginia that boasts of being twice named by CNBC as the best state for business under Youngkin’s Democratic predecessor, Ralph Northam. It finished at No. 2 last year.




“The last governor who made us number one for business two years in a row was probably a lot more collaborative on these projects,” House Speaker Don L. Scott Jr. (D-Portsmouth) said in an interview. Though Scott has developed an unlikely camaraderie with Youngkin — sharing a weekly morning Bible study during the legislative session — he faulted the governor for not doing enough to build support among lawmakers.




“I think leadership matters and style matters, and we did not have the leadership and style that it takes to get a project like that done with so much at stake,” Scott said.






Now, dropping from #1 to #2 on a ranking by a business website is not a particularly meaningful measure. But Northam was a seasoned politician, having spent six years in the state senate and four as lieutenant governor before becoming governor. That means he understood how Richmond operates and had built relationships; Youngkin was a complete neophyte. 




So, for example, Northam was able to get Amazon’s “HQ2” built in Arlington despite the same sort of heavy local opposition that the Caps/Wizards deal had. He managed to overcome it, even while embroiled in an embarrassing scandal over appearing in blackface in a decades-old college yearbook.





Despite his success in the private sector, Youngkin as governor has had some noteworthy misses in the economic development realm. He failed to persuade the Biden administration to locate the new headquarters for the FBI in Virginia, with Maryland winning even though the agency itself favored a site in Springfield. And when Ford Motor Co. expressed interest in locating a major battery plant in Southside Virginia to supply electric vehicles, Youngkin himself blocked the deal, citing concern that the operation was a front for a Chinese manufacturer.




The plant went to Michigan instead; the Virginia site, in a region desperate for jobs, remains unused.






I don’t blame Youngkin for losing the FBI headquarters. Rather clearly, the Biden administration overrode the Bureau’s own recommendation to reward a reliably Democratic state and the expense of one with a Republican governor. (And gave weight to putting it in a predominantly Black area.) I haven’t read enough about the battery plant to have an opinion. 





But Youngkin has announced deals for the massive $1 billion Lego plant in Chesterfield County as well as headquarters relocations for Boeing and Raytheon. Asked if he sees a difference between public and private dealmaking, or whether he’s learned any lessons, Youngkin said that “it requires a General Assembly that wants to work with us.”




His responsibility, he said, lies in presenting good opportunities. And Youngkin said he believes his administration worked “tirelessly” to educate lawmakers and engage with them about the arena.






Others disagree with that assessment.





But Holsworth, the political analyst, said he saw a significant difference in the way Youngkin approaches big initiatives compared with previous governors. When Republican George Allen wanted to impose new education standards in the 1990s and had a Democratic legislature, he said, the governor appointed prominent Virginia educators to key administration roles and mounted a campaign around the state to build support from lawmakers and local officials — all before any votes were taken.




Similarly, in the 2000s, Democrat Mark R. Warner logged miles around the state and made endless PowerPoint presentations to persuade business groups and a GOP legislature that Virginia had to raise taxes to preserve its high bond rating.




Youngkin made no such broad effort to pave the way for the arena, Holsworth said, or for a proposed overhaul of the state tax system that the governor rolled out in December. Instead, Youngkin began touring the state after the General Assembly adjourned March 9, campaigning to handpicked Republican crowds against what he dismisses as the “backward budget” passed by lawmakers and condemning the Senate for not supporting the arena. At the same time, he is rolling out scores of vetoes of Democratic legislation — including Thursday, when he vetoed bills to create a legal cannabis market and increase the minimum wage, two of Democrats’ top priorities.




“It’s just not a very keen understanding of the political dynamics of Virginia,” Holsworth said.






It’s probably unfair to compare Youngkin’s situation to Allen’s, or even Warner’s. Allen was governor from 1994 to 1998, when the state was very Republican. In those days, Virginia Democrats were relatively conservative. The state was definitely trending purple during Warner’s tenure (2002-2006) but the atmosphere was much less contentious. But, again, both were comparatively seasoned. Allen had spent a decade in the state legislature and, while Warner was primarily a businessman, he had deep political experience, sitting on numerous appointed boards and serving as chair of the state Democratic Party. 




Running a state or a country really shouldn’t be one’s first job in politics. Indeed, it’s hard to think of a success story in the modern era. 
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                    US Government Expands Racial Categories


                    
                        A major effort to capture the diversity of America.
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The White House put out a statement from Dr. Karin Orvis, Chief Statistician of the United States, titled “OMB Publishes Revisions to Statistical Policy Directive No. 15: Standards for Maintaining, Collecting, and Presenting Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity.”





Earlier today, OMB published a set of revisions to Statistical Policy Directive No. 15 (Directive No. 15): Standards for Maintaining, Collecting, and Presenting Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity, the first since 1997. This process started in June 2022, with the first convening of the Interagency Technical Working Group of Federal Government career staff who represent programs that collect or use race and ethnicity data. Since that first convening, we’ve reviewed 20,000 comments and held almost 100 listening sessions to finalize the important standards we are announcing today.




Thanks to the hard work of staff across dozens of federal agencies and input from thousands of members of the public, these updated standards will help create more useful, accurate, and up to date federal data on race and ethnicity. These revisions will enhance our ability to compare information and data across federal agencies, and also to understand how well federal programs serve a diverse America.




You can read the updated Directive No. 15 on the Federal Register as well as at www.spd15revision.gov.




[…]




The Working Group’s final recommendations included several critical revisions that have been thoroughly researched and tested over the last decade. The updated standards released by OMB today closely follow the Working Group’s evidence-based recommendations and make key revisions to questions used to collect information on race and ethnicity, including:




	Using one combined question for race and ethnicity, and encouraging respondents to select as many options as apply to how they identify.
	Adding Middle Eastern or North African as a new minimum category. The new set of minimum race and/or ethnicity categories are:
	American Indian or Alaska Native
	Asian
	Black or African American
	Hispanic or Latino
	Middle Eastern or North African
	Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
	White



	Requiring the collection of additional detail beyond the minimum required race and ethnicity categories for most situations, to ensure further disaggregation in the collection, tabulation, and presentation of data when useful and appropriate.





The updated standards also include several additional updates to definitions, terminology, and guidance to agencies on the collection and presentation of data.






That’s a long way of saying the Federal Government is making three changes to how it collects data on race and national origin. First, it’s adding a MENA category, recognizing that Arabs, Persians, and others from the region don’t think of themselves as “White.” Second, it’s combining race and ethnicity questions, mostly a function of Hispanic/Latino being considered a racial category by most. Third, it encourages people to check all that apply, recognizing that many folks are of mixed race.




Why?





One of the primary goals of Directive No. 15 is to ensure consistent and comparable race and ethnicity data across the federal government. To help meet that goal, the standards instruct federal agencies to begin updating their surveys and administrative forms as quickly as possible, submit an Agency Action Plan for complete compliance within 18 months – which will be publicly available, and finish bringing all data collections and programs into compliance with the updated standards within five years of today’s date. However, many programs will be able to adopt the updated standards much sooner than that. Starting today, the Office of the U.S. Chief Statistician will direct its efforts to help agencies collect and release data under these updated standards as quickly as possible.




In addition, this review process showed that racial and ethnic identities, concepts, and data needs continue to evolve. To improve the ability of Directive No. 15 to adapt and better meet those needs, OMB is establishing an Interagency Committee on Race and Ethnicity Statistical Standards, convened by the Office of the U.S. Chief Statistician, that will maintain and carry out a government-wide research agenda and undertake regular reviews of Directive No. 15. Some areas of interest identified in the technical expert research, as well as by stakeholders and engaged members of the public, lacked sufficient data to determine the effects of potential changes. Those areas of interest have now been identified as a top priority for additional research and data development in advance of future reviews. The updated standards identify several key research topics for the Interagency Committee to focus on initially. For more information on these research topics and the planned schedule for future reviews, see the updated Directive No. 15.






WaPo (“U.S. updates how it classifies people by race, ethnicity for first time in decades“) leads with





The federal government updated how it classifies people by race and ethnicity for the first time in over a quarter-century, aiming to better capture an increasingly diverse country and give policymakers a fuller view of the Americans their work impacts.






and adds:





The changes mark the first time since 1997 that the OMB has revised a policy on the federal collection of such data.




“This is truly a momentous day,” said Meeta Anand, senior director for census and data equity at the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, a national coalition of over 200 civil rights groups. The combined question, she added, is “one of the biggest changes we’ve ever seen.”




[…]




The changes are expected to show up on a range of federal data collection forms, including the census surveys that the government sends out every 10 years. They will also be reflected in the American Community Survey, which is conducted more regularly and includes more questions.




Such data guides how federal officials analyze everything from health-care outcomes to the redrawing of congressional districts.




[…]




“As a society, we cannot properly ensure equal rights and protections for all if we are not able to properly identify those impacted by overt and covert discrimination through systemic biases in the first place,” read one comment from an Egyptian American attorney who agreed with the new MENA category.




Momentum toward the changes has long been building, though it slowed during Donald Trump’s presidency. His administration sought to include a citizenship question on the 2020 Census, a move the Supreme Court blocked.




Advocates have especially pushed for a combined question on race and ethnicity, with research showing that the separate questions have hindered data collection among Latino respondents.




“Since many Latinos do not see themselves in any of the race categories under the current standards, a large proportion (nearly 44 percent) select ‘Some Other Race’ or skip the race question entirely,” Anand’s group said last year in a document outlining its case for a combined question.




The 2020 Census marked the first time that “Some Other Race” rose to the second-largest racial group in the United States.




“That means we had a lot of people who were not seeing themselves in the forms,” Anand said.




The Arab American Institute, a Washington-based nonprofit that advocates on behalf of Arab Americans, called the revised standards a “major accomplishment.”




“The new Standards will have a lasting impact on communities for generations to come, particularly Arab Americans, whose erasure in federal data collection will finally cease,” the institute’s executive director, Maya Berry, said in a statement.




At the same time, Berry said the institute has “deep concerns” that Arab Americans will continue to be undercounted because the new “Middle Eastern or North African” category does not fully capture the diversity of those groups.






NYT (“U.S. Officials Order Better Tracking of a Political Flashpoint: America’s Diversity“) leads with





The Biden administration ordered changes to a range of federal surveys on Thursday to gather more detailed information about the nation’s ethnic and racial makeup.




The changes — the first in decades to standard questions that the government asks about race and ethnicity — would produce by far the most detailed portrait of the nation’s ancestral palette ever compiled. And a new option will be available for the first time allowing respondents to identify as part of a new category, Middle Eastern or North African ancestry.




But the changes also have the potential to rankle conservatives who believe that the nation’s focus on diversity has already gone too far.






and adds





American censuses have gathered personal information since the 1790s, but since 1977, surveys have specifically tracked basic race and ethnicity characteristics, originally to help enforce 1960s-era civil- and voting-rights laws. Save for one modification in 1997, the questions have remained largely unchanged until now.




Officials of the Office of Management and Budget, which oversaw the review of the current survey questions, said the changes were needed in part to make surveys more accurate. For example, respondents who separately identified themselves as Hispanic or Latino in the current surveys frequently overlooked choosing a racial identification in the questions that followed, something that may happen less often when all questions are consolidated in a single section.




The changes also are also expected to allow experts to better measure how various populations benefit from federal programs and services in areas like employment, health and education, they said.






The social scientist in me is always happy to see more robust data collection. And, as American society becomes more diverse, it simply makes sense to ensure that people have categories that represent how they see themselves. 




Indeed, Election Law Blog’s Justin Levitt provides this form, showing that the detail is considerably more than the above descriptions would indicate:




[image: ]



I’m more leery about the possible policy impacts, however. While I support the broad goals of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion programs there’s a natural bureaucratic tendency toward box-checking. While the Supreme Court has ruled racial quotas violate the Equal Protection Clause, it’s not hard to imagine more robust efforts to make federal hiring, higher education, and other high-focus sectors “look more like America.” 




The more categories we create to that end, the more groups are pitted against one another.  Historically, it’s mostly been a Black-White struggle, with Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity efforts seeking to redress racial imbalances in education and hiring. There, at least, there was the centuries-long legacy of slavery and Jim Crow to rectify. Are we going to start trying to ensure that there is “enough” Middle Eastern representation? 
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“Cemetery Staircase”




March 10, 2024




New Orleans, LA
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                    Traffic Down at News and Politics Websites


                    
                        Americans are tuning out. Especially those on the right. 
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In his post “Right-wing websites are hemorrhaging traffic,” Kevin Drum compiles the chart below from data at something called TheRighting:




[image: ]



The numbers are a comparison with the same point in the 2020 cycle. The site also notes “Traffic tanked to most right wing websites for the sixth straight month. Only five right wing news websites posted gains in YOY unique visitors.” 




Drum rightly wonders, “Somehow Newsmax has bucked the trend. What is its secret?” 




But my immediate reaction was: How does this compare to what’s happening on the left? Unfortunately, the site in question doesn’t really track that data, since its purpose is to spotlight right-wing media.




Still, they do provide this:
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We’re definitely seeing a decrease in traffic across the board, with WaPo, NYT, and CNN ll showing declines. For that matter, Slate and The Daily Beast are also off considerably.




I don’t have the time to go through Comstat’s data (assuming it’s not paywalled) to do more detailed analysis but, from the sample provided, it looks to me like 1) traffic is down pretty much across the board in the news and political opinion space but 2) it is indeed down further on right-leaning sites.




As to Drum’s question, my instinctive answer—that Newsmax caters to the most hardcore righties—is reinforced by the fact that Daily Kos is the only one of the listed left-leaning sites that’s pretty much holding steady.  Which makes sense to me. Americans overwhelmingly are dissatisfied with the two major party candidates, a rematch of the 2020 contest. They’re naturally not going to consume the news wth the same fervor as they did four years ago.




It also occurs to me that February 2020 was right at the outset of the COVID pandemic. That obviously gave folks more incentive to tune into the news.
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Washington Post, “Daniel Kahneman, Nobel laureate who upended economics, dies at 90“





Daniel Kahneman, an Israeli American psychologist and best-selling author whose Nobel Prize-winning research upended economics — as well as fields ranging from sports to public health — by demonstrating the extent to which people abandon logic and leap to conclusions, died March 27. He was 90.




His death was confirmed by his stepdaughter Deborah Treisman, fiction editor at the New Yorker. She did not say where or how he died.




Dr. Kahneman’s research was best known for debunking the notion of “homo economicus,” the “economic man” who since the epoch of Adam Smith was considered a rational being who acts out of self-interest. Instead, Dr. Kahneman found, people rely on intellectual shortcuts that often lead to wrongheaded decisions that go against their own best interest.




These misguided decisions occur because humans “are much too influenced by recent events,” Dr. Kahneman once said. “They are much too quick to jump to conclusions under some conditions and, under other conditions, they are much too slow to change.”




Dr. Kahneman was affiliated with Princeton University when he won the 2002 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences “for having integrated insights from psychological research into economic science, especially concerning human judgment and decision-making under uncertainty.” He shared the award with Vernon L. Smith, then of George Mason University in Virginia, who pioneered the use of laboratory experiments in economics.




Dr. Kahneman took a dim view of people’s ability to think their way through a problem. “Many people are overconfident, prone to place too much faith in their intuitions,” he wrote in his popular 2011 book, “Thinking, Fast and Slow.” “They apparently find cognitive effort at least mildly unpleasant and avoid it as much as possible.”




Dr. Kahneman spent much of his career working alongside psychologist Amos Tversky, who he said deserved much of the credit for their prizewinning work. But Tversky died in 1996, and the Nobel is never awarded posthumously.




Both men were atheist grandsons of Lithuanian rabbis, and both had studied and lectured at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Their three-decade friendship and close collaboration, chronicled in Michael Lewis’s 2016 book, “The Undoing Project,” was a study in opposites.




According to Lewis, Tversky was the life of the party; Dr. Kahneman never even went. Tversky had a mechanical pencil on his desk and nothing else; Dr. Kahneman’s office was full of books and articles he never finished. Still, Dr. Kahneman said, at times it was as if “we were sharing a mind.” They worked so closely together that they tossed a coin to decide whose name would go first on an article or a book.




Their research helped establish the field of behavioral economics, which applies psychological insights to the study of economic decision-making, but also had a far-reaching effect outside the academy. It was credited with changing the way baseball scouts evaluate prospects, governments make public policy and doctors arrive at medical diagnoses.






New York Times, “Daniel Kahneman, Who Plumbed the Psychology of Economics, Dies at 90“





Daniel Kahneman, who never took an economics course but who pioneered a psychologically based branch of that field that led to a Nobel in economic science in 2002, died on Wednesday. He was 90.




[…]




Professor Kahneman, who was long associated with Princeton University and lived in Manhattan, employed his training as a psychologist to advance what came to be called behavioral economics. The work, done largely in the 1970s, led to a rethinking of issues as far-flung as medical malpractice, international political negotiations and the evaluation of baseball talent, all of which he analyzed, mostly in collaboration with Amos Tversky, a Stanford cognitive psychologist who did groundbreaking work on human judgment and decision-making.




[…]




“His central message could not be more important,” the Harvard psychologist and author Steven Pinker told The Guardian in 2014, “namely, that human reason left to its own devices is apt to engage in a number of fallacies and systematic errors, so if we want to make better decisions in our personal lives and as a society, we ought to be aware of these biases and seek workarounds. That’s a powerful and important discovery.”




Professor Kahneman delighted in pointing out and explaining what he called universal brain “kinks.” The most important of these, the behaviorists hold, is loss-aversion: Why, for example, does the loss of $100 hurt about twice as much as the gaining of $100 brings pleasure?




Among its myriad implications, loss-aversion theory suggests that it is foolish to check one’s stock portfolio frequently, since the predominance of pain experienced in the stock market will most likely lead to excessive and possibly self-defeating caution.




Loss-aversion also explains why golfers have been found to putt better when going for par on a given hole than for a stroke-gaining birdie. They try harder on a par putt because they dearly want to avoid a bogey, or a loss of a stroke.




Mild-mannered and self-effacing, Professor Kahneman not only welcomed debate on his ideas; he also enlisted the help of adversaries as well as colleagues to perfect them. When asked who should be considered the “father” of behavioral economics, Professor Kahneman pointed to the University of Chicago economist Richard H. Thaler, a younger scholar (by 11 years) whom he described in his Nobel autobiography as his second most important professional friend, after Professor Tversky.




“I’m the grandfather of behavioral economics,” Professor Kahneman allowed in a 2016 interview for this obituary, in a restaurant near his home in Lower Manhattan.






Daniel Engber, The Atlantic, “Daniel Kahneman Wanted You to Realize How Wrong You Are“





I first met Daniel Kahneman about 25 years ago. I’d applied to graduate school in neuroscience at Princeton University, where he was on the faculty, and I was sitting in his office for an interview. Kahneman, who died today at the age of 90, must not have thought too highly of the occasion. “Conducting an interview is likely to diminish the accuracy of a selection procedure,” he’d later note in his best-selling book, Thinking, Fast and Slow. That had been the first finding in his long career as a psychologist: As a young recruit in the Israel Defense Forces, he’d assessed and overhauled the pointless 15-to-20-minute chats that were being used for sorting soldiers into different units. And yet there he and I were, sitting down for a 15-to-20-minute chat of our own.




[…]




Daniel Kahneman was the world’s greatest scholar of how people get things wrong. And he was a great observer of his own mistakes. He declared his wrongness many times, on matters large and small, in public and in private. He was wrong, he said, about the work that had won the Nobel Prize. He wallowed in the state of having been mistaken; it became a topic for his lectures, a pedagogical ideal. Science has its vaunted self-corrective impulse, but even so, few working scientists—and fewer still of those who gain significant renown—will ever really cop to their mistakes. Kahneman never stopped admitting fault. He did it almost to a fault.




Whether this instinct to self-debunk was a product of his intellectual humility, the politesse one learns from growing up in Paris, or some compulsion born of melancholia, I’m not qualified to say. What, exactly, was going on inside his brilliant mind is a matter for his friends, family, and biographers. Seen from the outside, though, his habit of reversal was an extraordinary gift. Kahneman’s careful, doubting mode of doing science was heroic. He got everything wrong, and yet somehow he was always right.




[…]




In 2011, he compiled his life’s work to that point into Thinking, Fast and Slow. Truly, the book is as strange as he was. While it might be found in airport bookstores next to business how-to and science-based self-help guides, its genre is unique. Across its 400-plus pages Kahneman lays out an extravagant taxonomy of human biases, fallacies, heuristics, and neglects, in the hope of making us aware of our mistakes, so that we might call out the mistakes that other people make. That’s all we can aspire to, he repeatedly reminds us, because mere recognition of an error doesn’t typically make it go away. 




[…]




Yet the timing of its publication turned out to be unfortunate. In its pages, Kahneman marveled at great length over the findings of a subfield of psychology known as social priming. But that work—not his own—quickly fell into disrepute, and a larger crisis over irreproducible results began to spread. Many of the studies that Kahneman had touted in his book—he called one an “instant classic” and said of others, “Disbelief is not an option”—turned out to be unsound. Their sample sizes were far too small, and their statistics could not be trusted. To say the book was riddled with scientific errors would not be entirely unfair.




If anyone should have caught those errors, it was Kahneman. Forty years earlier, in the very first paper he wrote with his close friend and colleague Amos Tversky, he had shown that even trained psychologists—even people like himself—are subject to a “consistent misperception of the world” that leads them to make poor judgments about sample sizes, and to draw the wrong conclusions from their data. In that sense, Kahneman had personally discovered and named the very cognitive bias that would eventually corrupt the academic literature he cited in his book.




In 2012, as the extent of that corruption became apparent, Kahneman intervened. While some of those whose work was now in question grew defensive, he put out an open letter calling for more scrutiny. In private email chains, he reportedly goaded colleagues to engage with critics and to participate in rigorous efforts to replicate their work. In the end, Kahneman admitted in a public forum that he’d been far too trusting of some suspect data. “I knew all I needed to know to moderate my enthusiasm for the surprising and elegant findings that I cited, but I did not think it through,” he wrote. He acknowledged the “special irony” of his mistake.






I was first exposed to Kahneman as a young grad student in 1992. Even though I was studying international relations, not psychology or economics, his 1979 work (with Amos Tversky), “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk” was already a classic that had spread throughout the social sciences.




Thinking Fast, Thinking Slow was among the issued books when I started at Marine Corps University in 2013. A point I constantly emphasized to students was that Kahneman was not just talking about other people. Even highly-trained geniuses like himself were prone to the errors he was describing. The best we could do is to train ourselves to be more attuned to biased reasoning; we would never truly escape it because it’s simply too hard-wired.
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Washington Post, “Joseph Lieberman, senator and vice-presidential nominee, dies at 82“





Joseph I. Lieberman, the doggedly independent four-term U.S. senator from Connecticut who was the Democratic nominee for vice president in 2000, becoming the first Jewish candidate on the national ticket of a major party, died March 27 in New York City. He was 82.




The cause was complications from a fall, his family said in a statement. He fell at his home in the Bronx and was pronounced dead at a hospital in Manhattan.




Mr. Lieberman viewed himself as a centrist Democrat, solidly in his party’s mainstream with his support of abortion rights, environmental protections, gay rights and gun control. But he was also unafraid to stray from Democratic orthodoxy, most notably in his consistently hawkish stands on foreign policy.




His full-throated support of the 2003 invasion of Iraq and the increasingly unpopular war that followed doomed Mr. Lieberman’s bid for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2004 and led to his rejection by Connecticut Democrats when he sought his fourth Senate term in 2006. He kept his seat by running that November as an independent candidate and attracting substantial support from Republican and unaffiliated voters.




“I have not always fit comfortably into conventional political boxes,” Mr. Lieberman said near the end of his Senate career, an understatement that tiptoed around the anger his maverick ways stoked among many liberals.




His transition from Al Gore’s running mate in 2000 on the Democratic ticket to high-profile cheerleader for Republican presidential candidate John McCain eight years later was a turnaround unmatched in recent American politics.




In a prime-time speech at the 2008 Republican convention, Mr. Lieberman hailed McCain, a senator from Arizona and former Vietnam War POW, for his courage and accomplishment. He dismissed Barack Obama, the one-term senator from Illinois and Democratic nominee, as “a gifted and eloquent young man” who lacked the experience needed in the White House.






New York Times, “Joseph I. Lieberman, Senator and Vice-Presidential Nominee, Dies at 82“





Joseph I. Lieberman, Connecticut’s four-term United States senator and Vice President Al Gore’s Democratic running mate in the 2000 presidential election, which was won by George W. Bush and Dick Cheney when the Supreme Court halted a Florida ballot recount, died on Wednesday in Manhattan. He was 82.




[…]




At his political peak, on the threshold of the vice presidency, Mr. Lieberman — a national voice of morality as the first major Democrat to rebuke President Bill Clinton for his sexual relationship with the White House intern Monica Lewinsky — was named Mr. Gore’s running mate at the Democratic National Convention that August in Los Angeles. He became the nation’s first Jewish candidate on a major-party presidential ticket.




In the ensuing campaign, the Gore-Lieberman team stressed themes of integrity to sidestep the Clinton administration’ scandals, and Mr. Lieberman urged Americans to bring religion and faith more prominently into public life.




[…]




Mr. Lieberman sought the 2004 Democratic presidential nomination but lost multiple primaries and withdrew from the race in February. He believed his support for the war in Iraq had doomed his candidacy.




Even his standing with Connecticut voters had slipped. Running for a fourth Senate term in 2006, he lost the Democratic primary to an antiwar candidate but won in a stunning upset in the general election as a third-party independent on the “Connecticut for Lieberman” ballot line.




[…]




During his Senate tenure from 1989 to 2013, Mr. Lieberman was an independent who wore no labels easily. He called himself a reform, centrist and moderate Democrat, but he generally sided with the Democrats on domestic issues, like abortion choices and civil rights, and with the Republicans on foreign and defense policies.




He supported Israel and called himself an “observant” Jew but not an Orthodox one because he did not follow strict Orthodox practices. His family kept a kosher home and attended Sabbath services. To avoid conveyances on a Sabbath, he once walked across town to the Capitol to block a Republican filibuster after attending services in Georgetown.




Many Democrats criticized Mr. Lieberman’s support for the war in Iraq, but admirers said his strengths with voters lay in his rectitude, his religious faith and his willingness to compromise.






Associated Press, “Former Sen. Joe Lieberman, Democrats’ VP pick in 2000, dead at 82“





Former U.S. Sen. Joe Lieberman of Connecticut, who nearly won the vice presidency on the Democratic ticket with Al Gore in the disputed 2000 election and who almost became Republican John McCain’s running mate eight years later, has died, according to a statement issued by his family.




[…]




Lieberman’s independent streak and especially his needling of Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama during the 2008 presidential contest rankled many Democrats, the party he aligned with in the Senate. Yet his support for gay rights, civil rights, abortion rights and environmental causes at times won him the praise of many liberals over the years.




“In an era of political carbon copies, Joe Lieberman was a singularity. One of one,” said Connecticut Sen. Chris Murphy, a Democrat. “He fought and won for what he believed was right and for the state he adored.”




Over the last decade, Lieberman helped lead No Labels, a centrist third-party movement that has said it will offer as-yet-unnamed candidates for president and vice president this year. Some groups aligned with Democrats oppose the effort, fearing it will help presumptive Republican nominee Donald Trump win the White House.




The group on Wednesday called Lieberman’s unexpected death a “profound loss,” describing him as “a singular figure in American political life who always put his country before party.”




[…]




Gore said in a statement Wednesday night that he was profoundly saddened by the death of his one-time running mate. He called Lieberman “a truly gifted leader, whose affable personality and strong will made him a force to be reckoned with” and said his dedication to equality and fairness started at a young age, noting Lieberman traveled to the South to join the civil rights movement in the 1960s.




“It was an honor to stand side-by-side with him on the campaign trail,” Gore said.






Lieberman is perhaps the archetype of the dramatic shifts that have taken place in our parties over the last quarter century. He went from being his party’s vice presidential nominee in 2000 to losing in his party’s Senate primary in 2006 to endorsing the other party’s presidential nominee in 2008.* It’s hard to think of a figure so prominent in his party who became an outcast with shifting ties so quickly. Mitt Romney, perhaps?




Then again, the editors of National Review remind me that Lieberman first got elected to the Senate with some help from that magazine’s founder, William F. Buckley, Jr. It’s perhaps fitting that he’s remembered more fondly in that magazine than those on the left. Indeed, as of this writing, neither The New Republic nor The Nation mention his passing at all. 









Indeed, I still maintain that John McCain should have followed his gut and put Lieberman on the ticket rather than the ignoramus Sarah Palin. He would almost surely still lost but it would have been a closer and more dignified race.
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There was quite a bit of commentary in Tuesday’s Forum about the awful news that a barge crashed into the Francis Scott Key bridge near Baltimore, taking out some key infrastructure for the foreseeable future. Given how little know about commercial shipping, bridge architecture, and maritime search and rescue, I saw no real need to weigh in. Indeed, it’s not even clear which of the many categories we’ve created over the last two decades-plus that I’d file it under.




Still, side from the tragic loss of life and the massive disruption that this will cause, a few things seem noteworthy.




First and foremost, the sheer readiness of people to spin off wild conspiracy theories and racist nonsense. Axios (“Misinformation runs rampant after Baltimore bridge collapse“): 





Why it matters: Rampant misinformation during mass casualty events is not a new phenomenon. But under Elon Musk’s ownership of X, the platform has changed from an essential real-time news source to a breeding ground for conspiracy theories.




Driving the news: Federal and state authorities said Tuesday there’s no evidence that terrorism played a role in the collapse of the 1.6 mile-long bridge, which was struck by a container ship at around 1:30am ET Tuesday.




[…]




What they’re saying: “Everything so far indicates that this was a terrible accident. At this time, we have no other indication, no other reason to believe there’s any intentional act here,” President Biden said in remarks Tuesday afternoon.




Zoom in: Within hours, X accounts with hundreds of thousands of followers were promoting baseless claims that the Dali had been the victim of a cyber-attack or had intentionally rammed into the bridge.




	Much of the misinformation was being pushed by “verified” users who pay for a premium subscription that boosts their posts.
	Some verified right-wing accounts speculated that corporate diversity and inclusion initiatives were to blame for the disaster — a claim also embraced during a spate of recent aircraft safety issues.
	Several antisemitic accounts with blue check marks claimed that the “attack” was perpetrated by Israel.







The terrorism speculation was at least understandable given the constant stream of threats from the usual suspects, especially in the wake of US support for Israel in the brutal war in Gaza. The DEI and Israel theories are, at best, nutty and, at worst, pure racist bullshit.




In other political news, President Biden argues that federal taxpayers should be on the hook for cleaup and rebuild. NBC:





President Joe Biden said he wants the federal government to pay to rebuild the Baltimore bridge that collapsed early Tuesday after a large cargo ship sailed straight into one of the bridge’s support pillars.




“We’re going to work with our partners in Congress to make sure the state gets the support it needs. It’s my intention that the federal government will pay for the entire cost of reconstructing that bridge, and I expect the Congress to support my effort,” Biden said in brief remarks from the White House before he left for North Carolina.




Biden said that it will take “some time” to rebuild the Francis Scott Key Bridge, which transverses the Patapsco River, but that he told Maryland Gov. Wes Moore, a Democrat, that he’s directing the federal government to “move heaven and earth” to reopen the port and rebuild the bridge “as soon as humanly possible.”




[…]




The Port of Baltimore, one of the largest shipping hubs in the U.S., is the top port in America for both imports and exports of automobiles and light trucks, Biden said, noting that 850,000 vehicles are moved through the port annually.




“We’re going to get it up and running again as soon as possible. … Fifteen thousand jobs depend on that port, and we’re going to do everything we can to protect those jobs and help those workers,” he said.




He also said that the bridge is “critical for travel,” not just for Baltimore but for the Northeast Corridor, saying more than 30,000 vehicles cross it daily.






I think this is the right instinct, although with some significant caveats. Right in that the Federal government has the ability to marshall resources quickly and that repair is vital from a national, not merely a local perspective. 




On the other hand, the bridge is a Maryland state highway, and one that collects tolls, no less. It seems reasonable that they should pay part of the cost of this revenue producer. That’s especially true if a private contractor maintains the roads in exchange for a cut of the fees. (I haven’t the foggiest whether they are; it is true for many of the toll roads in Northern Virginia.)




Moreover, this calamity was caused by a private company. While the captain is rightly being lauded for quickly informing authorities, allowing traffic to be stopped and thus likely saving countless lives,  if the investigation shows that there was negligence on the part of the company, then they (and, by extension, their insurance company) certainly ought to be held liable to the extent possible. Notably, this is not the first time this particular vessel has had an accident.  USA Today:





This was not the Dali’s first harsh encounter with a pier, and that time its leadership was determined to be at fault. It’s too early to know what caused Tuesday’s accident.




The cargo ship that struck the Francis Scott Key Bridge collided with a shipping dock in Belgium in 2016. That incident occurred as the Dali was leaving port in Antwerp and hit a loading pier made of stone, causing damage to the ship’s stern, according to the VesselFinder.com website, which tracks ships across the world. An investigation determined a mistake made by the ship’s master and pilot was to blame.






My purely amateur speculation at this point is that the captain the Key Bridge incident did an exemplary job under the circumstances but that the ship was not maintained to standard.  A Reuters report provides some evidence for that:





An inspection in 2023 carried out in Chile found “propulsion and auxiliary machinery” deficiencies, according to data on the Equasis public website, which provides information on ships.
But Singapore’s Maritime and Port Authority said in a statement that the vessel passed two separate foreign-port inspections in June and September 2023. It said a faulty fuel pressure gauge was rectified before the vessel departed the port following its June 2023 inspection.






If so, the US taxpayers shouldn’t be on the hook for all the damages. 




Also interesting. According to an AP report, at least four of the six workers killed from the bridge collapse are from Latin America:





The six missing people were part of a construction crew filling potholes on the bridge, said Paul Wiedefeld, the state’s transportation secretary.




Guatemala’s consulate in Maryland said in a statement that two of the missing were citizens of the Central American nation. It did not provide their names but said consular officials were in contact with authorities and assisting the families.




Honduras’ Deputy Foreign Affairs Minister Antonio García told The Associated Press that a Honduran citizen, Maynor Yassir Suazo Sandoval, was missing. He said he had been in contact with Suazo’s family.




And the Washington Consulate of Mexico said via the social media platform X that citizens of that nation were also among the missing. It did not say how many.






Since I haven’t seen this shouted from the rooftops, I presume they were all here legally. Still, it would give the impression that the crew was mostly, if not entirely, foreign born.




Finally, this incident should renew focus on our failing infrastructure. We’ve spent decades talking about the state of our bridges but really haven’t invested much money into fixing the problem. Presumably, this particular bridge was in good shape. But, while it’s apparently nearly impossible to design one that can withstand a full-on collision from a massive vessel, there are mitigation measures (“dolphins” and other barriers) that could have been in place that weren’t. 




Relatedly, as at least one commenter noted in the Open Forum discussions, it’s dangerous to have a whole region of the country so dependent on a single bridge. We really need to build in more redundancy. 
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POLITICO Playbook (“Ronna strikes back“):





The ramifications of NBC’s decision yesterday to part ways with contributor RONNA McDANIEL just two days after her paid network debut on “Meet the Press” are just starting to shake out. But they could be expensive.




McDaniel expects to be fully paid out for her contract, two years at $300,000 annually, since she did not breach its terms, we’re told — meaning that her single, not-quite-20-minute interview Sunday could cost the Peacock more than $30,000 per minute, or $500 per second.




That’s just one tidbit we’ve picked up from McDaniel’s side of things following yesterday’s announcement from NBCUniversal News Group Chair CESAR CONDE, and it might be just the beginning of the fallout. McDaniel spoke yesterday with BRYAN FREEDMAN, renowned lawyer to the estranged cable-news stars, to discuss legal options even beyond recouping the dollar value of her original contract.




While no arrangement is final, a person close to McDaniel tells us, Freedman would be an obvious choice: He represented MEGYN KELLY in her own acrimonious parting with NBC, as well as ousted anchors CHRIS CUOMO, DON LEMON and TUCKER CARLSON in disputes with their respective former networks.




McDaniel, we’re told, is exploring potential defamation and hostile work environment torts after MSNBC’s top talent — momentarily her colleagues — took turns Monday blasting her on air. (NBC declined to comment about the $600,000 figure or her potential claims.)




McDaniel was silent yesterday as the fallout from the internal network revolt mounted, and her perspective and role in the deal was largely lost as it unraveled in real time. She and her allies are, unsurprisingly, furious about how everything went down, believing she was misled about how much she’d be welcomed into the fold by executives who had aggressively recruited her. They blame the same NBC brass for botching the situation by not having her meet with top network talent ahead of the rollout, then caving to internal pressure from liberal-leaning hosts.




Most of all, they’re furious that the network did little to push back on a multi-day campaign against their new hire on their own airwaves. Host after host cast McDaniel as an enemy of democracy for, among other things, participating in a November 2020 phone call where then-President DONALD TRUMP sought to convince Michigan GOP elections officials not to certify election results.




“The part that pisses me off most about this is not necessarily that they folded; it’s [that] they allowed their talent to drag Ronna through the mud and make it seem like they were innocent bystanders,” the person close to McDaniel said.






I’m not privy to the terms of McDaniel’s contract and have little expertise in employment law in any case. While there are ongoing efforts to change it, New York (where I presume the contract is based) is an at-will state, meaning employment can usually be terminated for any reason that doesn’t defy public policy. But, since she wasn’t fired for cause, NBC would presumably owe her the contracted amount.




The main example I’m familiar with on these matters is that of athletic coaches, both at the college and pro levels. Most of those contracts require fired coaches to be paid either the full amount due or some specified lower amount. Most also require them to mitigate by finding suitable employment in the field with some sort of offset. I would guess that something like this is in McDaniel’s contract.




NBC absolutely should have anticipated the reaction to her hiring. I find it astounding that they allowed their talent—particularly non-commentators—to go on their air and trash the hire. It’s just a bad look for the network all around. 




That said, I don’t know on what basis McDaniel would have a case for additional damages. She is a known liar, repeatedly claiming that the 2020 election was stolen despite no evidence for that and dozens of court findings and other evidence to the contrary. That various NBC and MSNBC hosts found it outrageous that she was hired on the grounds that it diminished their journalistic reputation is certainly defensible and, indeed, would seem to be protected speech. 
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